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University Organization 
Undergraduate degrees at the university are offered through five colleges and Continuing 
Education and Special Programs. Graduate degrees are conferred by the Graduate College. 
College of Business Administration 
Accounting 
Business Teaching 
Economics 
Athletic Training 
Health Promotion 
Early Childhood Education 
Finance 
Management 
Marketing 
College of Education 
Elementary Education 
Health Education 
Leisure Services 
Management Information 
Systems 
Physical Education 
Special Education 
College of Humanities and Fine Arts 
American Studies 
Art 
Asian Studies 
Communication/ Public 
Relations 
Communication/ Electronic 
Media 
Communication & Theatre 
Arts 
Communicative Disorders 
Applied Physics 
Biology 
Biotechnology 
Chemistry 
Chemistry-Marketing 
Computer Science 
Computer Information 
Systems 
Construction Management 
English 
European Studies 
French 
German 
Humanities 
Inter-American Studies 
Music 
Modern Languages-Dual 
Philosophy 
Russian 
College of Natural Sciences 
Earth Science 
Electro-Mechanical Systems 
Environmental/ 
Conservation Education 
General Industry and 
Technology 
Geology 
Graphic Communications 
Manufacturing Technology 
Russian/ Soviet Area Studies 
Spanish 
Study of Religion 
Theatre Arts 
Teaching English to 
Speakers of Other 
Languages (TESOL) 
TESOL/Modern Languages 
Mathematics 
Natural History 
Interpretation 
Physics 
Science 
Technology Education 
College of Social and Behavioral Sciences 
American Studies 
Anthropology 
Asian Studies 
Criminology 
European Studies 
Family Services 
Geography 
Gerontology 
History 
Inter-American Studies 
Interior Design 
Political Science 
Psychology 
Public Administration 
Russian/ Soviet Area Studies 
Social Science 
Social Work 
Sociology 
Textiles and Apparel 
Continuing Education and Special Program s 
Bachelor of Arts 
General Studies 
General Studies - Nurses 
Individual Studies 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies 
Graduate College 
All graduate degree candidates are listed under the college of their academic major. 
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The Academic Procession 
The procession begins with the entrance of the candidates for degrees. Led by faculty marshals, the 
candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Arts, both the Teaching Program and the Liberal Arts 
Program, Bachelor of Fine Arts, Bachelor of Liberal Studies, Bachelor of Music, Bachelor of Science and 
Bachelor of Technology enter in groups, representing each of the undergraduate colleges. They are 
followed by the candidates for the highest degrees. 
The banners which are carried with the candidates' procession were first used in 1977. They were 
designed by Bekka Lindstrom, at that time a sophomore majoring in Art. The banners were fashioned 
by Phillip Elliott. 
Students wearing a bronze medallion are those graduating summa cum laude (with highest honors) , a distinction which requires a grade average of 3.75 (4.00 would be all A's); or those graduating 
students receiving a Purple and Old Gold Award, given to those students who have excelled in 
scholarship or who have shown conspicuous achievement in particular areas. 
The procession continues with representatives of the faculty. 
The President's Party forms the final section of the academic procession. Headed by the 
commencement marshal, it includes the president; members of the Board of Regents, state of Iowa; 
administrative officers; the academic deans; and honored guests. 
The commencement marshal carries the University Mace, designed and fashioned for the Centennial 
Commencement in 1976 by Randall Swanson, at that time a freshman majoring in Industrial Arts. A 
traditional symbol of authority, the mace is a carved wood rod capped with ends of cast bronze, with 
the top carrying the seal of the university. The sterling silver chain worn by the president was also 
created for the Centennial Commencement. It was designed and constructed by Martin Peterson, then a 
junior majoring in Art, and it memorializes the historical evolution of the university by carrying the seals 
of the Iowa State Normal School, the Iowa State Teachers College, the State College of Iowa, and the 
University of Northern Iowa. 
T he academic costumes worn trace their origin to the Middle Ages when long-sleeved hooded gowns were necessary for warmth in the unheated stone colleges. Over the centuries, much 
diversity occurred, and to bring some order, in the United States in 1894 an intercollegiate system of 
academic costume was agreed on, now adhered to by American institutions. According to this code, 
both the styling and colors of the regalia have significance. 
The design of the gown indicates the degree. The bachelor's is a simple gown with a full sleeve. The 
master's gown is much like it except for the long sleeve which hangs loose. The doctoral gown is fu ller 
and more elaborate. It has velvet edging and three velvet stripes on the full sleeve. The color of this 
velvet may be black or in the color appropriate to the degree. 
Hoods, which are worn over the gowns, are similar for all degrees, although differing slightly in length. 
The candidates for the bachelor's degrees usually do not wear the hood. The hood has a velvet edging 
which indicates the area of the degree, and the inside or lining of the hood is satin in the colors of the 
college or university granting the degree. 
A partial list of the degree colors to be found on the edge of the hood or the trimming on the doctoral 
gown is as follows: 
Apricot - Nursing 
Blue, dark - Philosophy 
Blue, light - Education 
Brown - Fine Arts 
Citron - Social Science 
Copper - Economics 
Drab - Business 
Green - Medicine 
Green Sage - Physical Education 
Lemon - Library Science 
Maize - Agriculture 
Maroon - Family 
and Consumer Sciences 
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Orange - Engineering 
Pink - Music 
Purple - Law 
Scarlet - Theology 
White - Arts and Letters 
Yellow, Golden - Science 
.. 
Service Organizations 
Omicron Delta Kappa 
Graduates wearing a white stole are members of Omicron Delta Kappa which is a 
junior-senior honorary organization which recognizes students who have 
demonstrated high levels of academic achievements, leadership in campus affairs, 
and community service. 
Student Alumni Ambassadors 
Graduates wearing a gold commemorative lapel pin are mf;!mbers of the Student 
Alumni Ambassadors (SAA). Since 1989, SAA has served the University in a 
variety of ways. From giving campus tours to prospective students, alumni and 
University guests, to serving as representatives of the student body at special events, 
SAA is recognized as one of the premier service organizations on campus. 
National Residence Hall Honorary 
Graduates wearing royal blue and white cords are members of the National 
Residence Hall Honorary, an honorary organization recognizing the top one 
percent of leaders who live on campus. Members are inducted for showing 
continual service to the community, leadership within the residence halls, 
recognition of others in their endeavors, and outstanding scholarship during their 
tenure living on campus. 
Phi Eta Sigma Honorary 
Graduates wearing black and gold cords are members of Phi Eta Sigma which 
recognizes first-year students who have a cumulative grade point average of at 
least 3 .5 on a 4.0 scale at the close of any full-time curricular period during their 
first year. 
Academic Honorary Organizations 
Students who are members of academic honorary organizations will be identified 
by the color of cord they are wearing as follows: 
Organization ............................................. Cord Color 
Alpha Delta Mu ...... .. ... . .......... . ......... .... Silver and Black 
Alpha Delta Mu recognizes and honors scholarship and professional development 
in the knowledge and practice of Social Work. 
Alpha Kappa Delta ........................... . ............. Purple 
Alpha Kappa Delta recognizes scholarship and professional development in the 
area of Sociology. 
Beta Beta Beta ...................................... Red and Green 
Beta Beta Beta recognizes scholastic achievement in Biology. 
Beta Gamma Sigma . ................ . .......... ..... .. Blue and Gold 
Beta Gamma Sigma encourages and honors academic achievement and personal 
excellence in the study and practice of business. 
Gamma Theta Upsilon . ............... Light Blue, Light Brown and Gold 
Gamma Theta Upsilon promotes professional interest and enhances academic 
training in Geography. 
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Kappa Delta Pi . . .. . .. .. ... . . . ... ... ...... .. . ... .. Green and Purple 
Kappa Delta Pi promotes excellence in all areas of Education as well as personal 
and professional growth in teachers and future teachers. 
Kappa Mu Epsilon . ... . .. . .. . . .. .... .. .... . .. .. . Rose Pink and Silver 
Kappa Mu Epsilon recognizes scholarship and fellowship for students interested in 
Mathematics. 
Mu Kappa Tau . .. .. . ...... .. ..... .. ........ . .. . Royal Blue and Gold 
Mu Kappa Tau encourages and recognizes the scholarship, professional 
development, and personal integrity and excellence among students of Marketing. 
Omicron Delta Epsilon ... . .. . ... . .. . . ... ..... . . . .... . Gold and Blue 
Omicron Delta Epsilon attempts to expose members to out-of-class educational 
experiences in Economics. 
Phi Alpha Theta .. . .. .... . . ....... . . . .. . ..... .. . . Red and Light Blue 
Phi Alpha Theta encourages the study of History by providing recognition for 
papers and scholarly work. 
Phi Upsilon Omicron . . . . . .... .. . . ...... . .. .. .. . . .. Yellow and White 
Phi Upsilon Omicron recognizes and encourages academic excellence and 
leadership development in the area of family and consumer sciences. 
Pi Kappa Lambda .. .. ...... . .. . .......... .. . . .. . .. . Pink and Purple 
Pi Kappa Lambda is dedicated to the furtherance of music in education and 
education in music and recognizes and encourages scholarship and musicianship. 
Psi Chi . . ........... .. ... .. .. . .. . ........ . ..... Light Blue and Gold 
Psi Chi encourages and honors undergraduate academic achievement and 
scholarship in psychology and psychological research. 
Sigma Delta Pi .. . ... .. .. . ... . .... . ..... . . . ...... . Crimson and Gold 
Sigma Delta Pi promotes the study of the Spanish language and Hispanic culture 
and literature. 
Sigma Gamma Epsilon . .. .. .. ... . . .. . ...... Silver, Gold and Royal Blue 
Sigma Gamma Epsilon recognizes scholarship and professionalism in the area of 
Earth Science. 
Sigma Pi Sigma ..... .. . ... .. .. . .. . . . ... .. . .......... Blue and Silver 
Sigma Delta Pi members must attain high standards of general scholarship and 
outstanding achievement in the area of Physics. 
Sigma Tau Delta .. . ..... . ..... . .. . ...... . ..... . . . Cardinal and Black 
Sigma Tau Delta recognizes high achievement in studies of English language and 
literature and encourages creative and critical writing. 
Theta Alpha Phi . ...... . ... . ... . .. .. . ..... . ... . . .. Purple and White 
Theta Alpha Phi is an honorary fraternity for students who have distinguished 
themselves through their academic and artistic work in the theater. 
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The Merchant Scholarship 
The gifts of Frank Ivan and Kate Merchant. Awarded for the purpose of graduate 
study to outstanding graduates of the University of Northern Iowa. The fields of 
study and the Universities to be attended are shown. 
Eliza Bangert 
Music Performance 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln 
Scott Hagarty 
Music 
University of Minnesota 
Alan Drury 
Sociology 
University of Texas-Austin 
Vicki Oleson 
Curriculum and Instruction 
University of Northern Iowa 
Kelly Pelzel 
Developmental and Clinical Psychology 
University of Utah 
Military Science 
The following graduates have earned a commission as a Second Lieutenant 
in the United States Army. 
Spring 2005 
Tony David Christoph New Hampton, Iowa 
Kyle Andrew Godfrey Cedar Rapids, Iowa 
Kent Michael Greiner Dike, Iowa 
Jason Roger Hornberg Oelwein, Iowa 
Kevin Raymond Hrodey Cedar Falls, Iowa 
Jason James McIntosh Missouri Valley, Iowa 
Matthew David Parrino Urbandale, Iowa 
Adam W. Rhum Fairfield, Iowa 
Nicole J. Rhum 
Jeffrey Stewart Ritter 
Benjamin John Seibert 
Tyson Mennet Trunkhill 
Boone, Iowa 
Waterloo, Iowa 
Waukon, Iowa 
Buffalo Center, Iowa 
Summer 2005 
Sarah Anne Droll 
Justin Virgil High 
Jennifer Min-Yung Zaiser-High 
Joshua James Zaruba 
Iowa City, Iowa 
Manchester, Iowa 
Fairfield, Iowa 
Cedar Rapids, Iowa 
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The Heritage Honours Awards 
The Heritage Honours A wards are sponsored by the UNI Alumni Association. The 
program honors the accomplishments of UNI graduates and their service to the 
University of Northern Iowa. Award categories include the Young Alumni Award, 
Alumni Achievement Award, and Alumni Service Award. Based on the pool of 
applicants, the selection committee determines which two of the three awards will 
be given each year. This year, the Alumni Association is pleased to present an 
Alumni Achievement Award and Young Alumni Award. 
Diane Crane Bridgewater '85 
Alumni Achievement Award 
Diane Bridgewater earned her Bachelor's degrees in 
Accounting and French from the University of 
Northern Iowa in 1985. She is currently Vice President 
and Business Director for North America Operations 
with Pioneer, A DuPont Company, in Des Moines, 
Iowa. Diane has held several director level positions in 
the 17 years she has been with Pioneer. In her current 
position, she leads Pioneer's largest business unit with 
nearly $2 billion in annual revenue. Outside of her 
career, Diane has a strong commitment to family, 
community, and the University of Northern Iowa. She is a current board member 
of the United Way of Central Iowa and ChildServe and past board member of the 
Johnston Community School Foundation, the Make-A-Wish Foundation of Central 
Iowa and the Hospice of Central Iowa. In 2002, the Des Moines Busines Record 
named Diane to the "Forty Under 40", a list recognizing up-and coming business 
leaders in Des Moines. She was also selected as the first ATHENA award honoree 
in Des Moines. This award recognizes leaders who contribute to improving the 
quality of life for others in the community and actively assist women in realizing 
their full leadership potential. Diane remains connected to her alma mater by 
serving on the College of Business Advisory Committee. 
Jason Follett '92 
Young Alumni Award 
Jason Follett earned his Bachelor's degree in History 
and Political Science from the University of Northern 
Iowa in 1992 and a Masters of Science in Curriculum 
and Instruction from Buena Vista University in 2000. 
He is currently an Adjunct Student Teaching 
Supervisor for Simpson College and resides in Ankeny, 
Iowa. Since graduating from UNI, Jason's career has 
been focused on education and advocacy. He has 
worked as an instructor in the field of social studies 
for numerous institutions, including the University of 
Northern Iowa's own Price Laboratory School. Considered by many to be an 
expert in the field of social studies at both the state and national level, he was 
appointed by Iowa Governor Thomas J. Vilsack to serve on the State Historical 
Society of Iowa's Board of Trustees in 2002. Jason has continually served as an 
advocate for the Latino population of Iowa. In 2001 and 2003, Jason was 
appointed by Iowa Governor Thomas J. Vilsack to the Iowa Commission of Latino 
Affairs, where he currently serves as chair. In addition to his service to the State of 
Iowa, he served as Co-Founder and Advisory Board Chair for the Waterloo-Cedar 
Falls El Centro Latino Americana (Latino Resource Center). 
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Rex B. Eno - Honorary Degree 
Rex B. Eno's impact on education at the University of Northern Iowa and 
throughout the state of Iowa is significant. The University wishes to recognize Mr. 
Eno, who attended the University of Northern Iowa in the early 1960s, for his 
contributions to education in Iowa, as well as for his outstanding professional and 
personal accomplishments as a business leader and for his many years of service 
to the University. 
Mr. Eno's relationship with the University of Northern 
Iowa, then the State College of Iowa, began as a 
student from Newell, Iowa, majoring in English-
teaching with a minor in German-teaching. He left the 
University in 1967, serving in the U.S. Army. Following 
his return from Vietnam in 1969, he accepted a 
position with Life Investors Company of America in 
Cedar Rapids. He served in various administrative 
capacities throughout his career with the company, 
before being promoted to president of Life Investors of 
America-Individual Division and senior vice president 
of AEGON USA. He is now the retired chairman of Life 
Investors of America. Throughout his career Mr. Eno trained and mentored scores 
of executives and continues to serve as an advisor to AEGON executive leadership 
today. 
Through the years, Mr. Eno has maintained a strong bond with the University of 
Northern Iowa. In 1991, he was a leading force behind the successful efforts to 
have the headquarters of the Iowa Mathematics Coalition housed at UNI. The 
Iowa Mathematics and Science Coalition, as it was later named , is an organization 
committed to making the United States a world leader in math and science 
education . Under his leadership as executive director, the Coalition sponsored a 
variety of creative projects, including the MATHCOUNTS Coaches Clinic, the Iowa 
Teacher Recognition Project, Mathematics Awareness Week activities and the Each 
One Teach One newsletter. The Coalition's goals were to develop state policies 
that support national goals for reforming math education; provide a means of 
information exchange about math education at the state and local levels; and 
develop long-term responses to the state's needs in math education. He also 
played a key role in fundraising for the Coalition. 
Mr. Eno's role as a campus advocate extends to his service on the UNI Foundation 
Board of Trustees. Former Chair of the board, he is Co-chair of the national 
Students First campaign, and had a leadership role in the campaign 's predecessor 
"Leading, Building, Sharing." He has helped develop the UNI Foundation Board of 
Trustees by recruiting some of the nation's finest executives to serve. He helped 
secure major gift support for both the Freeburg Early Childhood Center and 
McLeod Center. 
Along with his wife, Kathy, Mr. Eno has been a staunch advocate for public 
higher education in the state. Recognizing the crisis Iowa is facing in losing many 
of its finest teachers to other states at a critical time for Iowa education, the Enos 
established the Teaching in Iowa Incentive Award Fund at UNI, to help encourage 
outstanding teachers to stay in Iowa. Mr. Eno was honored with the UNI's 
Heritage Honours Award in 1993 as a Friend of the University. 
Rex Eno's influence has also been a positive force in his community of Cedar 
Rapids, where he is a member of numerous boards and has worked tirelessly for a 
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multitude of human service agencies. He is the Leadership Council Chair for the 
American Diabetes Association of Eastern Iowa and 2005 chair for the United Way 
of East Central Iowa campaign. 
In describing Mr. Eno, one of his nominators wrote: "Rex personifies character. He 
has instilled all the virtues of his UNI education on hundreds of people. I think' 
about all the young men he positively influenced from coaching little league 
baseball to the scores of executives he trained during his distinguished career at 
AEGON USA. To me, this is his greatest accomplishment. " Another wrote of his 
humility, and said, "You won't find him boasting of his accomplishments. Rex 
embodies that wonderful old-fashioned but never out of style virtue of letting his 
actions speak louder than his words. Rex is a product of our state and a proud 
member of the University's family. His life has been one of accomplishment, 
starting with modest beginnings and bedrock values. He took those with him to 
the State College of Iowa with his future fully ahead of him and nothing standing 
in his way but the hard work that his family prepared him well to meet. Rex 
started at the University making the impact on people and community that has 
been his trademark his entire life. " 
Upon the recommendation of the University Honorary Degrees Committee, the 
Faculty Senate and the President of the University and with the unanimous 
consent of the Board of Regents, State of Iowa, it is the privilege of the University 
of Northern Iowa to present Rex B. Eno for the degree of Doctor of Humane 
Letters, honoris causa. 
May 7, 2005 
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Christine Grant - Honorary Degree 
Christine H.B. Grant is a nationally known advocate for gender equity in 
intercollegiate athletics , whose work debunking the misconceptions surrounding 
Title IX, and supporting gender equity reform in colleges and universities around 
the country uniquely supports UNI's goal of creating a culture "that promotes 
diversity, honesty, integrity, respect, fairness , trust and civility among its 
members. " 
Dr. Grant received her B.A. in physical education and 
her Ph.D. in athletic administration at the University of 
Iowa. She also holds a diploma in physical education 
from Dunfermline College of Physical Education in 
Scotland. In 1973, she became the Women's Athletic 
Director at the University of Iowa, a position from 
which she retired in 2002, though she continues to 
teach graduate level courses there in athletic 
administration. As a result of her leadership at the 
University of Iowa, the women's athletic program 
reached national prominence, winning or participating 
in 25 Big Ten Championships. 
Dr. Grant was a founding member of the Association for Intercollegiate Athletics 
for Women, and served as its president from 1979-82. She also served on the 
board of directors of the National Association of Collegiate Women Athletic 
Administrators , served as its president and is the current chair of its Gender Equity 
Committee. 
Her recognition of disparities in the resources allotted to women's and men's 
athletics, and her desire to champion all student athletes led her to become a 
champion of Title IX of the Education Amendment of 1972, which states that "no 
person in the United States shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from 
participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under 
any education program or activity receiving federal financial assistance." As an 
expert on Title IX and its implications for athletic programs throughout the 
country, she has served as an expert consultant to the Health, Education and 
Welfare Office for Civil Rights Title IX Task Force, and has provided expert 
testimony on Title IX in landmark legal cases. Her advocacy includes testimony 
before U.S. House of Representative subcommittees and the Office of Civil Rights. 
She also has published widely on intercollegiate athletics and equity issues. 
Dr. Grant was acknowledged in a citation by the National Collegiate Athletics 
Association in 2001 as "one of the most influential women in collegiate athletics". 
She is recognized as one of the true and original leaders in the struggle for 
fairness for all women in all aspects life, not just in athletics. Christine Grant was 
honored by the Iowa Senate in 2002 on the occasion of her retirement as 
Women's Athletic Director, with Senate Resolution 8 which acknowledged her 
role as "a crusader for gender equity in intercollegiate athletics". 
Dr. Grant has received numerous academic and professional awards, including the 
National Administrator of the Year award from both the National Association of 
Collegiate Women Athletic Administrators and the Women's Basketball Coaches 
Association; the NCAA Honda Award of Merit for Outstanding Achievement in 
Women's Collegiate Athletics; a Presidential Award from, and inducted into, the 
Hall of Fame of the National Girls and Women in Sport; and was a recipient of the 
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first Lou Henry Hoover Award for outstanding contributions to the development 
of girls' and women's sports in Iowa. 
To celebrate the 30th anniversary of Title IX in 2002, the University of Northern 
Iowa Women's Studies Program and the Iowa Women's Foundation co-sponsored 
a visit to UNI by Dr. Grant. Kristen Harvey, a student - athlete who challenged a 
decision in 2001 (later rescinded) to eliminate Women's Swimming at UNI, talked 
about how difficult it was for her to fight for her rights as a woman athlete. Dr. 
Grant praised Harvey for standing up for herself and other women athletes, 
acknowledging that even 30 years after Title IX was instituted, gender equity in 
college athletics is still an issue. This connection between a pioneer of Title IX 
and a contemporary beneficiary of it, underscored the continuing importance of 
Title IX in the lives of women athletes and the necessity for continued advocacy. 
Dr. Grant's support for gender equity in women's athletics has helped to pave the 
way for millions of young women in the United States to gain access to monetary 
support for their athletic talents, and thus, for their education. Because of her 
consistent belief in the importance of gender equity and her unswerving 
commitment to women and girls, the University of Northern Iowa salutes Dr. 
Christine Grant. 
Upon the recommendation of the University Honorary Degrees Committee, the 
Faculty Senate and the President of the University and with the unanimous 
consent of the Board of Regents, State of Iowa, it is the privilege of the University 
of Northern Iowa to present Christine H.B. Grant for the degree of Doctor of 
Humane Letters, honoris causa. 
May 7, 2005 
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UNI-Dome 
College of Business Administration 
College of Education 
Division of Continuing Education and Special Programs 
PRELUDE CONCERT 
PROCESSIONAL 
Robert D. Koob, Ph.D. 
President of the University 
presiding 
John Vallentine, Ph.D. 
Director of the School of Music 
Commencement Marshal 
THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION 
Candidates for Degrees 
Candidates from the College of Business Administration 
Candidates from the College of Education 
10:00 a.m. 
Candidates from the Division of Continuing Education and Special Programs 
The Faculty - Led by Daniel Power, Ph.D. , 
Chair, University Faculty 
Members of the Faculty 
The Heads of the Departments 
The President's Party 
The Commencement Marshal 
The President 
Platform Guests 
Member of the State Board of Regents 
Officers of the University 
The Alumni Class of 1955 
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM 
RECOGNITION AND AWARD OF HONORS ....... Aaron M. Podolefsky, Ph.D. 
Vice President of Academic A.ff airs and Provost 
STUDENT ADDRESS ... . .. . . .... ..... . ... .. .. . . Andrew Edward Krumm 
Candidate in Elementary Education 
AWARDING OF HERITAGE HONOURS AWARDS . .. ...... . . . President Koob 
AWARDING OF HONORARY DEGREE . .. ....... .. . . ...... President Koob 
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PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES 
Graduate College . ......... ... . ... Susan J. Koch, Ph.D. , Graduate Dean 
College of Business Administration . ...... . . Farzad Moussavi, Ph. D., Dean 
Master of Accounting 
Master of Business Administration 
Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Arts - Teaching Program 
College of Education .. . . . ... ... .......... .Jeffrey Cornett, Ph.D. , Dean 
Doctor of Education 
Specialist in Education 
Master of Arts in Education 
Master of Arts 
Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Arts - Teaching Program 
Division of Continuing Education 
and Special Programs .......... . .James Bodensteiner, Ph.D. , Interim Dean 
Bachelor of Arts 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies 
CONFERRING OF DEGREES* ... ... ........ ..... .. ...... President Koob 
ALUMNI INDUCTION ....... . ...... . . . .................. . Beth Harris 
Chair of the Alumni Association Board of Directors 
PRESENTATION OF SENIOR CLASS GIFT . . ............... . . .Jane Harrison 
CLOSING SELECTIONS 
*READING OF THE CANDIDATES NAMES . . .......... Beverly Kopper, Ph.D. 
Professor of Psychology 
The audience is urged to refrain from cheering or applauding graduates as 
they are individually named. Your enthusiasm is understandable but may 
interfere with the rights of others to hear and will delay the program. 
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College of Business Administration 
Purple and Old Gold Awards 
Presented to Bachelor Degree Candidates for 
Meritorious Scholarship in Particular Areas 
ACCOUNTING 
Jennifer Lynn Dole 
(Fall 2004) 
Pella 
BUSINESS TEACHING 
Nicholas Allan Merritt 
Springville 
ECONOMICS 
Jaime Leigh Loos 
Clear Lake 
FINANCE 
Andrea Marie Smiens 
Ankeny 
MANAGEMENT: HUMAN RESOURCE 
Donita Christine Bundt 
Glidden 
MANAGEMENT: INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
Joshua Alan Ness 
Marion 
MARKETING 
Brian Paul Deiter 
Dubuque 
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College of Education 
Purple and Old Gold Awards 
Presented to Bachelor Degree Candidates for 
Meritorious Scholarship in Particular Areas 
ATHLETIC TRAINING 
Hollie Janine Walusz 
Mason City 
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
Kara Ann Ihde 
(Fall 2004) 
Farmersburg 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
Jonna Marie Spedaliere 
(Fall 2004) 
LaQuinta, California 
HEALTH PROMOTION AND 
EDUCATION 
Laurel Fister Lingle 
(Fall 2004) 
Riceville 
MIDDLE LEVEL EDUCATION 
Megan Marie Thomas 
(Fall 2004) 
Ames 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
Molly Ann O 'Brien 
(Summer 2005) 
Parnell 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
Tonya L. Miller 
Indianola 
Presented to Bachelor Degree Candidates for 
Conspicuous Achievement in Particular Areas 
ATHLETICS - SOCCER 
Abby Marie Luensmann 
(Fall 2004) 
Dubuque 
ATHLETICS - FOOTBALL 
Tom Paul Petrie 
(Fall 2004) 
Plymouth, Minnesota 
Continuing Education 
and Special Programs 
Purple and Old Gold Awards 
Presented to Bachelor Degree Students for 
Meritorious Scholarship in Particular Areas 
GENERAL STUDIES 
Jennifer Marie Norris 
Pella 
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College of Business Administration 
Graduate Candidates 
COLLIN W. ANDERSON 
Denver 
MBA; Business Administration 
LAURA G . BARRINGER 
New Hartford 
MBA; Business Administration 
BRIAN BRATVOLD 
New Hartford 
MBA; Business Administration 
#ROBERT J. BRUNKHORST 
Waverly 
MBA; Business Administration 
/\JOSEPH H. DEGABRIELE 
Cedar Falls 
MBA; Business Administration 
WILLIAM PAUL DETERMAN 
Cedar Falls 
MBA; Business Administration 
#JULIEN FAURE 
Paris, France 
MBA; Business Administration 
TERRY LYNN FORD 
Waterloo 
MBA; Business Administration 
JOSEPtI KEVIN FULLER 
Dunkerton 
MBA; Business Administration 
JESS R. HAIL 
Swisher 
MAcc; Accounting 
#JORDAN HAMILTON 
Oelwein 
MBA; Business Administration 
MICHELLE D. HAMMER 
Cedar Falls 
MBA; Business Administration 
WAI-KIT Ho 
Hong Kong, China 
MBA; Business Administration 
BRANDY MARIE H UNOLD 
West Point 
MAcc; Accounting 
PETER J. JENSEN 
Cedar Falls 
MBA; Business Administration 
#KEVIN BRADLEY JIMMERSON 
Independence 
MBA; Business Administration 
#JON AHMAD JUNAID 
Waterloo 
MBA; Business Administration 
CHRISTOPHER M. KINSTLER 
Cedar Falls 
MBA; Business Administration 
Notes: 
#Summer 2005 degree candidate 
/\fall 2005 degree candidate 
+Fall 2004 graduate 
#<Summer 2004 graduate 
CHRISTOPHER JOHN KLEKAR 
Cedar Rapids 
MAcc; Accounting 
KERRY KOISTI 
Lake Norden, South Dakota 
MBA; Business Administration 
DUONG M. LE 
Stillwater, Minnesota 
MBA; Business Administration 
THOMAS CHARLES LEKAR 
Waterloo 
MBA; Business Administration 
TRAVIS JAMES MAGNESON 
Emerson 
MAcc; Accounting 
#MAxlM G. MASHKARIN 
St. Petersburg, Russia 
MBA; Business Administration 
#SHASTA L. MORGAN 
Waterloo 
MBA; Business Administration 
ANDREW JAMES MUSCH 
Dunkerton 
MBA; Business Administration 
#MELISSA L. NJUS 
Lawler 
MBA; Business Administration 
#OKWUDILI C. OKEKE 
Enugu, Nigeria 
MBA; Business Administration 
#JEFFREY J. OLSON 
Cedar Falls 
MBA; Business Administration 
BENJAMIN G. PAGEL 
Sumner 
MBA; Business Administration 
RONALD J. POOCK 
Waverly 
MBA; Business Administration 
CRAIG EDWARD REHMERT 
Fairbank 
MBA; Business Administration 
#GAUTIER RENAULT 
Bons-en-Chablais, France 
MBA; Business Administration 
#THOMAS J. R.iCHTSMEIER 
Dike 
MBA; Business Administration 
MARK A. RIPPLE 
Waterloo 
MBA; Business Administration 
#GREGORY W. SALTON 
Hudson 
MBA; Business Administration 
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MICHELLE RENAE SAMMON 
H u dson 
MBA; Business Administration 
BENJAMIN HAROLD SCHNEIDER 
Waterloo 
MBA; Business Administration 
STELLA KATHLEEN SCHUELLER 
East Dubuque, Illinois 
MAcc; Accounting 
RACHEL A NN SEEMANN 
Jesup 
MBA; Business Administration 
BLAIR SEIM 
Le Grand 
MAcc; Accounting 
ARUN KUMAR SEKSARIA 
Agra, India 
MBA; Business Administration 
#JARED DEAN SELIGER 
Jesup 
MBA; Business Administration 
#MIRZA SHAHID BAIG 
Dubuque 
MBA; Business Administration 
SAMANTHA JEAN SOUHRADA 
Waverly 
MBA; Business Administration 
#BENJAMIN C. STEELE 
Hudson 
MBA; Business Administration 
JOHN SAMUEL STEVENSON 
Cedar Falls 
MBA; Business Administration 
/\MICHAEL J. STONE 
Cedar Falls 
MBA; Business Administration 
DIANA R. TESTORFF 
Denver 
MBA; Business Administration 
HING WAH TSE 
Hong Kong, China 
MBA; Business Administration 
JUSTIN YIN TAK TUNG 
Vancouver, Canada 
MBA; Business Administration 
ERIKA MARIE UTHOFF-SCHMUECKER 
Marengo 
MAcc; Accounting 
ROBERT J. VICTOR 
Waterloo 
MBA; Business Administration 
STEVE YONGXUN WANG 
Vancouver, Canada 
MBA; Business Administration 
CRAIG DONALD W ELLS 
Waterloo 
MBA; Business Administration 
ERICH JOSEPH WESSELS 
Bad Axe, Michigan 
MBA; Business Administration 
EMILY ABRAHAMSEN, BA 
Boone 
Management: Human Resource 
JULIE ANN ADAMS, BA 
Fort Dodge 
Management: Business 
Administration 
NATHAN G. ADAMS, BA 
Breda 
Finance and Real Estate 
#CASEY JAMES AHRENDSEN, BA 
Le Mars 
Management: Business 
Administration 
AMANDA !ONE ALBAUGH, BA 
Marion 
Management: Human Resource 
+***STEVEN C. ALLEN, BA 
Omaha, Nebraska 
Accounting 
Presidential Scholar 
Thesis/Project Title: "The 
Formation of the Bible" 
ZACHARY THOMAS ALLSUP, BA 
Quasqueton 
Finance and Real Estate 
JENNIFER ALONS, BA 
Sheldon 
Management: Business 
Administration 
NICHOLAS P. AMATO, BA 
Moline, Illinois 
Management: Business 
Administration and Economics: 
Community Economic 
Development 
CARISSA ANDERSON, BA 
Waterloo 
Accounting 
JENNIFER ANDERSON, BA 
Grundy Center 
Finance and Real Estate 
JOHN ROBERT ANDERSON III, BA 
Boone 
Management: Supply Chain and 
Operations 
MILTON C. WIKSTROM 
Waverly 
MBA; Business Administration 
AMBER LOVE SEEMANN YOUNGBLUT 
Jesup 
MBA; Business Administration 
Undergraduate Candidates 
Notes: 
#Summer 2005 degree candidate 
/\fall 2005 degree candidate 
MSpring 2006 degree candidate 
+Fall 2004 graduate 
***Summa Cum Laude 3.75 or higher 
**Magna Cum Laude 3.50 to 3.75 
*Cum Laude 3.25 to 3.50 
60 hour minimum at UNI 
JOSH ANDERSON, BA 
Urbandale 
Accounting 
*MATTHEW MICHAEL ANDERSON, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Accounting 
+**DEBRA SUE ARNOLD, BA 
Luxemburg 
Accounting 
VICTOR HUGO AYALA GARCES, BA 
Lima, Peru 
Accounting 
AARON Ross BACHMAN, BA 
Waterloo 
Management: Business 
Administration 
JASON ANDREW BAILY, BA 
Marshalltown 
Management: Business 
Administration 
#*KATE BARRETT, BA 
Carroll 
Marketing: General 
MINDY BATES, BA 
Keswick 
Management: Human Resource 
#DENISE BAULER, BA 
Le Center, Minnesota 
Management: Business 
Administration 
*REBECCA JANE BAYCH, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Management: Human Resource 
*JESSICA ANNE BECKERT, BA 
Fort Madison 
Accounting 
*MATTHEW R. BEHMER, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Management Information Systems 
***SARAH BEHRENS, BA 
Marathon 
Accounting 
*STACY MARIE BENTLER, BA 
Saint Paul 
Management: Business 
Administration 
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AARON BERDOFE, BA 
Urbandale 
Management Information Systems 
**BRYAN CHARLES BERGMANN, BA 
Mashall town 
Management: Business 
Administration 
AMANDA BETHARDS, BA 
Des Moines 
Management: Human Resource 
*STEPHANIE MARIE BIERMANN, BA 
Dyersville 
Accounting 
**ROBERT WILLIAM BIRD, BA 
Waterloo 
Marketing: Management 
ANDREA MARIE BOCKENSTEDT, BA 
Manchester 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
**STEPHANIE LYNN BOHR, BA 
Ossian 
Accounting 
#CHRISTOPHER BOLAND, BA 
Park View 
Accounting 
*THOMAS D. BOLEY, BA 
Birmingham 
Economics: Community Economic 
Development 
THOMAS STEVEN BOLINE, BA 
Bettendorf 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
**SARAH BONERT, BA 
Dyersville 
Economics: Business Analysis and 
Finance 
SHANNON MARIE BONWELL, BA 
Charles City 
Marketing: Management 
**STACY RENEE BOWERS, BA 
Creston 
Economics: Business Analysis and 
Psychology 
**SCOTT DAVID BRANDT, BA 
Mason City 
Finance and Real Estate 
SARAH BRJNCKS, BA 
Lake City 
Management: Business 
Administration 
*SHANNON SUE BROCKWAY, BA 
West Union 
Finance 
JEFFREY PAUL BRUCK, BA 
Dubuque 
Accounting 
MALISSA ANN BUELOW, BA 
Clinton 
Real Estate and Finance 
*LUKE KENNETH BUHR, BA 
Sumner 
Finance 
ANDREW DAVID BULLERMAN, BA 
Waterloo 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
***DONITA BUNDT, BA 
Glidden 
Management: Human Resource 
DONALD BURDICK, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
+AARON JOSEPH BURKE, BA 
Guttenberg 
Management: Human Resource 
ALICIA MARIE BURKE, BA 
Waukon 
Accounting 
JUSTIN BURKE, BA 
Guttenberg 
Management: Business 
Administration 
*JENNIFER S. BURROUGHS, BA 
Waukon 
Finance and Real Estate 
CLIFF CARLSON, BA 
Waverly 
Real Estate 
#**LEAH MICHELLE CARTER, BA 
Irwin 
Finance and Real Estate 
ELIZABETH RENEE CHESNUT, BA 
Clarksville 
Management: Business 
Administration 
#MARSHALL CHRJSTOPHERSON, BA 
Ackley 
Management Information Systems 
MICHAEL DAMON CISNEY, BA 
Sioux City 
Finance 
***SARAH REBECCA CLEMENS, BA 
Marshalltown 
Management: Business 
Administration 
University Honors 
Thesis/Project Title: "The Retail 
Wave" 
***CHRJSTOPHER M YLES COCHRAN, BA 
Hampton 
Management Information Systems 
#**DOUGLAS ]AMES COLE, BA 
West Des Moines 
Management: Business 
Administration 
ER1N K. COLGAN, BA 
Bettendorf 
Marketing: General 
BLAKE E. COLWELL, BA 
Hudson 
Marketing: General and Real 
Estate 
AARON DANIEL COOPER, BA 
Council Bluffs 
Finance and Real Estate 
MARK EUGENE CORNELIUS, BA 
Janesville 
Finance and Real Estate 
BRETT COVEY, BA 
Fort Dodge 
Marketing: General 
#TIFFANY ANN CURLEY, BA 
Fairbank 
Management: Business 
Administration 
***WILLIAM J. DALY, BA 
Farley 
Finance 
KRISTY DARLING, BA 
Decorah 
Management: Business 
Administration 
AMIE DAVENPORT, BA 
Prairie City 
Finance and Real Estate 
BRIAN SCOTT DAVIS, BA 
Hiawatha 
Finance and Real Estate 
**SUSAN KAY DEBORD, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
*DREW THOMAS DECHANT, BA 
Marion 
Finance 
***BRJAN PAUL DEITER, BA 
Dubuque 
Marketing: General 
MATT DENNY, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Management: Business 
Administration 
T ONYA DETERMAN, BA 
Camanche 
Accounting 
RYAN ]AMES DEVEREAUX, BA 
Fonda 
Management: Business 
Administration 
***LUKE ALLEN DONNENWERTH, BA 
Spirit Lake 
Management: Business 
Administration 
*JuAN Du, BA 
Zhengzhou, P.R.China 
Management: Business 
Administration 
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]ANELDA GENE D UDLEY, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Management: Human Resource 
BR1DGITTE LEA D UFFY, BA 
New Hampton 
Marketing: General 
**KALEN EASTWOOD, BA 
Pella 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
MARK ANDREW EDEN, BA 
Lake Mills 
Management: Business 
Administration 
NATHAN K. EDWARDS, BA 
Marshalltown 
Marketing: General 
+***SARAH M. EICHENBERGER, BA 
New Hampton 
Accounting 
LINDSEY N. E IS, BA 
Davenport 
Marketing.· Sales and Advertising 
***MICHAEL ]ED ELLERBROEK ]R., BA 
Cedar Falls 
Economics: Business Analysis and 
Finance 
ERJC T. ELLISON, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Finance 
# ISAAC EMUNAH, BA 
Cape Coast, Ghana 
Marketing: General 
**NICHOLAS WILLIAM ER1CKSON, BA 
Postville 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
***STEVE ERTL, BA 
Estes Park, Colorado 
Marketing: General 
* A NGELA JANE GASS E VANS, BA 
Waterloo 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
J ONATHAN M. FAH, BA 
Le Claire 
Accounting 
CHRJSTOPHER JOHN FARLEY, BA 
Milo 
Management Information Systems 
REBEKAH LYN FERNS, BA 
Bettendorf 
Management: Human Resource 
SAM FERRJSE, BA 
Muscatine 
Finance 
SCOTT FINKEN, BA 
Council Bluffs 
Management Information Systems 
AMY LYNNE FISCUS, BA 
Nevada 
Management: Business 
Administration 
SETH A. FITCH, BA 
Le Mars 
Accounting 
# RYAN WILLIAM JOHN FLANNERY, BA 
Calmar 
Management: Human Resource 
JUSTIN MICHAEL FLICK, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Accounting 
#JASON ALLEN FORBES, BA 
Nora Springs 
Management: Business 
Administration 
CAREY L. FRAISE, BA 
Fort Madison 
Accounting 
*NICOLE E. GARDNER, BA 
Des Moines 
Management: Business 
Administration and Spanish 
**BENJAMIN J. GEORGE, BA 
Waterloo 
Finance and Real Estate 
*MIRANDA J. GERBIG, BA 
Osage 
Accounting 
**WILLIAM JOSEPH GONGOL, BA 
West Des Moines 
Economics: Quantitative 
Techniques and Mathematics 
*ANDREA LYNN GOTTO, BA 
Eldora 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
ANTHONY J. GRAFF, BA 
Waterloo 
Finance: General 
TRENT TYLER GRAHAM, BA 
Des Moines 
Economics: Business Analysis 
EVE MARIE GRAY, BA 
Waterloo 
Management: Business 
Administration 
#RYAN K. GREINER, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Management: Business 
Administration 
*JASON WAYNE GRIER, BA 
Washington 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
and Psychology 
JAMES CROCKETT GRIFFIN, BA 
Wapello 
Management: Business 
Administration 
#*NICHOLAS SULLIVAN GROSS, BA 
West Union 
Management Information Systems 
DANIEL R. GUSTAFSON, BA 
Clear Lake 
Finance 
*JOHN THOMAS HACKBARTH, BA 
Robins 
Management: Business 
Administration 
***LAUREN HALL, BA 
Iowa City 
Economics: Business Analysis and 
Spanish 
**TERESA MARIE HAMERLINCK, BA 
Estherville 
Finance and Real Estate 
***RENAE HAMMRICH, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Management: Business 
Administration 
*NATHAN HANNOVER, BA 
Whittemore 
Management Information Systems 
JENNIFER LYNN HANSEN, BA 
Armstrong 
Finance 
KARL EUGENE HANSEN, BA 
Waterloo 
Economics: Quantitative 
Techniques 
/\BRANDEE JEAN HARGENS, BA 
Denison 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
JASON HARPENAU, BA 
Remsen 
Management: Human Resource 
JEFF HARRISON, BA 
Sloan 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
**JENNIFER MARY HASKINS, BA 
Urbandale 
Accounting 
GARY WESLEY HAYWOOD, BA 
Gary, Indiana 
Management Information Systems 
#BRANDON HECKART, BA 
Sioux City 
Finance 
*STACY Jo HEEREN, BA 
Greene 
Finance 
/\**JAY HEFEL, BA 
Dubuque 
Accounting 
LORI LYNN HEIMBUCK, BA 
Waterloo 
Finance 
NICHOLAS STEPHEN HEIMS, BA 
Manchester 
Management: Business 
Administration 
+***SCOTT MICHAEL HEINRICHS, BA 
Sioux City 
Accounting 
ANDREW ERICK HELGESON, BA 
Kensett 
Management: Business 
Administration 
BENJAMIN E. HELLER, BA 
Saint Charles, Illinois 
Marketing: Management 
JOSHUA DOUGLAS HEMANN, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Finance 
*ASHLEY ANN HENDERSON, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Accounting 
CORY JOHN HENKE, BA 
Waverly 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
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NICOLE S. HESSE, BA 
Moville 
Management: Business 
Administration 
MICHELLE HICKS, BA 
Bettendorf 
Marketing: General 
RENEE HILDEBRANDT, BA 
Fredericksburg 
Management Information Systems 
#SARAH ELIZABETH HINES, BA 
Grand Mound 
Management: Business 
Administration 
CHALISE RENEE HITE, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Finance 
KATIE HOBSON, BA 
Waterloo 
Management: Human Resource 
JESSE WADE HOFMEYER, BA 
Hospers 
Accounting and Finance 
KEVIN M. HOGAN, BA 
Clive 
Management: Business 
Administration 
*AMANDA Jo HOKE, BA 
Pleasant Hill 
Accounting 
#***SHANNON KAY H OLT, BA 
Ames 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
and Interior Design 
University Honors with Distinction 
Thesis/ Project Title: "The 
Influence of British Culture on the 
Advance of Modern Architecture 
in the United Kingdom" 
DAVID JOSEPH H OLTKAMP, BA 
Marion 
Economics: General Economics 
JESSICA JEAN HOOKS, BA 
Sioux City 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
MATTHEW JAY HOOVER, BA 
Walker 
Management Information Systems 
***TAWNYA KAY HOPKINS, BA 
Prairie City 
Accounting 
ANGELA MARIE H ORNER, BA 
Geneva 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
CARRIE J o H ORNER, BA 
Geneva 
Management: Business 
Administration 
ERIC CHRISTOPHER H OUDEK, BA 
Forest City 
Management: Business 
Administration 
MICHAEL A . H OUGH, BA 
Emmetsburg 
Finance 
MARK THOMAS HUEGERICH, BA 
Carroll 
Management Information Systems 
STACY MARIE HUFFMAN, BA 
Grundy Center 
Management: Business 
Administration 
KRISTEN MICHELLE HULSEN, BA 
Eldridge 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
and Spanish 
A.MY HUNTER, BA 
Davenport 
Finance 
+OIBEK IBRAGIMOV, BA 
Samarkand, Uzbekistan 
Management Information Systems 
TITUS KENYON IVORY, BA 
Bolingbrook, Illinois 
Marketing: Management 
BRETT GEORGE JACOBS, BA 
Waterloo 
Management Information Systems 
SHELLEY M. JASPER, BA 
Dyersville 
Finance and Real Estate 
DAYNA JENSEN, BA 
West Union 
Finance 
***JASON B. JISKOOT, BA 
Orange City 
Accounting and Political Science 
#*JEREMY HOWARD JOBES, BA 
Grinnell 
Real Estate and Finance 
#ANDREW DOUGLAS JOHNSON, 
BA EDUCATION 
Fairfield 
Business: Teaching and 
Accounting 
CIE ANN JOHNSON, BA 
Greene 
Management: Human Resource 
KEVJN JOHNSON, BA 
Cylinder 
Management Information Systems 
TYLER DEAN JOHNSON, BA 
Urbandale 
Marketing: Management 
SARA SADIE JUNGE, BA 
Keystone 
Management: Human Resource 
#ASHLEY MICHELLE KACH, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
NATHAN HAROLD KALKWARF, BA 
Parkersburg 
Accounting 
AMY LEIGH KALOUPEK, BA 
Fort Dodge 
Real Estate 
***NICOLE DIANNA KATHMAN, BA 
Milford 
Accounting 
*BRETT DANIEL KEMP, BA 
Council Bluffs 
Finance and Real Estate 
*JANA KERKVLIET, BA 
Larchwood 
Economics: General Economics 
**LINDSEY JEAN KERR, BA 
Mount Vernon 
Management: Human Resource 
*STACY L. KIELMAN, BA 
Waverly 
Marketing: Management 
**EuZABETH SUSAN KIES, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Finance, Spanish, and Political 
Science 
CHRISTOPHER E. KILCHER, BA 
Alpha 
Finance 
MICHAEL KLAPPHOLZ, JR., BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Management: Business 
Administration 
STEPHANIE KLAVER, BA 
Webster City 
Accounting 
#MICHAEL GLEN KLEINWOLTERINK, BA 
Yale 
Management: Business 
Administration 
AARON STEVEN KNEPPER, BA 
Cascade 
Management: Business 
Administration 
#MELISSA KNOLL, BA 
New Hampton 
Accounting 
+**AMANDA CATHERINE K NUTH, BA 
Cascade 
Accounting 
DANETTE MARIE KOBOLT, BA 
West Des Moines 
Accounting and Finance 
NICHOLE KOELLING , BA 
Denver 
Management: Business 
Administration 
*SARA RAE KOEPPEL, BA 
Waterloo 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
**SARAH M. KOERPERICH, BA 
Epworth 
Finance and Accounting 
•• ANDREW J. KOLAR, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Management Information Systems 
AARON M. KORTH, BA 
Forest City 
Management: Business 
Administration 
NICK ALAN KRULL, BA 
Vinton 
Management: Supply Chain and 
Operations 
MICHAEL KUBITZ, BA 
Waukon 
Marketing: General 
DOUGLAS F. KUHL, BA 
Eldridge 
Accounting 
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NICKOLAS SCOTT LAFLER, BA 
Anamosa 
Management: Business 
Administration 
MINDY ANN LAING, BA 
Tipton 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
+GARY A. LANDHERR, BA 
Stacyville 
Accounting 
JENNIFER LANGEL, BA 
Carroll 
Finance 
J OSEPH ANTHONY LANGEL, BA 
Le Mars 
Finance and Real Estate 
+**KRISSA MARIE LANGEL, BA 
Alton 
Accounting 
ARMANDO LARA, BA 
San Diego, California 
Management: Business 
Administration 
***JUAN CARLOS LEDESMA, BA 
Waterloo 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
#MICHAEL JUSTIN LEFEVERE, BA 
Vinton 
Management: Business 
Administration 
***KRISTIN ELAINE LEGVOLD, BA 
Oskaloosa 
Accounting 
*CHAD D. LEHMAN, BA 
Farley 
Accounting 
DARIN EUGENE LEIGH, BA 
Algona 
_ Accounting 
ROBERT J. LEMKE, BA 
Urbandale 
Accounting 
+ROBERT LUCIAN LESSARD Ill, BA 
Sioux City 
Accounting 
**GREGORY JON LESSMAN, BA 
Sioux City 
Economics: Quantitative 
Techniques 
ROBYN MELISSA LESTER, BA 
Indianola 
Finance and Real Estate 
D ONALD JOHN LEWIS, BA 
Cresco 
Accounting 
MICHAEL LEWIS, BA 
Cresco 
Accounting 
ROBERT G. LINES, BA 
Charles City 
Finance and Real Estate 
CARRIE LYN LIVINGSTON, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Accounting 
JAMES M. LIZZI, BA 
Granger, Indiana 
Management Information Systems 
*DANIEL SCOTT LOGAN, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Finance 
***JAJME LEIGH Loos, BA 
Clear Lake 
Economics: Business Analysis 
University Honors 
Thesis/ Project Title: "The Effect 
of a Loser-Pays Rule on the 
Decisions of an American Litigant" 
DERRICK THOMAS LOUTSCH, BA 
Le Mars 
Finance and Real Estate 
JEFFREY LYNN LUDWIG, BA 
Breda 
Finance and Real Estate 
LISA MARIE LUEDTKE, BA 
Algona 
Economics: Business Analysis 
#KELLY MARIE LUENSE, BA 
Merrill 
Marketing: General 
#AMANDA L. MAAS, BA 
Oxford 
Finance 
BRANDON S. MAHER, BA 
De Witt 
Finance 
#BENJAMIN ]AMES MANDERFIELD, BA 
Waucoma 
Management: Business 
Administration 
JOSEPH RANDALL MARBURGER, BA 
Camanche 
Real Estate and Finance 
*ANDREA NICHOLE MARTINEZ, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Management: Business 
Administration 
NICOLE MASTERSON, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
+ LAURIE R UTH MAxwELL, BA 
Iowa City 
Accounting 
JOHN JOSEPH MAZZARELLA, BA 
Las Vegas, Nevada 
Economics: General Economics 
#CHAD PRESTON McCARTY, BA 
Birmingham 
Economics: General Economics 
and Finance 
/\**KELLI LYN MCCAULLEY, 
BA EDUCATION 
Manson 
Business: Teaching 
***]AMES McCONEGHEY, BA 
Monroe 
Accounting 
***CRYSTAL McDERMOTT, BA 
Bernard 
Accounting 
#AMY Jo McDONALD, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Management: Business 
Administration 
JOSEPH]. McGOWAN, BA 
Altoona 
Management: Business 
Administration 
MELINDA MCKENNA, BA 
Gilman 
Finance and Real Estate 
**CHRISTOPHER MICHAEL MEHRENS, BA 
Primghar 
Management: Business 
Administration 
***KATHERINE ELIZABETH MEISSEN, BA 
Ankeny 
Marketing.· General 
**NICHOLAS ALLAN MERRITT, 
BA EDUCATION 
Springville 
Business: Teaching 
MELISSA ANN MEYER, BA 
Northwood 
Management: Business 
Administration 
THOMAS ROBERT MEYERS, BA 
Dyersville 
Finance 
#LAURA KAY MILLER, BA 
Mason City 
Marketing.· Sales and Advertising 
LAURA LEIGH MILLER, BA 
Prescott 
Finance and Real Estate 
#MARK Roy MILLER, BA 
Elk Run Heights 
Management: Business 
Administration 
**MICHAEL D. MILLER, BA 
Ames 
Management: Business 
Administration 
MICHELLE MAY MILLER, BA 
Robins 
Management: Business 
Administration 
ABETSABE MIRANDA, BA 
Guayaqui, Ecuador 
Marketing.- Sales and Advertising 
JESSICA MJTRISIN, BA 
Eddyville 
Management: Business 
Administration and Anthropology 
MATTHEW MOELLER, BA 
Fort Madison 
Marketing: Management 
**ANNA K. M OORMAN, BA 
Manchester 
Management: Business 
Administration 
*NICHOLAS ROARIKE MORIARTY, BA 
Barnesville, Georgia 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
SAMANTHA].MoRLAN,BA 
Des Moines 
Marketing.· General 
ERIC JOHN MORRISON, BA 
Clarksville 
Management Information Systems 
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MICHAEL L. MORRISON, BA 
Hampton 
Management Information Systems 
MICHAEL ALLEN Moss, BA 
Freeport, Illinois 
Marketing: General 
*DEREK A. MUELLER, BA 
Urbandale 
Accounting 
KEVIN CRAJG MULLINS, BA 
Ankeny 
Accounting 
KATHERINE ANN MUMMEY, BA 
Iowa City 
Management: Business 
Administration 
LAUREN KELLY NAGLE, BA 
Davenport 
Marketing: Management 
SULENE ROSE NELSON, BA 
Fort Madison 
Management: Human Resource 
***JOSHUA ALAN NESS, BA 
Marion 
Management Information Systems 
**LINDSY L. NIELAND, BA 
Breda 
Finance 
**ANDREW T. NDIT, BA 
Algona 
Marketing.- General 
STEPHANIE ANN NUNNIKHOVEN, BA 
Oskaloosa 
Management: Business 
Administration 
**KYLE M. OETKEN, BA 
Le Mars 
Management Information Systems 
NICOLE MARIE OFFERMAN, BA 
Delran, New Jersey 
Management: Business 
Administration 
#*RYAN KENNETH OPP, BA 
Des Moines 
Marketing.- General 
ABBY OSTWINKLE, BA 
Epworth 
Accounting 
*TROY WILLIAM OSTWINKLE, BA 
Epworth 
Accounting 
#ZACHARY THOMAS OSWALD, BA 
Indianola 
Management Information Systems 
***MATTHEW ]AY OTT, BA 
Marble Rock 
Management: Business 
Administration 
JEFFREY TODD PACKER, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Management: Business 
Administration 
+JOSEPH PANOZZO, BA 
Dubuque 
Management: Human Resource 
and English 
#DOUGLAS PARKER, BA 
Ankeny 
Economics: Business Analysis 
KIMBERLY SUE PARKER, BA 
Fulton, Illinois 
Management: Business 
Administration 
RAFAEL PARKER, BA 
Waterloo 
Marketing.· Sales and Advertising 
***SUSAN MARIE PATTERSON, BA 
Hudson 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
BRYCE REGAN PAULSON, BA 
Springville 
Management Information Systems 
#ROBERT EUGENE PEARSON Ill, BA 
Dallas Center 
Management Information Systems 
BRANIMIR ZVONIMIR PEITEL, BA 
Pula, Croatia 
Management Information Systems 
JOSHUA MICHAEL PHILLIPS, BA 
Pocahontas 
Economics: Quantitative 
Techniques 
PHILIP ]EROD PIERCE, BA 
Gary, Indiana 
Economics: Business Analysis 
MATTHEW DUANE POHLMANN, BA 
Clarion 
Management Information Systems 
***KAYLEEN RHEA POPP, BA 
Haven, Kansas 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
MEGAN MAUREEN PRAY, BA 
Clinton 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
***AARON MICHAEL PRIEKSAT, BA 
Le Mars 
Accounting 
MATTHEW RYAN PULLEN, BA 
Sac City 
Management Information Systems 
**LESLIE ERJN RASH, BA 
Denver 
Marketing: General 
MATTHEW RASMUSON, BA 
Swaledale 
Management: Business 
Administration 
*KARA ELIZABETH RASMUSSEN, BA 
Wellsburg 
Accounting 
CHARLES DUNN RATHJE, BA 
Davenport 
Management Information Systems 
#*KATHERJNE HENNING RATHJE, BA 
Davenport 
Accounting 
#KERRY ANNE REILLY, BA 
Coggon 
Management: Business 
Administration 
MIKE REITMAJER, BA 
Waverly 
Management: Business 
Administration 
NICOLE J. RHUM, BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Falls 
Business: Teaching and 
Accounting 
WADE STEPHEN ROBERTS, BA 
Lake Mills 
Marketing: Management 
DEVIN MICHAEL RODGERS, BA 
Mount Pleasant 
Finance and Accounting 
MARJA ROETHLER, BA 
New Hampton 
Accounting 
J OHN D . ROHRS, BA 
Sutherland 
Management: Business 
Administration 
LUKE DANIEL ROLING, BA 
Earlville 
Accounting 
AMBRJA BETH ROOT, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Management: Business 
Administration 
*ANNE KATHERJNE ROSKENS, BA 
Muscatine 
Marketing: General 
#MICHELLE L. Ross, BA 
Dubuque 
Finance and Real Estate 
#BRADY ]AMES ROSSITER, BA 
Sioux City 
Marketing: Management 
LEXI LEAH Rossow, BA 
Spirit Lake 
Management: Business 
Administration 
#STEPHANIE ELIZABETH ROYS, BA 
Elkader 
Management: Business 
Administration 
JOHN ADAM RUPPEL, BA 
Webster City 
Finance and Real Estate 
**MITCHELL H. RUTENBECK, BA 
Lost Nation 
Finance and Real Estate 
***JESSICA A. SACKETT, BA 
Walker 
Accounting 
CAMERON SATTERLEE, BA 
Waterloo 
Management: Business 
Administration 
JEFFREY ]ON SCHAEFER, BA 
Waterloo 
Management: Human Resource 
MEGAN ANDREA SCHALL, BA 
Ogden 
Accounting 
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KINSEY MARIE SCHAUL, BA 
Manchester 
Management: Business 
Administration 
NICKOLAS JAMES SCHAUL, BA 
Manchester 
Accounting 
LUKE SCHISSEL, BA 
Dubuque 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
KATHERJNE THOMSON SCHMIEG, BA 
Clive 
Marketing.· General 
#TARA MARIE SCHMILLEN, BA 
Cherokee 
Accounting 
PETER T. SCHMIT, BA 
Saint Charles, Illinois 
Findnce 
MATTHEW SCHNEIDER, BA 
Washington 
Management: Business 
Administration 
+**LISA MARIE SCHOBORG, BA 
Conrad 
Management: Business 
Administration 
EMILY M. SCHRAD, BA 
Lake City 
Management: Business 
Administration 
*AARON SCHRADER, BA 
Johnston 
Marketing: General 
#ANDREW DAVID SCHRADER, BA 
Mason City 
Management: Human Resource 
*KENZIE LEIGH SCHWEERS, BA 
Arcadia 
Finance 
# BRENDA L. SCHWICKERATH, BA 
Alta Vista 
Accounting 
ANDREA SERFLING, BA 
Cresco 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
JOSEPH M . SEUNTJENS, BA 
Mapleton 
Accounting and Finance 
JEFFREY SEVCIK, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Management: Business 
Administration 
ALAN ]AY SHAKESPEARE, BA 
Shellsburg 
Rea/Estate 
**STEPHANIE KAY SHOWMAN, BA 
Ottumwa 
Accounting 
*LAURJE E. SHURTZ, BA 
Independence 
Accounting and Finance 
BRYAN SIEVERT, BA 
Calmar 
Management: Business 
Administration 
LORJTA EMALINE SKELTON, BA 
Fort Dodge 
Management: Business 
Administration 
**BROOK ALLISON RUNYAN SKRAM, BA 
La Porte City 
Accounting 
*** ANDREA MARIE SMIENS, BA 
Ankeny 
Finance 
University Honors 
Thesis/ Project Title: "The Free 
Trade Area of the Americas: 
Assessing the Potential of 
Hemisphere-wide Free Trade" 
*KARLA ANN SMITH, BA 
Fort Atkinson 
Economics: Business Analysis 
#BENJAMIN P. SPATH, BA 
Hampton 
Marketing: General 
/\MELISSA MARJE SPIVIE, BA 
Perry 
Management Information Systems 
KRISTEN KAYE STAMMEYER, BA 
Lawler 
Accounting 
MATTHEW J. STANGL, BA 
Charles City 
Finance 
ANDREW L. STEFFEN, BA 
Ackley 
Real Estate 
BRJAN STEGALL, BA 
Washington 
Marketing: General 
*DAWNA EILENE STEINFELDT, BA 
Ackley 
Economics.- Business Analysis and 
Finance 
#MELISSA MARIE STEINMETZ, BA 
Victor 
Finance and Real Estate 
*BRADLEY DEAN STEWARD, BA 
De Witt 
Accounting 
MICHAEL L. STICKELS, BA 
Fairfield 
Economics: Business Analysis 
#BRENDA ANN STOHR, BA 
Hazleton 
Economics.- Business Analysis 
JEFFREY STONE, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Marketing.- Sales and Advertising 
BENJAMIN JOSEPH STREICHER, BA 
Strawberry Point 
Accounting 
**GAIL STUHRENBERG, BA 
Clare 
Marketing.- Sales and Advertising 
STACIE LYNN SUMNER, BA 
New Hampton 
Management: Business 
Administration 
+**TROY TABBERT, BA 
Grafton 
Accounting 
RACHEL LEA TAPPER, BA 
Ames 
Management: Human Resource 
**MARTA LOUISE TASLER, BA 
Somers 
Economics.- Business Analysis 
ALEC BENJAMIN TAYLOR, BA 
Marion 
Economics.- Business Analysis, 
Finance, and Real Estate 
** AUSTIN BENJAMIN TAYLOR, BA 
Bettendorf 
Economics.- Quantitative 
Techniques 
*KYLE DONALD TAYLOR, BA 
Lisbon 
Economics.- Business Analysis 
#OLIVIA KATHLEEN TAYLOR, BA 
Winthrop 
Management: Human Resource 
RACHAEL RENEE TAYLOR, BA 
Oskaloosa 
Management: Business 
Administration 
JACQUELINE MARJE THEIS, BA 
New Haven 
Finance and Accounting 
+**JACKIE MARIE THEN, BA 
Peosta 
Accounting 
ANTHONY RANDALL THEULEN, BA 
Halbur 
Finance and Real Estate 
SCOTT THIEL, BA 
Bloomington, Illinois 
Marketing.- General 
+**ABBY THOMPSON, BA 
Solon 
Accounting 
*DEREK ROBERT THOMPSON, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Management.- Human Resource 
LUKE J. THOMPSON, BA 
Parkersburg 
Management Information Systems 
***SARAH JAYNE THOMPSON, BA 
Sioux City 
Management: Human Resource 
CORY J. THORSON, BA 
Forest City 
Management: Business 
Administration 
+*MOLLY KATHLEEN TIMLIN, BA 
Lawler 
Accounting 
NATHAN RICHARD TOBEY, BA 
Sumner 
Finance 
*NICHOLAS PETER TURNIS, BA 
Dubuque 
Economics.- Community Economic 
Development . 
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BRJAN UGLUM, BA 
New Hampton 
Finance and Real Estate 
ERJKA UTHOFF-SCHMUECKER, BA 
Marengo 
Accounting 
*LUCAS H OLBROOK VANDEBERG, BA 
Runnells 
Finance 
**ADAM THOMPSON VANDEHAAR, BA 
Spencer 
Management Inf ormation Systems 
and English 
**KYLE VANDER H ELM, BA 
Council Bluffs 
Economics.- Quantitative 
Techniques 
+**AMANDA VAUGHN, BA 
Audubon 
Accounting 
***ELVIN E. VELEZ, BA 
Chicago, Illinois 
Finance and Real Estate 
*BROOKE MARIE VITTETOE, BA 
Washington 
Finance and Real Estate 
#JACOB L. VOLD, BA 
Jewell 
Marketing.- General 
GREG ELDON W AECHTER, BA 
Dyersville 
Management: Human Resource 
#A,\f\/ MARJE WAGNER, BA 
Webster City 
Finance: General 
BENJAMIN JOSEPH W AGNER, BA 
Dubuque 
Finance 
KRISTOPHER LEE W ALTERS, BA 
Dike 
Finance 
# AARON ]. WARD, BA 
Fairfield 
Marketing.- Sales and Advertising 
and Real Estate 
#MAI WATANABE, BA 
Sakai, Japan 
Management: Business 
Administration 
#NICOLE RENEE WATERS, BA 
Atlantic 
Marketing.- General 
*SOLOMON JOHN W ATNE, BA 
Galt 
Management Information Systems 
**SARAH KIM WEINMAN, BA 
Indianola 
Marketing.- Sales and Advertising 
***HEIDI BETH W EISKIRCHER, BA 
DeWitt 
Accounting 
Universi ty H onors 
Thesis/ Project Title: 
"Communication in the 
Accounting Field" 
STEPHANIE Jo WEITL, BA 
Dedham 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
**DENISE WENZEL, BA 
Davenport 
Accounting 
*AMY R. WERTZ, BA 
Dubuque 
Management: Business 
Administration 
*ERIN K. WESTENSEE, BA 
Rock Island, Illinois 
Management Information Systems 
#ABIGAIL CHRISTINE WESTROPE, BA 
Bondurant 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
ROBERT C. WETZELER, BA 
Boone 
Management Information Systems 
JOSHUA L. WHALEN, BA 
Colorado Springs, Colorado 
Marketing: General 
SARAH J. WHALEN, BA 
Estherville 
Management: Business 
Administration 
AMY S. WHITE, BA 
Newton 
Finance 
LISA WHITE, BA 
Fairbank 
Accounting 
#PATRICK CHARLES WHITE, BA 
Hopkinton 
Management: Business 
Administration 
***NATALIE C. WHITEHEAD, BA 
Davenport 
Marketing: Management 
MELISSA ANN WILLSON, BA 
Webster City 
Management: Human Resource 
*KRYSTAL SUE WILSON, BA 
Oelwein 
Marketing.· General and Finance 
MONICA WILSON, BA 
Ottumwa 
Management: Human Resource 
ERIC THOMAS WINKEL, BA 
Whittemore 
Management Information Systems 
AMY MARIE WINN, BA 
Walker 
Management: Human Resource 
*KRISTIN MARIE WISE, BA 
West Des Moines 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
#STACY KAY WITT, BA 
Clinton 
Management: Business 
Administration 
***BENJAMIN JAMES WOBSCHALL, BA 
Hampton 
Finance and Real Estate 
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ADAM ROBERT WOODLE, BA 
Storm Lake 
Finance and Real Estate 
JENNIFER WRAY, BA 
Harper 
Accounting and Finance 
CHuNYI Wu, BA 
Taipei, Taiwan 
Management Information Systems 
PAK LOK Wu, BA 
Hong Kong, China 
Finance 
* AMY WURZER, BA 
Lawler 
Marketing: Interactive Retailing 
#MOHAMED YASSIN, BA 
Khartoum, Sudan 
Accounting 
*MICHAEL MURRAY YOUNG, BA 
West Des Moines 
Finance and Real Estate 
#JOSHUA LEE YOUNGBEAR, BA 
Tama 
Management: Business 
Administration 
**KIRA JIN ZACHARIASEN, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Marketing: General 
*VERONICA MARIE ZAVODNY, BA 
Chicago, Illinois 
Economics: Business Analysis 
Doctor of Education 
DANIEL JOSEPH KAZIM BARDY 
Hazel Green, Wisconsin 
Doctor of Education; 
Curriculum and Instruction 
Dissertation Chair: 
John K. Smith, PhD 
Dissertation: The Mind is the 
Tabernacle of the Consciousness 
Soul: A Journey Visiting the Roles 
of Consciousness, 
Communication, Education, and 
Technology in Human and 
Curriculum Development by 
Integrating Dewey, Gebser, and 
Steiner-Past, Present, Future 
+JOAN CAROLYN GERBO 
Marshalltown 
Doctor of Education; 
Curriculum and Instruction 
Dissertation Chair: 
Robert M. Boody, PhD 
Dissertation: Students' Views of 
Classroom Management Strategies 
in Assertive Discipline and 
Constructivist Classroom Settings 
JOHN L. KALKWARF 
Cedar Falls 
Doctor of Education; 
Curriculum and Instruction 
Dissertation Chair: 
Robert M. Boody. PhD 
Dissertation: A Qualitative 
Investigation of Student 
Interactions in a Learning Activity 
Center: Defining Success, At-Risk 
and Resiliency for Developmental 
Programs in Community Colleges 
JANE MARIE LINDAMAN 
Dysart 
Doctor of Education; 
Education: Administration 
Dissertation Chair: 
John K. Smith, PhD 
Dissertation: Administrative 
Strategies That Foster Self-
Reflective Practice in Iowa 
Educators as Perceived by Middle 
Level Principals and Teachers 
KRISTINE DONNA OWENS 
Evansdale 
Doctor of Education; 
Education: Administration 
Dissertation Chair: 
John K. Smith, PhD 
Dissertation: The Efficacy of 
Writing Course Placement at an 
Iowa Community College 
College of Education 
Graduate Candidates 
#Summer 2005 degree candidate 
Afall 2005 degree candidate 
+Fall 2004 graduate 
#<Summer 2004 graduate 
SUSAN A. PECINOVSKY 
Clear Lake 
Doctor of Education; 
Curriculum and Instruction 
Dissertation Chair: 
Susan L. Etscheidt, PhD 
Dissertation: The Impact of the 
No Child Left Behind (NCLB) 
Legislation on School Leadership 
of Two School Buildings 
Designated in Need of 
Improvement: An Agency Theory 
Perspective 
Specialist in Education 
ANN MARIE BAHLS 
Cedar Rapids 
Specialist in Education; 
School Psychology 
TARA J. FINCH 
Britt 
Specialist in Education; 
School Psychology 
AMY LYNN ZIRKELBACH 
Grinnell 
Specialist in Education; 
School Psychology 
Thesis: Examining the Role of 
Empathy Training in Anger 
Management Programs for Young 
Children 
Masters 
CONDRA JOANN ALLRED 
Burlington 
MAE; Special Education 
CHRISTINE McDONOUGH AMELING 
Galena, Illinois 
MA; Peiformance and Training 
Technology 
p AMELA JILL ARGOTSINGER 
Cedar Falls 
MAE; Educational Psychology: 
Professional Development for 
Teachers 
TIMOTHY LEE BAKULA 
New Hampton 
MAE; Postsecondary Education: 
Student Affairs 
CHERYL J. BENTLEY 
Elkader 
MAE; Principalship 
SYLVIA DEE BERG 
Salix 
MAE; Special Education 
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AL BLOCKER 
Davenport 
MAE; Principalship 
JESSICA ANN BOCHE 
Muscatine 
MAE; Postsecondary Education: 
Student Affairs 
RICHELLE CHRISTENE BOUSKA 
West Union 
MA; Mental Health Counseling 
#LAURA MARIE BOWERS 
Central Point, Oregon 
MA; Leisure Services: Youth and 
Human Service Administration 
Thesis: The Developmental 
Process of Reflection in Youth 
Ministry 
KATHLYNN W. BREINICH 
Davenport 
MAE; Principalship 
MATTHEW R. BRO 
Waterloo 
MAE; Principalship 
TRAVELL UNIQUE BROCK 
New Orleans, Louisiana 
MA; Peiformance and Training 
Technology 
TODD WILLIAM BROWN 
Emmetsburg 
MAE; Postsecondary Education: 
Student Affairs 
#DARCEY MARIE BYE 
Gayville, South Dakota 
MAE; Special Education 
JOSHUA TYE CARNELLEY 
Fort Dodge 
MAE; School Counseling 
SHARMAN DENECE CHAMBERS 
Waterloo 
MAE; Educational Psychology: 
Professional Development for 
Teachers 
#JANA LYNNE CHMELAR 
Ottumwa 
MAE; Postsecondary Education: 
Student Affairs 
Thesis: Implementation of the 
Integrated Student Service Center: 
A Case Study of the University of 
Northern Iowa 
KATIE ELIZABETH CHRISTIANSEN 
North Liberty 
MAE; Principalship 
KAREN Jo COATES 
Council Bluffs 
MAE; Principalship 
RACHEL M ARIE COLE 
Winterset 
MAE; School Counseling 
CHARLOTTE L. COLEMAN 
Waterloo 
MAE; Educational Psychology: 
Professional Development for 
Teachers 
LINDSEY REBECCA CORNWELL 
Johnston 
MAE; Principalship 
#LAWRENCE 0. D ANIEL 
Chicago, Illinois 
MA; Physical Education 
Thesis: Optimal Loading for Peak 
Power D ev elopment in Collegiate 
Athletes 
SHAUNA KAY DENNISON 
Lisbon 
MAE; Principalship 
#CAROLINE SARAH DIEKEN 
Cedar Falls 
MA; Mental Health Counseling 
LORI D ENISE D OBBIN 
Cedar Rapids 
MAE; School Counseling 
#RENAE D. FARRELL 
Fredericksburg 
MA; Peiformance and Training 
Technology 
JENNIFER A NN FELTES 
Dubuque 
MA; Leisure Services: Community 
Leisure Services Programming 
GHADEER Z.M. FILIMBAN 
Jeddah, Saudi Arabia 
MA; Peiformance and Training 
Technology 
T HERESA ANN FISHER 
M ontour 
MAE; Principalship 
MARY Jo FITZGERALD 
Waterloo 
MAE; Educational Psychology: 
Prof essional Development for 
Teachers 
D IANE SHUMATE FOLEY 
Davenport 
MAE; Principalship 
MARTHA M. FRAZIER 
W aterloo 
MA; Peiformance and Training 
Technology 
W ILLIAM T ERRELL FREENEY III 
Chicago, Illino is 
MA; Leisure Services: Community 
Leisure Services Programming 
KASEE LYNN FULLER 
Cedar Rapids 
MA; Leisure Services: Youth and 
Human Service Administration 
#W ANGUI VIRGINIA GATHUA 
Thika, K enya 
MAE; School Counseling 
K RYSTAL M ARIE-LINK GRADY 
Dubuque 
MA; Peiformance and Training 
Technology 
RODD MARTIN G RADY 
Dubuque 
MA; Peiformance and Training 
Technology 
JODIE M . GRAHAM 
Des M oines 
MAE; Principalship 
BRIAN GRAVEL 
Newhall 
MAE; Principalship 
BRUCE ALAN GREGORY 
V inton 
MA; Counseling 
JOSEPH G . HAEFFEL 
Wind Lake, W isconsin 
MAE; Postsecondary Education: 
Student Affairs 
RACHELLE ANN HAKER 
V inton 
MAE; School Counseling 
Sm C. HARrus 
St. Mary, Jamaica 
MAE; Postsecondary Education: 
Student Affairs 
CASSANDRA A DEL HART 
W aterloo 
MAE; Educational Psychology: 
Prof essional Development for 
Teachers 
KARA MARIE HAUGEN 
Waterloo 
MAE; Educational Psychology: 
Prof essional Development f or 
Teachers 
M EGHAN ELIZABETH H ENNESSY 
Dubuque 
MAE; Postsecondary Education: 
Student Affairs 
DAVID H ITE, JR. 
Cedar Falls 
MAE; Educational Psychology 
Thesis: Th e Impact o f a C.A .R.E. 
Based M artial Arts Class on 
Students' Academic A chievem en t, 
Peer Relationships, and Social 
Interaction s 
#NICHOLAS J. H OEGER 
Dubuque 
MAE; School Counseling 
LANA L. H OLLAR 
Festina 
MAE; School Counseling 
CARLA CHRISTINE H UGHES 
Cedar Rapids 
MA; Mental Health Counseling 
RALPH JOSEPH H UGHES 
D avenport 
MAE; Principalship 
ANGEL M ICHELLE H UNDT 
Cashton, W iscon sin 
MAE; Educational Psychology 
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D AVID H uss 
Coleridge, Nebrask a 
MA; Physical Education 
PATRICIA ERNST JENKINS 
Waterloo 
MAE; Educational Psychology: 
Prof essional Development f or 
Teachers 
#RACHELLE ESTHER JENSEN 
Cedar Falls 
MAE; Reading Education 
DARIN W AYNER JONES 
Montezuma 
MAE; Principalship 
KATHLEE T. FLEMING/JONES 
Hux ley 
MAE; Principalship 
KERRY M. KETCHAM 
Des Moines 
l\1AE; Principalship 
A UDREY PIETERS K IMBALL 
Waterloo 
MAE; Educational Psychology: 
Prof essional Development f or 
Teachers 
BETH ANN KLEVE 
Calmar 
MAE; Principalship 
KIMBERLY M AE KooG 
San Antonio, Texas 
MAE; Postsecondary Education: 
Student Affairs 
TAMMY ANN KRUSE 
D y ersville 
MAE; Principalship 
#MATTHEW R. K UENNEN 
Fort Atkinson 
MA; Physical Education 
Thesis: Personality T raits: 
Perfection ism, N arcissism , Self 
Esteem, and Multip le 
D emographic D escriptors as 
Predicto rs o f M uscular 
Dysmorphia 
LESLI L. LANCEY-WENSMAN 
W aterloo 
MAE; Educational Psychology: 
Prof essional Development for 
Teachers 
BETH LANG 
Winterset 
MAE; Principalship 
MARK EDWARD LAWLER 
Dubuque 
MAE; Principalship 
DEANNE ELAINE HOAG LEWIS 
M anson 
MAE; Principalship 
ROBERTS. LIBOLT 
Center Po int 
MAE; Principalship 
LISA ANN LYDON 
W aukon 
MA; Mental Health Counseling 
JASON R. MANCILLAS 
San Antonio , Texas 
MA; Peiformance and Training 
Technology 
#LYNDSEY MARIE MANDERFIELD 
Waucoma 
MA; Mental Health Counseling 
TRISTA MARIE MANTERNACH 
Cedar Falls 
MAE; Educational Psychology: 
Professional Development for 
Teachers 
!SANDRA MARTINEZ-MARRERO 
Trujillo Alto, Puerto Rico 
MA; Performance and Training 
Technology 
STEPHANIE DAWN STAVELEY MAURY 
Manchester 
MAE; Principalship 
LINDA J. MELTON 
Cedar Falls 
MA; Performance and Training 
Technology 
MARGARET P. MESSENGER 
Elk Grove Village, Illinois 
MAE; School Counseling 
MARY J o GORDON METZ 
Dike 
MAE; Educational Psychology: 
Professional Development for 
Teachers 
JAMES ROBERT MEYER 
Tipton 
MAE; Principalship 
ANDREW J. MIEHE 
Waterloo 
MAE; Principalship 
FREDDY ANTONIO MIRANDA 
Guayaquil, Ecuador 
MAE; Postsecondary Education: 
Student Affairs 
/\SHONA LEE MUSIAL MOELLER 
Cary, Illinois 
MA; Leisure Services: Youth and 
Human Service Administration 
REBECCA J o MOHORNE 
Waterloo 
MAE; Educational Psychology: 
Professional Development for 
Teachers 
# <STEPHANIE NICOLE MOHORNE 
Waterloo 
MAE; Principalship 
# LILLIE ROSE MOORE 
Hiawatha 
MAE; Special Education 
BRIAN MARVIN M ORETZ 
Adel 
MAE; Principalship 
AMANDA LYNN M OUTRIE-SCHARA 
Mount Pleasant 
MA; Mental Health Counseling 
SUSAN MARGARET MUEHL 
Evansdale 
MAE; Principalship 
# ANN E LIZABETH NELLIS 
Cedar Falls 
MA; Health Education 
T SERING PAIMO NGALUTSANG 
Tibet 
MAE; Special Education 
AMY NICHOLSON 
Marion 
MAE; Special Education 
KIMBERLY D. NICHOLSON 
Cedar Falls 
MA; Performance and Training 
Technology 
GREGORY ALAN O'CONNELL 
Cedar Rapids 
MAE; Principalship 
SUSAN J ENNIFER POE PELLEYMOUNTER 
Cedar Falls 
MAE; Educational Psychology: 
Professional Development for 
Teachers 
J ENNIFER L. PETILON 
Manchester 
MAE; Principalship 
IMAN! A YANNA PHILLIPS 
New Orleans, Louisiana 
MA; Performance and Training 
Technology 
RACHEL LYNN P HILLIPS 
Waterloo 
MA; Mental Health Counseling 
#J EAN! KARENE PIERRE 
Miami, Florida 
MA; Educational Technology 
#ARLENE FRANCES PRATHER-O'KANE 
Cedar Falls 
MA; Leisure Services: Youth and 
Human Service Administration 
BRIAN J. PRICE 
Davenport 
MAE; Principalship 
Thesis: What I Believe About 
Leadership and Education: A 
Reflective Essay 
# KIMBERLY Q UINT 
Dubuque 
MA; Leisure Service: Youth and 
Human Service Administration 
SEABRON RASHOD REESE 
St. Petersburg, Russia 
MAE; Principalship 
HOLLY KRISTINA RITTER 
Waterloo 
MAE; Educational Psychology: 
Professional Development for 
Teachers 
TA.KEISHA SHANETTE R OBINSON 
Waterloo 
MA; Performance and Training 
Technology 
KARI LYNN R USCH-CURL 
Charles City 
MAE; Postsecondary Education: 
Student Affairs 
MICHAEL J OE SAUER 
Waterloo 
MAE; Educational Psychology: 
Professional Development f or 
Teachers 
B ONNIE J EAN MARIE SCHAEFFER 
Davenport 
MAE; Principalship 
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J OAN CATHERINE SCHUELLER 
Dubuque 
MAE; Principalship 
Lou ANN MARY SCHULTE-W IKAN 
Waukon 
MA; Health Education 
J OELLEN ANNE SCHWAB 
Waterloo 
MAE; Educational Psy chology.-
Professional Development for 
Teachers 
CHRISTI ANN SIRES 
Evansdale 
MAE; Educational Psychology: 
Professional Development for 
Teachers 
#MARCIA EDNA SISK 
Waterloo 
MA; Health Education 
BRANDY ALEXANDRIA SMITH 
Cedar Falls 
MA; Educational Technology 
CAROLYN LOUISE SPADING 
Atkins 
MAE; Special Education 
MELISSA A. STEGGALL 
Waterloo 
MAE; Educational Psychology: 
Professional Development for 
Teachers 
CHARLOTTE A NNE SULLIVAN 
Cedar Rapids 
MA; Leisure Services: Youth and 
Human Service Admin istration 
TAMMY ANITA THEROITH 
Waterloo 
MAE; Educational Psy chology.-
Professional Development for 
Teachers 
PAULA ANN THOME 
Waterloo 
MAE; Educational Psy chology: 
Professional Development for 
Teachers 
HATTIE MAE T OLES G RAVES 
Waterloo 
MAE; Educational Psychology: 
Professional Development for 
Teachers 
WENDY MARIE TRAINER 
Evansdale 
MAE; Educational Psychology: 
Professional Development for 
Teachers 
KATHLEEN MARIE WALECH 
Dubuque 
MAE; Principalship 
) AMES DANIEL WALSER 
Hubbard 
MAE; Principalship 
KATIE]. WALSWORTH 
Cedar Falls 
MAE; Principalship 
#JESSICA )EAN WASS 
Denver 
MAE; School Counseling 
MOLLY JOAN WERTZ 
Cedar Falls 
MA; Mental Health Counseling 
ALBERT DANTONI WIGGINS Ill 
Augusta, Georgia 
MA; Curriculum and Instruction: 
Educational Technology 
CODY ALAN WILLIAMS 
Titonka 
MA; Mental Health Counseling 
**CASSIE L AALDERKS, BA 
Aplington 
Health Promotion: Wellness 
DANIEL TROY AGUILERA, BA 
Manly 
Athletic Training 
/\*ETHAN DAVID ALBERTSON, 
BA EDUCATION 
Le1and 
Physical Education 
# **KATIE MARIE ALBRECHT, BA 
Maynard 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Nonprofit Youth Administration 
#***EMILIA MARGARET ALEJO, 
BA EDUCATION 
Davenport 
Elementary Education and 
Spanish 
# NICOLE ALLEN, BA 
Hampton 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Programming Services 
Administration 
IIERIKA DOMINIQUE ALVIS, BA 
Logan 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Youth Services 
IITRENTON R. AMES, BA EDUCATION 
Rockwell 
Elementary Education 
*ERICA L. ANDERSON, BA EDUCATION 
Humboldt 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
# PATRICK IAN A TKINSON, BA 
Muscatine 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Youth Services 
SHANEL LESHAWN WINFIELD 
New Orleans, Louisiana 
MA; Performance and Training 
Technology 
BETHEA ELIZABETH WOODSMALL 
Iowa City 
MA; Mental Health Counseling 
MICHAEL L. XIMENEZ 
Floresville, Texas 
MAE; Postsecondary Education: 
Student Affairs 
Undergraduate Candidates 
Notes: 
#Summer 2005 degree candidate 
/\Fall 2005 degree candidate 
/\/\Spring 2006 degree candidate 
+Fall 2004 graduate 
***Summa Cum Laude 3.75 or higher 
**Magna Cum Laude 3.50 to 3.75 
*Cum Laude 3.25 to 3.50 
60 hour minimum at UNI 
#*JAMIE L. BACHMAN, BA 
Whitten 
Leisure/ Youth/Human Services: 
Therapeutic Recreation 
/\*RACHEL M. BAEZA, BA EDUCATION 
Coralville 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
#**ALLISON LEAH BALL, BA 
Sumner 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Therapeutic Recreation 
/\**TAMI BARNES, BA EDUCATION 
Grinnell 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
***EMILY BARRON, BA EDUCATION 
Vinton 
Elementary Education 
RYAN PHILIP BAUMGARTEL, 
BA EDUCATION 
Amana 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education Dual Major 
IIJEANETTE B AUMLER, BA 
Fort Atkinson 
Health Promotion: General 
# SARA ANN BAZYN, BA 
Victor 
Health Promotion: Women 's 
Health and Health Promotion: 
Global Health/Culturally 
Competen t Health Care 
/\***NICOLE MARIE BECK, 
BA EDUCATION 
Fort Dodge 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
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#WING-KIU ( HAZEL) Y AN 
Hong Kong, China 
MA; Leisure Services: Youth and 
Human Service Administration 
Thesis: What Motivates College 
Students to Become First Year 
Camp Counselors in Camp 
Adventure n-, Youth Services 
ANGELA JILL ZIESMAN 
Alden 
MA; Mental Health Counseling 
JOHN ZIMMERMAN 
Cedar Rapids 
MAE; Principalship 
DERRICK ]A.MES B ENNER, BA EDUCATION 
Paullina 
Physical Education 
#*KRISTEN D ANIELLE B ENNINK, BA 
Runnells 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Tourism and 
Leisure/ Youth/Human Services: 
Programming Services 
Administration 
/\***ANNE KRISTINA B ENSON, 
BA EDUCATION 
Council Bluffs 
Elementary Education 
RIED ANDREW BENTLEY, BA EDUCATION 
Fort Madison 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education Dual Major 
# ANNE T ERESE B ERGER, BA 
Sioux City 
Physical Education 
*TERESA MARIE BETTIS, BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education 
VALERIE MARY B IERBAUM, 
BA EDUCATION 
Griswold 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
# AMELIA ANN B IRKEL, BA 
Sherrill 
Physical Education: Exercise 
Science 
# CODY LEONARD B ISHER, BA 
Tama 
Physical Education 
***KA TI-IERINE L. BLAKESLEY, 
BA EDUCATION 
Manchester 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education 
/\**JILL MARIE BLETI-1, BA EDUCATION 
Davenport 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
*MEREOITI-1 SHARLENE BLOCKER, BA 
Davenport 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Outdoor Recreation 
ABIGAIL ELIZABETI-1 BLY, BA EDUCATION 
Dubuque 
Elementary Education 
AMY B OCKENSTEDT, BA 
Luxemburg 
Leisure/ Youth/Human Services: 
Nonprofit Youth Administration 
# DAWN JOVONI SOLLIE BOONE, BA 
Cleveland, Ohio 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Youth Services 
***SARA E . BOREN, BA EDUCATION 
Manchester 
Elementary Education 
*CANDICE VAE BORTS, BA EDUCATION 
Altoona 
Early Childhood Education 
*MELISSA BRAZIEL, BA EDUCATION 
Waukee 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
** AMANDA M. BREITBACH, 
BA EDUCATION 
Dubuque 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education Dual Major 
ANDREA D. BRIGGS, BA EDUCATION 
Ankeny 
Elementary Education 
/\*J ENNY BROWER, BA EDUCATION 
Sioux City 
Special Education - Mental 
Disabilities: 
Moderate/Severe/Profound 
N ICOLE OLESEN BROWN, BA 
Audubon 
Elementary Education 
#CARL P. B UCHANAN, BA 
Waterloo 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Outdoor Recreation 
***STEPHANIE J O B UCHHEIM, 
BA EDUCATION 
Colesburg 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education Dual Major 
TYSON DREW BURKAMPER, BA 
Muscatine 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Outdoor Recreation 
**SARAH ELIZABETI-1 B URKE, 
BA EDUCATION 
Cresco 
Elementary Education 
***RENEE LYNNE B USH, BA EDUCATION 
Mediapolis 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
**TIFANI ELAINE B USHMAN, 
BA EDUCATION 
Holy Cross 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education Dual Major 
CASSANDRA DAWN CALDERON, 
BA EDUCATION 
Muscatine 
Elementary Education 
/\***SERRA ELIZABETI-1 CALISESI, 
BA EDUCATION 
Des Moines 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
J ANDA J o CAMPBELL, BA 
Wright, Wyoming 
Leisure Services: Programming 
Services Administration 
/\**EMILY CLARE CANDEE, 
BA EDUCATION 
Waterloo 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education 
*PATRICK JACOB CARLIN, BA EDUCATION 
Graettinger 
Elementary Education 
***KATI-IERINE ANN CARLSO 
BA EDUCATION 
Decorah 
Elementary Education 
/\***CANDACE L. CARR, BA EDUCATION 
Marion 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education 
***LAUREN MARIE CHAMBERS, 
BA EDUCATION 
Mason City 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
J ERRY CHASE, BA EDUCATION 
Waterloo 
Elementary Education 
#*TRAVIS EARL C HEERS, BA 
Norwalk 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Programming Services 
Administration and 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Outdoor Recreation 
*JESSICA MAY CHRISTENSEN, 
BA EDUCATION 
Fort Dodge 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
/\ERIN RENEE CINK, BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education 
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*KRISTIN LAURA COFFEY, BA 
Weaverville, North Carolina 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Programming Services 
Administration and 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Tourism 
**LUCAS JADE C OLLIN, BA 
Waterloo 
Athletic Training 
ALEXANDRIA K. COOK, BA EDUCATION 
Decorah 
Physical Education 
SARAH ELIZABETH C OOLEY, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Health Promotion: Women 's 
Health 
***MEAGAN RAE CORY, BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education 
# RICK A . COURCIER, BA 
Osceola 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Programming Services 
Administration and 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Youth Services 
LAURA C. Cox, BA 
Denver 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Programming Services 
Administration and 
Leisure/ Youth/Human Services: 
Outdoor Recreation 
N ICOLE L. CRAIG, BA 
Clermont 
Athletic Training 
/\**LINDSEY M . CRAWFORD, 
BA EDUCATION 
Des Moines 
Elementary Education 
** ANNE ELIZABETI-1 CROTTY, BA 
Marshalltown 
Health Promotion: Global Health 
and Health Promotion: Women's 
Health 
MOLLY CUMMINS, BA EDUCATION 
Charles City 
Elementary Education 
**SARAH MARIE C URRY, BA EDUCATION 
Jesup 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
/\**KAREN ELIZABETI-1 CUVELIER, 
BA EDUCATION 
Lawler 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
# ABBY J o D AUGHERTY, BA 
Bellevue 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Therapeutic Recreation 
/\**MEGAN CLARE DAVIS, BA EDUCATION 
Charles City 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
**TINA LYNN DEGROOT, BA EDUCATION 
Evansdale 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
*KIMBERLY A. DEJONGH, BA EDUCATION 
Rock Rapids 
Elementary Education and 
Physical Education 
*SHANON MARIE DEJOODE, 
BA EDUCATION 
Altoona 
Elementary Education 
**DEBORAH L. DEMAREST, 
BA EDUCATION 
Marshalltown 
Elementary Education 
*LUKE A. DEMAREST, BA EDUCATION 
Correctionville 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education Dual Major 
#MANDI MARIE DEROCHER, BA 
LeMars 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Therapeutic Recreation 
***HEIDI KATHLEEN DITSCHEIT, 
BA EDUCATION 
DeForest, Wisconsin 
Elementary Education and 
Spanish 
*LAURA J. DIXON, BA EDUCATION 
Oskaloosa 
Elementary Education 
/\***THERESA A. DOLS, BA EDUCATION 
Des Moines 
Elementary Education 
JILL ALISON DORENKAMP, BA 
Mitford 
Health Promotion: Worksite 
**KELLY LYNN DORMAN, BA EDUCATION 
West Des Moines 
Elementary Education 
***KELLI B. DOSTAL, BA EDUCATION 
Tama 
Elementary Education 
University Honors 
Thesis/ Project Title: "A Critical 
Analysis of No Child Left Behind' 
*JENNIFER AMELIA DOUGLAS, 
BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education Dual Major 
/\** AMANDA MARIE ECKRICH, 
BA EDUCATION 
Oxford 
Elementary Education 
DALE DUANE EMERSON, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Leisure Services: Nonprofit Youth 
Administration 
/\*JOHN A . ENGELHART, BA EDUCATION 
Bancroft 
Elementary Education 
DIANA ERRTHUM, BA 
Dubuque 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Programming Services 
Administration and 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Youth Services 
*CINDY CRUZ ESCAMILLA, BA EDUCATION 
Poteet, Texas 
Elementary Education 
/\MEGAN CATALINA ESTES, 
BA EDUCATION 
Mason City 
Elementary Education 
#***CARLYN L. FARNSWORTH, 
BA EDUCATION 
Waukee 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
**TERRI ECKEBRECHT FECHT, 
BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education 
ZACHARY FEELEY, BA EDUCATION 
Woodstock, Illinois 
Physical Education 
*LISA ERIN FEHRING, BA EDUCATION 
Muscatine 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education 
KATE MARIE FISCHER, BA 
Rockford 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Tourism and 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Programming Services 
Administration 
/\*JAMES ROBERT STEINHAUER 
FITZGERALD, BA EDUCATION 
Pocahontas 
Elementary Education and 
Middle Level Education Dual 
Major 
***DEBRA KAY FITZL, BA 
Plymouth 
Athletic Training 
**LINDSEY M. FORD, BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Falls 
Early Childhood Education 
KERI FOSTER, BA EDUCATION 
Hartley 
Elementary Education 
/\BRENT DONALD FOURTNER, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Physical Education 
/\**KATHERINE E. Fox, BA EDUCATION 
Hiawatha 
Elementary Education 
HANS FREDRICK FREY, BA 
Spearfish, South Dakota 
Physical Education 
***JOHNA ANN FREYLING, BA EDUCATION 
Dubuque 
Elementary Education 
**STACI KIM FRIEST, BA EDUCATION 
Radcliffe 
Elementary Education 
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*JACOB ANDREW FROHLING, 
BA EDUCATION 
Sheldahl 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education Dual Major 
/\CANDICE Jo F ULLER, BA EDUCATION 
Fort Dodge 
Elementary Education 
**JEFFREY RYAN FURLER, BA EDUCATION 
Van Horne 
Elementary Education 
/\*ANGELA JANE GAFFNEY, 
BA EDUCATION 
Swaledale 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
**ANGELA M. GERMAN, BA 
Manchester 
Physical Education 
/\*JAMIE LYNN GILBERT, BA EDUCATION 
Keokuk 
Elementary Education 
AROMELL DONTA G!LLESPY, 
BA EDUCATION 
Gary, Indiana 
Physical Education 
**HEATHER RENAE G OETSCH, 
BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education 
**KRISTA RENE GOETZ, BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education 
#ANNEMARIE LYNN GOLDHORN, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Health Promotion: General and 
Health Promotion: Women's 
Health and Health Promotion: 
Global Health 
NICHOLAS GOMEZ, BA EDUCATION 
Readlyn 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education Dual Major 
/\MICHELLE MARIE Goss, BA EDUCATION 
Sumner 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
*B ILLIE Jo GRABILL, BA 
Harlan 
Health Promotion: Women's 
Health 
/\*LINDSAY MICHELLE GRASS, 
BA EDUCATION 
Muscatine 
Elementary Education 
*VALERIE GREINER, BA EDUCATIO 
Jefferson 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education 
D EBBIE ANN GRETEMAN, BA EDUCATION 
Carroll 
Elementary Education 
/\**KELLY REED GRIFFITH, 
BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education 
#TRAVIS RAY GRIFFITH, BA 
Fort Dodge 
Leisure/ Youth/Human Services: 
Programming Services 
Administration 
/\MARGARET ELIZABETH GRIM, 
BA EDUCATION 
Nichols 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education Dual Major 
D ANIEL MICHAEL GRIMM, BA 
Algona 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Programming Services 
Administration and 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Nonprofit Youth Administration 
#*MICHELLE ELIZABETH GRIMM, 
BA EDUCATION 
Lamont 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
SARA EMILY GRONSTAL, BA EDUCATION 
Council Bluffs 
Elementary Education 
#*BRIAN ALLEN G UETZLAFF, BA 
Waterloo 
Physical Education 
#*MOLLY G URWELL, BA 
Altoona 
Health Promotion: Wellness 
*MINDY FAYE H AACK, BA EDUCATION 
Bancroft 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
**JUSTIN CARROLL HAJEK, BA EDUCATION 
Marion 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education Dual Major 
/\***KAREN ELIZABETH HALL, 
BA EDUCATION 
Waukon 
Elementary Education 
J ENNIFER HAMLIN, BA 
Van Horne 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Nonprofit Youth Administration 
and Leisure/ Youth/Human 
Services: Programming Services 
Administration 
*RACHEL MARIE H ANCE, BA E DUCATION 
Fort Dodge 
Elementary Education 
RICHARD A. H ANDLOS, BA EDUCATION 
Lake City 
Elementary Education 
*JILL MICHELLE HANNA, BA 
Ely 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Programming Services 
Administration 
***ABBIE H ANSEN, BA EDUCATION 
Sibley 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education Dual Major 
#ALLISON J o HANSE , BA 
Mediapolis 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Youth Services 
LEYNA J. HANSON, BA 
Holstein 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
'Therapeutic Recreation 
/\**ROBBIE CHRISTINE HANSON, 
BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education 
SHAWN MATTHEW HANSON, BA 
Waukon 
Physical Education 
TIMOTHY BLAINE HANSON, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Health Promotion: Wellness 
*LORI RENAE HARDIN, BA 
Pella 
Health Promotion: Worksite 
AMBER N ICOLE HARMSEN, 
BA EDUCATION 
Charlotte 
Elementary Education 
# *KIMBERLY SUE HARWARD, 
BA EDUCATION 
Milton 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
A*SARA LEE HASH, BA EDUCATION 
Brooklyn 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
# **S HELLY L. HEISTER, BA 
Maquoketa 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Programming Services 
Administration and 
Leisure/ Youth/Human Services: 
Tourism 
MARY THERESA HEMANN, BA 
Osage 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
'Therapeutic Recreation and 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Programming Services 
Administration and 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Youth Services 
/\KATHERINE MARIE H EMPHILL, 
BA EDUCATION 
Ellsworth 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education Dual Major 
STEVEN R. H ENDERSON, BA 
Ridgeway 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Nonprofit Youth Administration 
JESSICA D AWN H E KES, BA 
McGregor 
Athletic Training 
O RLANDO H ERNANDEZ, BA EDUCATION 
San Antonio, Texas 
Elementary Education 
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#*MAc KENZY J o H ERRICK, BA 
Red Oak 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
'Therapeutic Recreation 
# CHRISTINA H ETH, BA 
Waterloo 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Nonprofit Youth Administration 
**GRETCHEN D IANN H IESTERMAN, 
BA EDUCATION 
Fort Dodge 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
A UDREY L. HINOTE, BA E DUCATION 
Jefferson 
Elementary Education 
AVALOREE S . H OEFER, BA E DUCATION 
Clinton 
Elementary Education 
***MJSTAYA LOUISE H OEFLING, 
BA EDUCATION 
Carroll 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
#**ELLA MARIE H OFF, BA 
Indianola 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Programming Services 
Administration and 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Outdoor Recreation 
••• ASHLEY C HRISTINE H OLST, 
BA EDUCATION 
Omaha, Nebraska 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education Dual Major 
/\H OLLY ANN H OLTHAUS, 
BA EDUCATION 
Ossian 
Elementary Education 
/\***FRANNY J o H ORTON, 
BA EDUCATION 
Sioux City 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education Dual Major 
/\M ELISSA H ORTON, BA E DUCATION 
Dike 
Elementary Education 
*LORA D . H UDDLESTON, BA 
Dunkerton 
Athletic Training 
# C HELSEA MARIE H UGHES, 
BA EDUCATION 
Johnston 
Elementary Education 
**A SHLEY H UI KER, B A EDUCATION 
Garner 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education 
*H EIDI J o H ULSTEIN, BA E DUCATION 
Rock Rapids 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
**JAMIE LYNN H UMPAL, BA E DUCATION 
Calmar 
Elementary Education 
NANCY ANN JACKSON, BA 
Garwin 
Health Promotion: Women's 
Health and Health Promotion: 
Worksite 
*EMILY J. JACOBS, BA EDUCATION 
Forest City 
Elementary Education 
/\**JULIEANN D. JACOBSON, 
BA EDUCATION 
Mason City 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
*JAYME D. ]ASPER, BA 
Waterloo 
Athletic Training 
II LAURA LEE JENSEN, BA EDUCATION 
Harlan 
Elementary Education and Earlj; 
Childhood Education 
HESSTON KENT JOHNSON, 
BA EDUCATION 
Jewell 
Physical Education 
IISHANON ROCHELLE JOHNSON, BA 
Wayne, Nebraska 
Physical Education 
#BENJAMIN Ross JONES, BA 
Waterloo 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Nonprofit Youth Administration 
*JEFFREY RICHARD ] ONES, BA EDUCATION 
Urbandale 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education 
***JENNIFER KRISTINE ] UHL, 
BA EDUCATION 
Altoona 
Elementary Education and Art 
MICHAEL M. J UNGCK, BA EDUCATION 
Perry 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education Dual Major 
/\**]ADE NICOLE KAGER, BA EDUCATION 
Toddville 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
#**SARA MICHELLE KAMP, 
BA EDUCATION 
Bettendorf 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
KATHLEEN A NN KELLY, BA 
Eldridge 
Athletic Training 
# KELLI KENINGER, BA 
Ackley 
Health Promotion: Women's 
Health 
IIMEGAN RAE KEOPPEL, BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Rapids 
Early Childhood Education 
BLAKE GARY KIELMAN, BA EDUCATION 
Waverly 
Elementary Education 
#MEGAN CHRISTINE KING, BA 
San Antonio, Texas 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Programming Services 
Administration 
**JILL MARIE KITZMAN, BA EDUCATION 
Sigourney 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education Dual Major 
/\***SARA KLAASSEN, BA EDUCATION 
Van Meter 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
**HEIDI ANN KlEMMENSEN, 
BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education 
***JESSICA J. KLUG, BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Falls 
Early Childhood Education 
IIB ETH LARISSA KN!CLEY, BA EDUCATION 
Des Moines 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
ELIZABETH MAE KOEPP, BA EDUCATION 
Marion 
Elementary Education 
***JASON M. K OFOOT, BA 
Fort Atkinson 
Physical Education 
*KRISTA KAY KREBSBACH, 
BA EDUCATION 
Winthrop 
Elementary Education 
*HEIDI Jo KRIEGEL, BA 
Brooklyn 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Programming Services 
Administration and 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Nonprofit Youth Administration 
*ANDREW KRUMM, BA EDUCATION 
Huxley 
Elementary Education 
KARI KRUSE, BA EDUCATION 
Moline, Illinois 
Physical Education 
# MATTHEW W. KUHN, BA 
Decorah 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Outdoor Recreation and 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Programming Services 
Administration 
*ASHLEY MARIE KUNKLE, BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Falls 
Early Childhood Education 
ll*KATIE ]ERINE LALLA, BA EDUCATION 
Iowa City 
Elementary Education 
**ALISHA LYNN LANDSTRUM, 
BA EDUCATION 
New Sharon 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
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.. 
IISARAH LANGFITT, BA EDUCATION 
Sheldon 
Elementary Education 
***MICHAEL ] . LANGRECK, 
BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Falls 
Physical Education 
**KATIE N ICOLE LARSON, BA E DUCATION 
Randall 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education Dual Major 
#LAURA DAWN LAWTON, BA 
Reinbeck 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Therapeutic Recreation 
J ULIE ANN LAWYER, BA EDUCATION 
Carroll 
Elementary Education 
#JAMES MICHAEL LECHTENBERG, BA 
Waterloo 
Physical Education 
**JOLENE ANN LENZ, BA EDUCATION 
Zwingle 
Elementary Education 
*KRISTIN LEONARD, BA 
Sioux City 
Athletic Training 
*CHRISTINE D IANE LEWERKE, BA 
Mason City 
Health Promotion: Worksite and 
Health Promotion: Wellness 
KATIE M . LEWIS, BA EDUCATION 
Estherville 
Elementary Education 
*RACHAEL ANNE LEYEN, BA E DUCATION 
Denver 
Early Childhood Education 
*KATIE MARIE LINN, BA EDUCATION 
Spencer 
Special Education Mental 
Disabilities: 
Moderate/Severe/Profound 
***DESIRAE L. LIVINGSTON, 
BA EDUCATION 
La Porte City 
Elementary Education 
ll] ACKIE N. LOEFFELHOLZ, 
BA E DUCATION 
New Vienna 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education Dual Major 
ANGELA MARIE LOEHR, BA E DUCATION 
Fort Dodge 
Elementary Education 
TIERRA ANQWET LOMAS, BA 
Davenport 
Health Promotion: Gerontology 
and Health Promotion: Women's 
Health 
JOHNNY HAROLD Loos, BA E DUCATION 
Muscatine 
Elementary Education 
J ENNIFER LORE Z, BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
**JACQUELINE A NN LOUTSCH, BA 
Le Mars 
Athletic Training 
SARAH LYNN LOWE, BA EDUCATION 
Davenport 
Physical Education 
SHANE PATRICK LOY, BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education 
*ROBIN ELIZABETH LUDEKING, BA 
Decorah 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Outdoor Recreation 
#JOHNNY A. LUKEHART, BA 
Atlantic 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Tourism 
JANELL LEIGH LUKINS, BA 
Estherville 
Health Promotion: Women's 
Health 
*JULIE ANN LUST, BA 
Reasnor 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Programming Services 
Administration 
JESSICA ANNE LYON, BA EDUCATION 
Muscatine 
Elementary Education 
MATTHEW DAVJD MACKENZIE, 
BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Falls 
Physical Education 
#**SKI ALAN MAcTAGGART, BA 
Strawberry Point 
Physical Education: Exercise 
Science 
*STACEY MADDY, BA EDUCATION 
Centerville 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education 
RENEE LYN MAI, BA EDUCATION 
Elma 
Elementary Education 
/\***JACKIE ANN MART, BA EDUCATION 
Estherville 
Elementary Education 
# LAURA JEAN MARTIN, BA 
Bolingbrook, Illinois 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Outdoor Recreation 
SHANNON MARIE MATI.AGE, BA 
Saint Marys 
Athletic Training 
#MATTHEW CHRISTOPHER MCA.I.LISTER, 
BA 
Marshalltown 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Nonprofit Youth Administration 
and Leisure/Youth/Human 
Services: Youth Services 
***RINA M CCOOL, BA EDUCATION 
Bayard 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
/\KATIE ANNE M CFARIAND, BA 
Dubuque 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Programming Services 
Administration 
# K URT PATRICK M CG ONEGLE, BA 
Eagle Grove 
Physical Education: Exercise 
Science 
***SANDY JEAN M cGREGOR, 
BA EDUCATION 
Marshalltown 
Elementary Education 
/\B ETHANY M c G UIRE, BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education 
*M EGAN McKEAN, BA EDUCATION 
Waterloo 
Elementary Education 
/\*ELIZABETH MCKENNA, BA EDUCATION 
Vinton 
Health Education and Physical 
Education 
***DANIELLE R. M CLAUGHLIN, 
BA EDUCATION 
Buckingham 
Elementary Education 
***MICHELLE MARIA M c LEOD, BA 
Perry 
Athletic Training 
/\***STACY MICHELLE M CNACE, 
BA EDUCATION 
Van Meter 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
/\**TARA LYNN McPHERSON, 
BA EDUCATION 
Sioux City 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
/\*ABIGAIL ANN MCQUILLEN, 
BA EDUCATION 
Moscow 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
*CARI LISA MESENBRINK, BA EDUCATION 
Denison 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
MICHELLE ANN MEYER, BA EDUCATION 
Manning 
Elementary Education 
**TONYA L. MILLER, BA EDUCATION 
Indianola 
Special Education Mental 
Disabilities: 
Moderate/Severe/Profound 
A J ENNIFER L. MINER, BA EDUCATION 
Altoona 
Physical Education 
#**NICHOLE LYNN MISFELDT, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Athletic Training 
#*JULIA ANNE MITTELBERG, 
BA EDUCATION 
Morton, Illinois 
Early Childhood Education 
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/\*MANOI MARIE MOHR, BA EDUCATION 
Glidden 
Health Education 
/\*NATALIE JEAN M OLITOR, 
BA EDUCATION 
Eagle Grove 
Early Childhood Education and 
Elementary Education 
KACI LYNNE M ONTHEI, BA EDUCATION 
Jefferson 
Elementary Education 
ERIN BETH MORGAL, BA EDUCATION 
Spirit Lake 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
#DALEACIA BROOKE MORGAN, BA 
Eagle Grove 
Health Promotion: General 
/\*CRYSTAL N. M ORTON, BA EDUCATION 
Hampton 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
*B ENJAMIN JAY M OSER, BA EDUCATION 
Elkader 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education Dual Major 
ELIZABETH KATHERINE MULHOLLAND, BA 
Clinton 
Health Promotion: Global Health 
and Health Promotion: Women 's 
Health 
/\BRETT NAGLE, BA EDUCATION 
Long Grove 
Elementary Education 
**J ENNY ELIZABETH NAYLOR, 
BA EDUCATION 
Scranton 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
*JENNIFER RENE NEILSSEN, 
BA EDUCATION 
Davenport 
Elementary Education 
/\**KYLE GARY NELSON, BA EDUCATION 
Mount Vernon 
Elementary Education 
**MELLANIE SUE NELSON, BA EDUCATION 
Sac City 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
**KATHLEEN M. NEWCOMB, 
BA EDUCATION 
Iowa Falls 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education Dual Major 
#*LISA MARIE N IEDERT, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Early Childhood Education and 
Elementary Education 
MITCHELL L. NOEL, BA 
Rockford 
Physical Education 
/\*STACI Jo NOLL, BA EDUCATION 
Storm Lake 
Elementary Education 
RYAN WAYNE NORMAN, BA 
Council Bluffs 
Physical Education 
***KRISTIN MARIE NORTHUP, 
BA EDUCATION 
Osage 
Elementary Education 
*MANDI L. NUNN, BA EDUCATION 
Burlington 
Elementary Education 
*TIMOTHY ANDREW NUNNIKHOVEN, 
BA EDUCATION 
Tama 
Elementary Education 
#***MOLLY ANN O 'BRIEN, 
BA EDUCATION 
Parnell 
Physical Education 
**CORRINE O'CONNELL, BA EDUCATION 
De Witt 
Elementary Education 
•• AUTUMN CLARISSA O 'CONNOR, 
BA EDUCATION 
Des Moines 
Elementary Education 
MICHELLE ELIZABETH OETH, BA 
DeWitt 
Leisure Services: Therapeutic 
Recreation 
#**JAMA MARIE OHRT, BA 
Vinton 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Nonprofit Youth Administration 
and Sociology 
#NATHAN OSMUNDSON, BA 
Calmar 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Nonprofit Youth Administration 
**SARAH BETH OSTREM, BA EDUCATION 
Norwalk 
Elementary Education 
WARREN G. OSWALT III, BA 
Sandusky, Ohio 
Health Promotion: Wellness and 
Health Promotion: Worksite 
**ADAM R. OTT, BA EDUCATION 
Eldridge 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education Dual Major 
PANAYIOTIS PAPADOPOULOS, BA 
Nicosia, Greece 
Physical Education 
#*CHELSSI PARROTT, BA EDUCATION 
Clarinda 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
NICOLE CHRISTINE PATTON, 
BA EDUCATION 
Lake City 
Elementary Education 
#**NATALIE JAYNE PEARSON, BA 
Boone 
Physical Education: Exercise 
Science 
/\/\**KERRI LYNN PEDERSEN, 
BA EDUCATION 
Mitchellville 
Health Education 
COLE ALEXANDER SEVER PEDERSON, 
BA EDUCATION 
Garner 
Physical Education 
*MEGAN KRISTINE PELLETT, BA 
Atlantic 
Leisure/ Youth/Human Services: 
Therapeutic Recreation 
/\KRISTIE MARIE PETERS, BA EDUCATION 
Perry 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
/\*SARAH ANN PETERSEN, BA EDUCATION 
Muscatine 
Elementary Education 
CHRIS MYRON PETERSON, BA 
Council Bluffs 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Programming Services 
Administration and 
Leisure/ Youth/Human Services: 
Youth Services 
/\/\***JOANNE MARIE PETERSON, 
BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
Presidential Scholar 
University Honors with Distinction 
Thesis/Project Title: "Community 
Building in the College 
Classroom: Understanding the 
Facilitator's Role in Encouraging 
Community Development" 
*KIMBERLY Jo PETERSON, BA EDUCATION 
Sac City 
Elementary Education 
/\**NICOLE LEA PETO , BA EDUCATION 
Graettinger 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education 
NICHOLAS JAMES PFAFF, BA EDUCATION 
Eldridge 
Elementary Education 
ROBB PFOHL, BA EDUCATION 
Dubuque 
Elementary Education 
*RENEE LYNN PIEPER, BA 
Donnellson 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Tourism and 
Leisure/ Youth/Human Services: 
Programming Services 
Administration 
/\**MEGAN PIPER, BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education 
*APRIL PLATTS, BA 
Mason City 
Health Promotion: Worksite 
/\*KATIE Jo PLOESSL, BA EDUCATION 
Bellevue 
Elementary Education 
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#***JENNIFER SUE P OCKRANDT, 
BA EDUCATION 
Des Moines 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
*BRIANNE POLICHA, BA EDUCATION 
Clinton 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education 
# RYAN LEE PRANSCHKE, BA 
Storm Lake 
Leisure Services: Programming 
Services Administration 
ANDREA MARIE PROCHASKA, BA 
Dubuque 
Health Promotion: Wellness and 
Health Promotion: Global Health 
/\***RYAN SCOTT P UTMAN, 
BA EDUCATION 
Bellevue 
Elementary Education 
MARYANGEL PARRA RAMIREZ, BA 
San Antonio, Texas 
Athletic Training 
*JEANA RAMKER, BA 
Greene 
Early Childhood Education 
***JAMI LYNN RASKA, BA EDUCATION 
Radcliffe 
Elementary Education 
*TARA RENEE RAYMOND, BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Falls 
Health Education 
KRISTEN MARIE REELING, BA 
Fairfield 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
*LAURA BETH RECK, BA EDUCATION 
Robins 
Early Childhood Education 
W ILLIAM MERRITT REDWINE, 
BA EDUCATION 
Sioux City 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education Dual Major 
/\***AMY JEAN REEKERS, BA EDUCATION 
Webster City 
Elementary Education 
SERITA ANTONIA REIL, BA EDUCATION 
Guthrie Center 
Elementary Education 
*KELSEY KAYE REILING, BA EDUCATION 
Aurora 
Elementary Education 
TRISHA LEE REISNER, BA 
Fort Dodge . 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Programming Services 
Administration 
**RACHEL RENA REKER, BA EDUCATION 
State Center 
Elementary Education 
/\***LORI CHRISTINE RESCHLY, 
BA EDUCATION 
Wayland 
Elementary Education 
/\ELIZABETH JEAN RESSLER, 
BA EDUCATION 
Spencer 
Elementary Education 
MEGAN S. REYNOLDS, BA 
Indianola 
Health Promotion: Worksite 
ADAM W. RHUM, BA 
Fairfield 
Physical Education 
ERIC DALE RIDDER, BA 
Charles City 
Physical Education 
# **JENILEE JILL RIEHLE, BA 
Cresco 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Youth Services 
#MAKA.YLA A. RING, BA 
Council Bluffs 
Athletic Training 
#***KARA LYNN ROBINSON, BA 
Coggon 
Health Promotion: Wellness 
MELISSA RODRIGUEZ, BA EDUCATION 
Chicago, Illinois 
Elementary Education 
*ERIKA ROERIG, BA EDUCATION 
Des Moines 
Elementary Education 
*MARGARET ERIN ROONEY, BA 
Clive 
Health Promotion: Wellness and 
Health Promotion: Women 's 
Health 
** ANDREW MICHAEL ROTH, 
BA EDUCATION 
Camanche 
Elementary Education 
*HEATHER C. ROTTINK, BA 
Paullina 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Therapeutic Recreation 
SIGRID JEANETTE R UGE, BA EDUCATION 
Fort Dodge 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
**DEAN PATRICK RUMMEL, BA 
Masonville 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Youth Services and 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Nonprofit Youth Administration 
and Leisure/Youth/Human 
Services: Programming Services 
Administration 
/\RACHEL RYE, BA EDUCATION 
Mason City 
Elementary Education and Art 
***ERIN SALTON, BA EDUCATION 
Hudson 
Early Childhood Education and 
Elementary Education 
***JENNA SUE SANKEY, BA EDUCATION 
Forest City 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
*PAJGE MARIE SCHELLHORN, 
BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education 
/\*KRISTEN VICTORIA SCHEPER, 
BA EDUCATIO 
Toronto 
Elementary Education 
STACY SCHMIDT, BA EDUCATION 
Lake View 
Elementary Education 
NATHAN ALLAN SCHMUECKER, 
BA EDUCATION 
Marengo 
Elementary Education 
/\*LISA MARIE SCHOLL, BA EDUCATION 
Manson 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
ALISON MICHELLE SCHROEDER, 
BA EDUCATION 
Lake View 
Elementary Education 
***DIANE MARIE S CHROEDER, 
BA EDUCATION 
Wall Lake 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
/\LEANN MARIE SCHROEDER, 
BA EDUCATION 
DeWitt 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
BROOKE SCHWAB, BA EDUCATION 
Belle Plaine 
Special Education Mental 
Disabilities: 
Moderate/Severe/Profound 
*MARK DAVJD SCHWARCK, 
BA EDUCATION 
Eldora 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education Dual Major 
*SARAH A NN SCHWARTZ, BA EDUCATION 
Storm Lake 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
JILL SCHWIEBERT, BA 
Brooklyn 
Physical Education 
/\***MYCHELE MARoENE SEALINE, 
BA EDUCATION 
Earlham 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
NATALIE B. SEGEBART, BA 
Manilla 
Physical Education 
*ERRIN COLLEEN SHANNON, 
BA EDUCATION 
Mason City 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
/\**TYLER P. SHANNON, BA EDUCATION 
Ottumwa 
Elementary Education 
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#AMANDA SHEA, BA 
Cresco 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Therapeutic Recreation 
H OPE JANINE SHULTZ, BA 
Estherville 
Health Promotion: Women's 
Health 
/\**SARAH SINKEY, BA EDUCATION 
Iowa City 
Early Childhood Education 
AARON SLOTA, BA 
Spencer 
Physical Education 
# BRIAN C. SMITH, BA 
Cresco 
Physical Education: Exercise 
Science 
/\COLLEEN MARIE SPELTZ, 
BA EDUCATION 
Lawler 
Elementary Education 
/\***ERICKA ANNE SPROUL, 
BA EDUCATION 
Missouri Valley 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
***LACY DEE SPRUNG, BA EDUCATION 
Riceville 
Elementary Education 
**BRANDY ANN SQUIBB, BA 
Scranton 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
# TRISHA RAE SQUIRES, BA 
Center Point 
Health Promotion: General 
LUKE RANDALL STEELE, BA 
Hudson 
Athletic Training 
*SARA MICHELLE STEFFEN, 
BA EDUCATION 
Dunkerton 
Early Childhood Education and 
Elementary Education 
*TRACY J. STEFFEN, BA 
Dyersville 
Athletic Training 
/\*REBECCA JANE STEIL, BA EDUCATION 
Dubuque 
Elementary Education 
#VALERIE MARIE STEINBECK, BA 
Waterloo 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Nonprofit Youth Administration 
*ALYSSA STEPHENSON, BA 
Otho 
Athletic Training 
/\*LYNDSEY RENEE STEPHENSON, 
BA EDUCATION 
Glenwood 
Elementary Education 
*BREIANA M. STEVENSON, 
BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education 
**JACILYN KAE STOULIL, BA EDUCATION 
Laurens 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
MINNIA KRISTINA STURTZ, 
BA EDUCATION 
Carroll 
Elementary Education 
**JENNY LEE SUNDE, BA EDUCATION 
Forest City 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education Dual Major 
#SHANNON SWEHLA, BA 
Des Moines 
Health Promotion: Global Health 
/\**TRICIA TABKE, BA EDUCATION 
Moville 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
**COURTNEY Jo TARBELL, BA EDUCATION 
Burlington 
Elementary Education 
*MICHELE LYN TAUSZ, BA EDUCATION 
Rock Rapids 
Elementary Education 
TERESA TAYLOR, BA EDUCATION 
Hampton 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education Dual Major 
#TRENTON THENHAUS, BA 
Clear Lake 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Therapeutic Recreation 
PATRICIA THISSEN, BA EDUCATION 
Waterloo 
Elementary Education and Early 
Chtldhood Education 
*ELLEN CHRISTINE THOME, 
BA EDUCATION 
Osage 
Elementary Education 
***KARJ ELIZABETH THOMSEN, 
BA EDUCATION 
Marion 
Elementary Education 
JESSICA THORESEN, BA EDUCATION 
Ruthven 
Elementary Education 
/\**ALISSA L. TIEFENTHALER, 
BA EDUCATION 
Breda 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
#RACHAEL TINK, BA 
Waterloo 
Health Promotion: Worksite 
***ANGELA F. TRAILER, BA EDUCATION 
Harlan 
Elementary Education 
ANJANETTE SUZANNE TREADWAY, 
BA EDUCATION 
Carroll 
Elementary Education 
LA TOYA D. T URNER, BA 
Memphis, Tennessee 
Leisure/ Youth/Human Services: 
Tourism and 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Nonprofit Youth Administration 
#TRAVIS AKOSA UDEZE, BA 
Fort Dodge 
Physical Education 
JANELLE ULSTAD, BA EDUCATION 
Fort Dodge 
Elementary Education 
#JUSTIN URBANEK, BA EDUCATIO 
Waterloo 
Physical Education 
**KRISTIN JOHANNA VANDE KROL, 
BA EDUCATION 
Fort Madison 
Elementary Education 
*ERJC VANDERVELDEN, BA EDUCATION 
Pleasant Hill 
Physical Education 
**LESLIE VANDERLINDEN, BA EDUCATION 
Des Moines 
Elementary Education 
MICHAEL W. VELLEMA, BA 
Lake Park 
Health Promotion: Worksite 
/\*JILLIAN YERLY, BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Falls 
Elementaiy Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
/\***MOLLY V ERMEER, BA EDUCATION 
Pella 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education 
SHARJ L. VERMEER, BA EDUCATION 
Sioux Center 
Physical Education 
MICHAEL FRANCIS VOET, BA EDUCATION 
Mason City 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education Dual Major 
***MELISSA VOLKENS, BA EDUCATION 
Gladbrook 
Elementary Education 
*KRISTI NICOLE VONNAHME, 
BA EDUCATION 
Ankeny 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
*LUKE MATTHEW WAGNER, 
BA EDUCATION 
Burlington 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education Dual Major 
I\ ***KA THERINE WALLOCH, 
BA EDUCATION 
Bettendorf 
Elementary Education 
***HOLLIE J ANINE W ALUSZ, BA 
Mason City 
Athletic Training 
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KATHERINE WARNER, BA EDUCATION 
Iowa City 
Special Education Mental 
Disabilities: 
Moderate/Severe/Profound 
/\SARAH JEAN WATSON, BA E DUCATION 
Lake View 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
JENNIFER LEIGH WEBB, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Leisure/ Youth/Human Services: 
Youth Services 
ALISON MARIE WEBER, BA EDUCATION 
Carroll 
Elementary Education 
*JONATHAN D ANIEL W ELCHMAN, 
BA EDUCATION 
Davenport 
Elementary Education 
BRIAN LEIGH WELTZ, BA 
Eldora 
Physical Education 
GREGORY SCOTT WESTERGAARD, 
BA EDUCATION 
Adair 
Physical Education 
**LYNETTE L. WESTPHAL, BA EDUCATION 
Dubuque 
Elementary Education 
#JULIE JOAN WHARTON, BA 
Maquoketa 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Programming Services 
Administration and 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Tourism 
#JAMES D. WHEELER, BA 
Bode 
Leisure/ Youth/Human Services: 
Therapeutic Recreation 
*HEIDI ALLISON WHITE, BA 
Russell 
Athletic Training 
**JULIE RE EE WHITE, BA EDUCATION 
Dubuque 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education 
**STACEY LYNN WHITE, BA E DUCATION 
Eagle Grove 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
J ILL RENEE WHITTLESEY, BA E DUCATION 
Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education 
*STEPHANIE SUZANNE WICKHAM, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Leisure Services: Outdoor 
Recreation and Leisure Services: 
Programming Services 
Administration 
/\***AMY WIDMER, BA EDUCATION 
Washington 
Elementary Education 
*LIBBIE MARIE WILLERT, BA EDUCATION 
Nashua 
Early Childhood Education and 
Elementary Education 
#*JACKEE EILEEN WILLEY, BA 
Delhi 
Leisure/Youth/Human Seroices: 
Programming Seroices 
Administration and 
Leisure/Youth/Human Seroices: 
Tourism 
/\***JAMIE M. WILLIAMS, BA EDUCATION 
Sioux City 
Elementary Education and 
Spanish 
**KRYSTYN WILLIAMS, BA EDUCATION 
Colfax 
Elementary Education 
JOSHUA M. WILSON, BA EDUCATION 
Ottumwa 
Elementary Education 
**BEVERLY Jo WOLTERMAN, 
BA EDUCATION 
Arcadia 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
/\***MELISSA J. WULF, BA EDUCATION 
Marion 
Elementary Education and Early 
Childhood Education 
**CHRISTINE LEE YBARRA, 
BA EDUCATION 
Johnston 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education 
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RACHAEL RENEE YOUNG, BA 
Seymour 
Leisure/Youth/Human Seroices: 
Programming Seroices 
Administration 
JILL MARIE ZUBROD, BA 
Nashua 
Health Promotion: Wellness and 
Health Promotion: Worksite 
/\***BROOKE ZRUDSKY, BA EDUCATION 
Marion 
Elementary Education and Middle 
Level Education Dual Major 
Division of Continuing Education 
and Special Programs 
TRAVIS M. AANES, BA 
Cedar Falls 
General Studies 
+FRANK KOFIE AGBELI, BA 
Kopeyia, Ghana 
General Studies 
RACHEL LYNN ANDERSON, BA 
Dunkerton 
General Studies 
#ALEXANDRIA BARELOS, BA 
Council Bluffs 
General Studies 
#ALESIA Joy BASSLER, BA 
Maquoketa 
General Studies 
SARAH ELIZABETH BENESH, BA 
Des Moines 
General Studies 
CHARLES BERRIER, BA 
Desoto 
General Studies 
ABBY JANE BILLS, BA 
Aredale 
General Studies 
MAURICE BLUE, BLS 
Cedar Rapids 
Liberal Studies 
#DEVON BROWN, BA 
Davenport 
General Studies 
KEVIN JOSEPH BURKE, BA 
Lost Nation 
General Studies 
LUKES. B UHROW, BLS 
Colo 
Liberal Studies 
BROCK ALAN CHAPLIN, BA 
Ackley 
General Studies 
#RACHEL EMILY CHRISMAN, BA 
New London 
General Studies 
TONY DAVID CHRISTOPH, BLS 
New Hampton 
Liberal Studies 
#CRAIG ARTHUR COHEA, BLS 
Waterloo 
Liberal Studies 
Undergraduate Candidates 
Notes: 
*Summer 2005 degree candidate 
/\fall 2005 degree candidate 
/\/\Spring 2006 degree candidate 
+Fall 2004 graduate 
***Summa Cum Laude 3.75 or higher 
**Magna Cum Laude 3.50 to 3.75 
*Cum Laude 3.25 to 3.50 
60 hour minimum at UNI 
TYLER JOSEPH COON, BA 
Sac City 
General Studies 
JODI SUE CRICK, BA 
Moville 
General Studies 
ANGELA MARIE CRIGER, BA 
Norwalk 
General Studies 
CHARLES STEPHEN CRUSAN, BA 
Perry 
General Studies 
ABBIE A. DAVIS, BA 
Garnavillo 
General Studies 
SOPHIE DEAN-BERTHOLF, BLS 
Fairfield, California 
Liberal Studies 
#MEGAN ELIZABETH D ENNIS, BLS 
Waterloo 
Liberal Studies 
#TOBIN ]ON DICKINSON, BA 
Cedar Falls 
General Studies 
STACI Jo ELDRIDGE, BA 
Clear Lake 
General Studies 
#CHRISTOPHER RYAN EVANS, BLS 
Marion 
Liberal Studies 
#JENNIFER M. EVANS, BA 
Davenport 
General Studies 
DUSTIN RAY FADIGA, BA 
Knoxville 
General Studies 
DAVID M. FINNEGAN, BA 
Waterloo 
General Studies 
ANTHONY ROBERT FITZGERALD, BA 
Urbandale 
General Studies 
**TYLER GEOPFERT, BA 
Panora 
General Studies 
BEAU J. GIBBS, BA 
New H artford 
General Studies 
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TERRENCE ALEXIS GLOVER, BA 
Davenport 
General Studies 
AHREN C. GROSS, BLS 
Muscatine 
Liberal Studies 
#*KAREN S. HANSEN, BA 
Cedar Falls 
General Studies 
STACY J. HEATH, BLS 
Waterloo 
Liberal Studies 
#RAISHAUN HENDERSON, BA 
New Orleans, Louisiana 
General Studies 
JULIE H ESTON, BLS 
Waterloo 
Liberal Studies 
BRYAN DEVIN H OLLEY, BA 
Polk City 
General Studies 
#*MARGAUX ANN HOVDA, BA 
Garner 
General Studies 
#TIMOTHY ]AMES JACOBS, BA 
South English 
General Studies 
EMILY ANN JOHNSON, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
General Studies 
KIMBERLY ANN JOHNSON, BA 
Sac City 
General Studies 
TROY JOSEPH JOHNSON, BA 
Waterloo 
General Studies 
#NATHAN CHARLES JOHNSTON, BA 
Cedar Falls 
General Studies 
HAYLEY MARIE KALous, BA 
Cedar Falls 
General Studies 
KARLA KAPPMEYER, BA 
W averly 
General Studies 
#KENIELLE DESHANDRA KINNEY, BA 
Des Moines 
General Studies 
#MELISSA SUE KNUTSO , BA 
Sumner 
General Studies 
#ROBBIE KOLDER, BA 
Parkersburg 
General Studies 
LIA KATE LESLEIN, BA 
Dubuque 
General Studies 
#BRENNA KATHLEEN LEWIS, BA 
Waterloo 
General Studies 
EHREN MAX HARDING LUNDGREN, BA 
Emmetsburg 
General Studies 
#PATRICK MCKINNEY, BA 
Fort Dodge 
General Studies 
ANNE ELIZABETH MCMULLEN, BA 
Cedar Falls 
General Studies 
BRANDY MARJE MEYER, BA 
Davenport 
General Studies 
ANGELA S. MILLER, BA 
Dubuque 
General Studies 
CASIE L. MILLER, BA 
Cedar Falls 
General Studies 
CORBETT FRANKLIN MILLER, BA 
Marshalltown 
Individual Studies 
Undergraduate Thesis: 
"Relationship between Gender 
and Team Cohesion in Team and 
Individual Sports" 
W. JOSEPH MORTON, BLS 
Monroe 
Liberal Studies 
JACOB A. MYERS, BA 
Nora Springs 
General Studies 
SHERYL JEAN NEPPLE, BA 
Carroll 
General Studies 
***JENNIFER MARIE NORRIS, BA 
Pella 
General Studies 
D ENISE RENEE OSGOOD, BA 
Waterloo 
General Studies 
ELIZABETH KAE PADAVICH, BLS 
Des Moines 
Liberal Studies 
MEGAN MARIE PAXSON, BA 
Fort Dodge 
General Studies 
AMY E. PEPPLES, BA 
Parkersburg 
General Studies 
MICHAEL D. PETERMAN, BLS 
Strawberry Point 
Liberal Studies 
HOLLY RAE POHL, BLS 
Waterloo 
Liberal Studies 
#ANDREW RICHARD POLLARD, BA 
Clinton 
General Studies 
SARA L. PYATT, BA 
Greene 
General Studies 
DAWN M. PYFFEROEN, BA 
Cedar Falls 
General Studies 
#JEREMIAH RILEY, BA 
Pleasant Hill 
General Studies 
#RYAN PAUL Ro AN, BA 
Lone Tree 
General Studies 
#APRIL ROTTINGHAUS, BA 
Dunkerton 
General Studies 
#BETHANY E. RUITER, BA 
Denver 
General Studies 
SAMANTHA FAY SCHLETTE, BLS 
Waterloo 
Liberal Studies 
SHANE NICHOLAS SIEVERS, BA 
Rembrandt 
General Studies 
#NATHAN MARK SIMONS, BA 
Waterloo 
General Studies 
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ANNE MARIE SLOTH, BA 
Dike 
General Studies for Nurses 
#COREY KENNELL SMITH, BA 
Rock Island, Illinois 
General Studies 
BENJAMIN HENRY SPELLMAN, BA 
West Des Moines 
General Studies 
SEAN DAVID STENDER, BA 
Donahue 
General Studies 
LUKE MICHAEL STIGLER, BA 
Ames 
General Studies 
#ADAM MATTHEW STREET, BA 
Oskaloosa 
General Studies 
SHEILA GRAY THOMAS, BA 
Waterloo 
General Studies 
#MEGAN EMILY TRAETOW, BA 
Waverly 
General Studies 
AMY LYNN TRAUB, BA 
West Bend 
General Studies 
TYSON MENNET TRUNKHILL, BLS 
Buffalo Center 
Liberal Studies 
KRISTI RENE VINSAND, BA 
Gilmore City 
General Studies 
*JENNIFER MICHELLE WEILAND, BA 
Urbandale 
General Studies 
CARRIE O . WHITE, BLS 
Maquoketa 
Liberal Studies 
RYAN JAY WIERSMA, BA 
Rock Valley 
General Studies 
BRYSON JOHN WITT, BA 
Clinton 
General Studies 
JASON D EAN ZIRBEL, BA 
Mason City 
General Studies 
University of Northern Iowa 
Commencement 
May 7, 2005 
UNI Dome 
College of Humanities and Fine Arts 
College of Natural Sciences 
College of Social and Behavioral Sciences 
PRELUDE CONCERT 
PROCESSIONAL 
Robert D. Koob, Ph.D. 
President of the University 
presiding 
John Vallentine, Ph.D. 
Director of the School of Music 
Commencement Marshal 
THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION 
Candidates for Degrees 
Candidates from the College of Humanities and Fine Arts 
Candidates from the College of Natural Sciences 
Candidates from the College of Social and Behavioral Sciences 
The Faculty - Led by Daniel Power, Ph.D., 
Chair, University Faculty 
Members of the Faculty 
The Heads of the Departments 
The President's Party 
The Commencement Marshal 
The President 
Platform Guests 
Officers of the University 
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM 
2:00 p.m. 
RECOGNITION AND AWARD OF HONORS .. . .... Aaron M. Podolefsky, Ph.D. 
Vice President of Academic Affairs and Provost 
STUDENT ADDRESS . ......... . .. ..... . ............ .Jenny Lynn Rokes 
Candidate in History - Teaching 
AWARDING OF HONORARY DEGREE . . . . . . ... ... . . .. ... . President Koob 
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PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES 
Graduate College . . ....... .. . . .... Susan J. Koch, Ph .D., Graduate Dean 
College of Humanities and Fine Arts ........ James F. Lubker, Ph.D., Dean 
Master of Arts 
Master of Music 
Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Arts - Teaching Program 
Bachelor of Fine Arts 
Bachelor of Music 
College of Natural Sciences ...... . ... . . . Joel Haack, Ph.D., Interim Dean 
Doctor of Industrial Technology 
Master of Arts 
Master of Science 
Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Arts - Teaching Program 
Bachelor of Science 
College of Social and Behavioral Sciences .. . .... Julia Wallace, Ph.D., Dean 
Master of Arts 
Master of Public Policy 
Master of Social Work 
Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Arts - Teaching Program 
CONFERRING OF DEGREES* .... .. ... .. ... .. .. ......... President Koob 
ALUMNI INDUCTION .... .. .... ... . . . . . .. .. . ......... . . . . Beth Harris 
Chair of the Alumni Association Board of Directors 
PRESENTATION OF SENIOR CLASS GIFT .. . .. . . . . . ........ J ane Harrison 
CLOSING SELECTIONS 
*READING OF THE CANDIDATES NAMES .... .. ... Gretta Berghammer, M.F.A. 
Professor of Theatre 
The audience is urged to refrain from cheering or applauding graduates as 
they are individually named. Your enthusiasm is understandable but may 
interfere w ith the rights of others to hear and w ill delay the program. 
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College of Humanities and Fine Arts 
ART 
Brianna Danielle Frank 
Des Moines 
COMMUNICATIONS 
Kara Jean Scholten 
Rock Valley 
Purple and Old Gold Awards 
Presented to Bachelor Degree Candidates for 
Meritorious Scholarship in Particular Areas 
FRENCH 
Melanie Marie Jenkins 
(Fall 2004) 
Dubuque 
PUBLIC RELATIONS 
Wendy J. Walker Scardino 
(Fall 2004) 
LaPorte City 
SPANISH GERMAN 
Katryna Klaudia Cisek 
Cedar Falls 
Kelley Elizabeth Wilkinson 
(Fall 2004) 
Solon 
COMMUNICATIVE DISORDERS 
Lindsey Nicole Clark 
Centerville 
MODERN LANGUAGE - DUAL 
Rachel Jane Allen 
Muscatine 
TESOL/ENGLISH 
Lisa Buss 
Hampton 
ELECTRONIC MEDIA 
Benjamin Lee Watne 
(Fall 2004) 
Clarion 
ENGLISH 
Gabriel Newton Smith 
(Fall 2004) 
Monticello 
ART 
Thaddeus Jay Erdahl 
(Fall 2004) 
LaPorte City 
ELECTRONIC MEDIA 
Andria Lee Johnson 
Omaha, Nebraska 
MUSIC 
Eliza Starr Bangert 
Donnellson 
PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION 
Michelle Renae Nielsen 
(Fall 2004) 
Eldridge 
TESOL/MODERN LANGUAGES 
Anna Kathryn Spanhut 
Oakville 
THEATRE ARTS 
Christopher Michael Blad 
Elk Run Heights 
Presented to Bachelor Degree Candidates for 
Conspicuous Achievement in Particular Areas 
JOURNALISM 
Melissa Margaret Kruth 
Cedar Rapids 
MUSIC 
Rachel Ann Fitkin 
(Fall 2004) 
Bettendorf 
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THEATRE 
Rachelle Sari Neuberger 
(Summer 2005) 
Clear Lake 
College of Natural Sciences 
Purple and Old Gold Awards 
Presented to Bachelor Degree Candidates for 
Meritorious Scholarship in Particular Areas 
BIOLOGY 
Jessica Ann Ball 
Lake Mills 
CHEMISTRY 
Jessica Ann Ball 
Lake Mills 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
Andrew David Berns 
Walker 
EARTH SCIENCE 
Brian Jason Craig 
Sioux City 
MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY: DESIGN (BS) 
Dao Minh Vo 
(Fall 2004) 
West Des Moines 
TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION (BA) 
Michael Philip Tetzloff 
(Fall 2004) 
Marshalltown 
MATHEMATICS 
Kenneth Wayne Doss 
Clinton 
PHYSICS 
Kevin Allen Twedt 
(Fall 2004) 
Larchwood 
SCIENCE EDUCATION 
Erica J. Thornton Wilkinson 
(Fall 2004) 
Archer 
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College of Social and Behavioral Sciences 
Purple and Old Gold Awards 
Presented to Bachelor Degree Candidates for 
Meritorious Scholarship in Particular Areas 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
Cindee Jean Calton 
Littleton , Colorado 
CRIMINOLOGY 
Erin Teresa Piscitelli 
Marshalltown 
DESIGN, FAMILY AND CONSUMER 
SCIENCES 
Jennifer Lynn Koenig 
(Summer 2005) 
Waverly 
GEOGRAPHY 
Andrea Lynn White 
Chariton 
HISTORY 
Stacey Anne Noble 
Milford 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
Stephen Paul Skram 
Cedar Rapids 
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PSYCHOLOGY 
Amber Joy Bergman 
Mason City 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
Ashley Marie Kluver 
Carroll 
SOCIAL SCIENCE 
Martin Merlyn John Cooper 
(Fall 2004) 
Osage 
SOCIAL WORK 
Tracy Diane Tyler 
(Fall 2004) 
Ames 
SOCIOLOGY 
Jennifer Marie Deutmeyer 
Dyersville 
College of Humanities and Fine Arts 
Graduate Candidates 
KYLIE KAY ANDERSON 
Trimont, Minnesota 
MM; Performance 
Recital: Flute 
CELESTE LEA BEMBRY 
Los Angeles, California 
MM; Performance 
Recital: Voice 
#SUSAN DUNN BENTIEY 
Urbandale 
MA; English 
CLIFFORD L. BLODGETT 
Hastings, Nebraska 
MA; English 
Thesis: Threshold 
ERIC CLIFFORD BRALEY 
Cedar Falls 
MA; Communication Studies 
LINDSEY ANNE BROOKS 
Marshalltown 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
DAVID M. BROWN 
Council Bluffs 
MM; Music Education 
DIANA PATRICE BURNS 
Stonewall 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
Thesis: Will Storybook 
Intervention Result in Meaningful 
Improvement in the Language 
Abilities of Language Impaired 
Children? 
KARA CAHILL 
Ankeny 
MA; Teaching English to Speakers 
of Other Languages 
SARAH EIAINE CHRISTOPHERSON 
Duncombe 
MA; Communication Studies 
# HEATH RICHARD COULSON 
Cedar Falls 
MA; English 
Thesis: Taking the Plunge: The 
Gay Community Considers the 
Prospect of Marriage 
#SARAH JOY COWGER 
Cedar Falls 
MA; English 
Thesis: Mad Att and the Essential 
Image: Unearthing the 
Conversation Between Roland 
Barthes and Oscar Wilde 
CIAIRE ELIZABETH DAVIS 
Cedar Falls 
MA; English 
Thesis: Waiting for Eve 
Notes: 
#Summer 2005 degree candidate 
/\fall 2005 degree candidate 
+Fall 2004 graduate 
#<Summer 2004 graduate 
ANETA MAGDALENA D YGON 
Moszczenica, Poland 
MA; English 
M ELISSA J EANNE EICK 
Ankeny 
MA; French 
K!RSTEY R. Ew ALD 
Rockford 
MA; English 
TONYA RAYE FOSTER 
Independence 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
# A DRIAN F UENTES 
Wapello 
MA; English 
Thesis: The House of the Mirrors 
SARABETH GHEITH 
Riverside, Illinois 
MA; Music 
THOMAS L. GIAMPIETRO 
Nashville, Tennessee 
MM; Jazz Pedagogy 
Recital: Craftsman to Artistry: A 
Philosophy of Jazz Pedagogy 
Based on Performance, 
Educational, and Personal 
Experiences 
M EGAN KATHLEE GITTER 
Peosta 
MA; Teaching English to Speakers 
of Other Languages 
CHIKAKO GOTO 
Nagoya, Japan 
MA; Communication Studies 
VLADMIR GOULIAEV 
St. Petersburg, Russia 
MM; Performance 
Recital: Cello 
JOAN M. GRONSTAL 
Carroll 
MM; Music Education 
CYNTHIA MARIE HANSON 
Kansas City, Missouri 
MA; English 
SARAH JANE HEIMS 
Dundee 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
MATTHEW DENNIS HERRICK 
Parkersburg 
MM; Music Education 
MACKENZIE STEVEN CARL HOAMBRECKER 
Davenport 
MA; Communication Studies 
ANGELA MARIE HOTH 
Charles City 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
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H EIDI LEIGH H USNIK 
Vinton 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
SAAD FAHAD H UWAISHEL 
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia 
MA; Teaching English to Speakers 
of Other Languages 
N ISSA F. I NGRAHAM 
Lenox 
MA; Teaching English to Speakers 
of Other Languages 
N ICK JENSEN 
Beverley, England 
MA; Communication Studies 
Thesis: Media Reality Versus Lived 
Reality: The Application of 
Cultivation Theory to a Film 
Audience's Perceptions of 
Romantic Relationships On and 
Off the Screen 
KIMBERLY DAWN J URGEMEYER 
Klemme 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
MATTHEW NOLAN KARGOL 
Oskaloosa 
MA; Art 
Thesis: Sculpture 
# T RENTON JOHN KERGER 
Boone 
MA; Communication Studies 
#JOHANNA LYNN KRAMER 
Waterloo 
MA; Art 
Thesis: Arrivals/ Depattures 
LYNN M. KREMER 
Toddville 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
ALEXANDRA GENNADIEVNA KUCHUK 
St. Petersburg, Russia 
MA; Teaching English to Speakers 
of Other Languages 
JENNIFER MARIE K UDERER 
Spatta, Wisconsin 
MA; Women 's Studies 
Thesis: Breaking the Bonds of 
Cultural Femininity: Adopting 
Organismic Practice 
T ODD RYAN K UENNEN 
New Hampton 
MA; Spanish 
JESSICA Jo LANG 
Brooklyn 
MA; Communication Studies 
STEPHANIE JEAN LARSON 
St. Ansgar 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
#<LISA MICHELLE LENSTRA-NORMAN 
Cascade 
MA; Theatre 
#SANDRINE ALEXANDRA LHOMET 
Angers, France 
MA; Teaching English to Speakers 
of Other Languages/French 
KYLIE LOEFFELHOLZ 
Dubuque 
MA; Communication Studies 
Thesis: Camera in Court: A 
Utilitarian Ethical Approach 
NICOLE RENEE MARsHALL 
Memphis, Tennessee 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
CYNIBIA LINTON MASON 
Cedar Falls 
MA; Music 
Thesis: Klari Kids™ Curriculum: 
Selected Repertory for the 
University of Northern Iowa 
Suzuki School Clarinet Program 
#TERESA LYN MCCANN 
Park View 
MA; Spanish 
HEATHER KENNEDY McDONALD 
Waterloo 
MA; English 
#SHANNON SHEREE McLARY 
Fort Dodge 
MA; English 
Thesis: The Sacred and Secular: 
Spiritually at the Crossroads in 
Chicano Literature 
CRYSTAL MEIER 
Hanska, Minnesota 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
VLADAN MILENKOVIC 
Boston, Massachusetts 
MM; Jazz Pedagogy 
Recital: Poetics in Improvisation 
#JOANN G. MORLAN 
Glidden 
MA; Communication Studies 
JANE ELIZABETH MURPHY 
Waterloo 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
KELLY J. NEUVERTH 
Cedar Falls 
MA; Communication Studies 
JESSICA A. NISSEN 
Spencer 
MA; Communication Studies 
#THOMAS GUY OGILVIE 
Cedar Falls 
MA; Communication Studies 
Thesis: Communicating Christian 
Community: The Community-
Building Value of Homiletics in a 
Christian Ministry 
#NICOLE ANN OTTO 
Montour 
MA; Teaching English to Speakers 
of Other Languages/Spanish 
KELLY KAY PEARCE 
Cedar Falls 
MA; Communication Studies 
NADEZHDA FEODOROVNA POTEMKJNA 
St. Petersburg, Russia 
MM; Peiformance 
Recital: Viola 
EMILY A. POTTER 
Waterloo 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
#AARON BUSTAMANTE Rios 
San Antonio, Texas 
MA; Spanish 
MIRSA RUDIC 
Waterloo 
MA; Teaching English to Speakers 
of Other Languages 
Thesis: Using Boal's Theatrical 
Techniques in ELL/EFL 
Classrooms 
BRIDGET HANNA Russ 
Red Wing, Minnesota 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
MARIANN RYAN 
Cedar Rapids 
MA; French 
NICOLE DEANN SCHULTZ 
Cedar Rapids 
MA; English 
JENNIFER L. SEWARD 
Waverly 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
SARAH TERESE BUELOW SINNOTT 
Clinton 
MA; Spanish 
Thesis: Concerning Agreement 
with Tener plus Participle 
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ELENA VLAD!MIROVNA SLAVNEYSHEVA 
St. Petersburg, Russia 
MA; Teaching English to Speakers 
of Other Languages 
LORRAINE ELIZABETH STAMP 
Woodbine 
MA; English 
Thesis: Romanticism and Nature: 
Extending Concerns of Romantic 
Transcendence to the Present Day 
RENETTA MARCELLINA ST. JULIAN 
Baytown, Texas 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
JENNIFER ELLEN STRUVE 
Joplin, Missouri 
MA; Communication Studies 
Thesis: "Second Class Families": 
The Media Portrayal of Adoption 
in America 
LISA THEISEN 
Vinton 
MA; Communication Studies 
Thesis: Graduate Teaching 
Assistants and Social Support 
SHARON L. TRADER 
Clifton , Virginia 
MA; German 
TERESA ANN TREMEL 
Woodbine 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
#ANDREW T. VANHOOREWEGHE 
Cedar Falls 
MM; Music Education 
Thesis: A Survey of 8th Grade 
Instrumental Music Assessment 
Methods 
JESSICA ANN WENNESBERG 
Waupaca, Wisconsin 
MA; Spanish 
EMILY ANNETTE WILSON 
Urbandale 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
DEREK MERLE AANRUD, BA 
Joice 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
***JUSTIN SCOTT ALBRECHTSEN, BA 
Clinton 
Spanish and Psychology 
ROBERT A. ALLBEE, BA 
Meservey 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
***RACHEL JANE ALLEN, BA 
Muscatine 
Modern Languages Dual Major: 
Portuguese/Spanish 
**JENNIFER LEIGH ANDERSON, 
BA EDUCATION 
Newhall 
Spanish and Elementary 
Education 
/\**RACHEL SUE ANDERSON, 
BA EDUCATION 
West Burlington 
Art 
HEATHER ANN ANGELL, BA 
Mason City 
Communication: Electronic Media 
*DANIEL JOSEPH ARJES, BA EDUCATION 
Hopkinton 
Art 
**AARON SCOTT BACKLIN, 
BA EDUCATION 
Mason City 
Modern Languages Dual 
Major:Portuguese/Spanish 
*MINDY ELIZABETH BAILEY, BM 
Missouri Valley 
Music Education: Choral 
MATTHEW BALLINGER, BA 
Indianola 
Theatre 
***ELIZA STARR BANGERT, BM 
Donnellson 
Performance 
**JUSTIN L. BAUMGARTNER, BA 
Waterloo 
English 
LISA LYN BECKET-HEDLUNG, BA 
Newton 
Communication: Public Relations 
KATHLEEN BECKMAN, BA 
Bettendorf 
English 
JENNIFER CECILIA BEERS, BA 
Humboldt 
Theatre: Performance Acting 
Undergraduate Candidates 
Notes: 
#Summer 2005 degree candidate 
AFall 2005 degree candidate 
AASpring 2006 degree candidate 
+Fall 2004 graduate 
***Summa Cum Laude 3.75 or higher 
**Magna Cum Laude 3.50 to 3.75 
*Cum Laude 3.25 to 3.50 
60 hour minimum at UNI 
SETH BEMIS, BA 
Dubuque 
Philosophy 
#*** ANGELA ANN BENHAM, 
BA EDUCATION 
Waverly 
English 
*NATHANIEL CHRISTIAN BIEHL, BFA 
Cedar Falls 
Art: Studio 
*NATHAN JOHN BIGGS, BA 
Masonville 
Communication: General 
Communication 
**CHRISTOPHER MICHAEL BLAD, BA 
Elk Run Heights 
Theatre: Design and Production 
JENNIFER LYNN BLAZEK, BA 
Marshalltown 
Communication: General 
Communication 
JOSHUA KYLE B OGARDUS, BA 
Council Bluffs 
Communication: Electronic Media 
**CAROL DORIS BouSSELOT, BA 
Clinton 
English 
*MICHELLE BOWMAN, BA EDUCATION 
Storm Lake 
Spanish 
***SARAH LYN BRAINARD, BA 
Postville 
English 
**DIANA BRANDON, BA 
Waterloo 
Modern Languages Dual Major: 
French/Spanish 
AARON BRANDT, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
ACHARNELL JEAN BREITBACH, BA 
Charles City 
English 
**KELLI NICOLE BROWN, BA 
Boone 
Teaching English to Speakers of 
Other Languages 
*PAMELA S. BROWN, BA 
Montezuma 
Theatre: Drama and Theatre 
Youth 
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SCOTT MICHAEL BROWN, BA 
Fort Dodge 
Communication: General 
Communication 
**ERIN MARIE B URKHOLDER, BA 
Dubuque 
Communication: Interpersonal 
Communication 
JESSICA BURTIS 
Waterloo 
Religion 
***LISA Buss, BA EDUCATION 
Hampton 
Teaching English to Speakers of 
Other Languages 
T ODD CALFEE, BA 
Waterloo 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
**CHRISTEN NICOLE CARNS, BA 
Atlantic 
Communication: Public Relations 
*JON CASTELLINE, BA 
Altoona 
Study of Religion 
#MEGHAN SUE CAVANAUGH, BA 
Storm Lake 
English 
#PATRICK D. CAVANAUGH, BA 
Norwalk 
Communication: General 
Communication 
AMADO CAVAZOS III, BA 
Muscatine 
Communication: Public Relations 
#*JEDIDIAH CHUNG, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
French 
**KATRYNA KLAUDIA CISEK, BA 
Cedar Falls 
German 
***LINDSEY N. CLARK, BA 
Centerville 
Communicative Disorders 
***MARGARET MARIE CLARK, BA 
D ewitt 
Communication: Organizational 
Communication 
#***KIMBERLY MAE CLAYPOOL, BA 
Hampton 
Communication/Community and 
Communication 
JOSHUAH. CLAYTON, BA 
Council Bluffs 
English 
***MEGAN BETH COBB, BA 
Adel 
Communicative Disorders 
#NATOYA MONIQUE COLE, BA 
Waterloo 
Communication: Public Relations 
MICHAEL VINCENT COLLET, 
BA EDUCATION 
Des Moines 
Art 
CLINTON LEE CONKITY, BA 
Harper 
Communication: Electronic Media 
#MANDYL. CONWAY, BA 
Waterloo 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
/\KELLY ANN COUGHLIN, BM 
Davenport 
Music Education: Instrumental 
•• ANDREW CROOKS, BF A 
Wilton 
Art: Studio 
***SARAH NICOLE CSUKKER, BA 
Waterloo 
Communication: General 
Communication 
* ANDREW DEAN CUNNINGHAM, BA 
Eldridge 
Communication: Electronic Media 
THAO MAI THUY DAO, BA 
Des Moines 
Study of Religion 
**ELIZABETH ANNE DARBY, BA 
Boone 
Communication: General 
Com[11unication 
***HALEY MARIE DAVIS, BA 
Mason City 
Communication: Organizational 
Communication 
RYAN TYLER DECOOK, BA 
Marion 
Music 
#JESSICA MARIE DE LEON, BA 
San Antonio, Texas 
Communication: Public Relations 
*JILL N. DEMPSTER, BM 
Delhi 
Music Education: Instrumental 
AMANDA MARIE DEVINE, BA 
Eldridge 
Teaching English to Speakers of 
Other Languages 
*DONOVAN DAVID DEVORE, BA 
Reinbeck 
German 
*SARAH MICHELLE DICE, BA EDUCATION 
Garner 
English 
LISA CAROL DIXON, BA 
Janesville 
English 
***NOAH KLEVEN DOELY, BFA 
Waverly 
Art: Studio 
***AMY RENE DOLGENER, 
BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Falls 
Spanish 
#PATRICIA ERJN DONNELLY, BA 
Davenport 
Communication~· Electronic Media 
* ABBY DONNEN\VERTH, BA 
Hartley 
Communication: Public Relations 
TRJNITY DOUGIAS DOUGHAN, BA 
Britt 
Communication: Organizational 
Communication 
JOSEPH CHARLES DOYEN, BA EDUCATION 
Wellsburg 
Art 
ANNE KATHRYN DREY, BA 
Des Moines 
Communication: Organizational 
Communication 
TED RAY DuITSMAN, BA EDUCATION 
Estherville 
English 
*SARAH MARIE DUKES, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
*SARAH JEAN DUMDEI, BA 
Nevada 
Communication: Organizational 
Communication 
MEGAN DUVALL, BA EDUCATION 
Mason City 
Art 
**MARGARET ELIZABETH DVERGSTEN, BA 
Storm Lake 
Communicative Disorders 
*KRISTIN DVORAK, BA 
Waterloo 
Communication: Inte,personal 
Communication 
DEREK S. EASTON, BA 
Waterloo 
Theatre: Design and Production 
CARLY ANNE EDGAR, BA 
New Hampton 
Communication: Organizational 
Communication 
/\***LAUREN BETH EHLERS, 
BA EDUCATION 
Durant 
English and Tbe Study of Religion 
**KENDRA LEA EIBS, BA 
Laurel 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
#HALEY CATHERINE ELLERBACH, BA 
Bettendorf 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
DAWN MARIE ERDMANN, BA 
Plymouth 
Communication: Public Relations 
* AUTUMN H. EWOLDT, BA 
Traer 
Communication: Public Relations 
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#MARY CATI-IERJ E FAGEN, BA 
Perry 
Theatre 
*JONATHAN JAMES FASSELIUS, BA 
Dubuque 
Communication: Electronic Media 
"'+TYE N. FELIAND, BA 
Iowa Falls ... _ _ • 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
/\BENJAMIN FISTIER, BA EDUCATION 
Mason City 
English 
#KELLY MAUREEN FITZGIBBON, BA 
Burlington 
Communication: Inte,personal 
Communication 
#JAMIE LEIGH FLATNESS, BA 
Norwalk 
Spanish 
**DIXIE LYNN fLEEGE, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
KAREN MARIE FLEEGE, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
V ANA SHAY FORSYTH, BA 
Davenport 
Communication: Public Relations 
**NICOLE Fox, BA 
Waverly 
Communication: Organizational 
Communication 
***BRJANNA D. FRANK, BA 
Des Moines 
Art: History Emphasis and French 
**MARCY KAY FRANKE, BA 
Charles City 
Communicative Disorders 
/\**AMANDA JEAN FREKING, 
BA EDUCATION 
Algona 
Communication: Theatre 
**BRIELLE MARJE FROST, BM 
Waterloo 
Performance 
#HEIDI MARIE FULLER, BA 
Gilman 
English 
KELLY MARIE GAHAGAN, BA 
Davenport 
Communication: Organizational 
Communication 
*LARRY DEAN GARDEMANN, 
BA EDUCATION 
Vinton 
English 
*JASON CHRISTOPHER GARZA, BA 
Moline, Illinois 
English 
*REBECCA GEFFERS, BA 
Grand Mound 
Communication: Electronic Media 
#*CARLOS GONZALES, BA 
Washington, District of Columbia 
Humanities 
**SARAH MARIE GREINER, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Communicative Disorders 
ANGEIA S UE GRIFFITH, BA 
Marion 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
#LYNN R. HAGEMAN, BA EDUCATION 
Hinton 
English 
.*NICHOIAS ADAM HALDER, BA 
Cherokee 
Theatre 
JOHN DEREK HAMIL, BA 
Crawfordsville 
Communication.Public Relations 
*PHILLIP MICHAEL HAMILTO , BM 
Ankeny 
Music Education: Instrumental 
**KATIE RUTH HAMMITT, BA 
Garner 
Communication: Electronic Media 
JENNIFER ANN HARRENSTEIN, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Communication: Organizational 
Communication 
#***JOHN DOUGIAS HARRENSTE!N, BA 
Clear Lake 
Communication: Organizational 
Communication and Public 
Administration: General 
Administration 
SARAH ALENE HARRIS, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Art: Studio Emphasis and Spanish 
*JANE ELIZABETH HARRISON, BA 
West Des Moines 
Communication: Organizational 
Communication 
CHRISTOPHER MICHAEL HARTIEY, 
BA EDUCATION 
Wheatland 
Art 
ERIC RAYMOND HAUAN, BA 
Piedmont, South Dakota 
Communication: General 
Communication 
N IKI HEBER, BA 
Dubuque 
Philosophy 
ROXANNE L. HEIMANN, BA 
Dike 
Communication: General 
Communication 
**LEAH HELGERSON, BA 
West Union 
English 
WIA R. HENRICKSEN, BA EDUCATION 
Bennett 
English 
ANDREA LANA HEYING, BA 
West Union 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
**TARA HILL, BF A 
Shell Rock 
Art: Studio 
**JENNIFER L. HIRSCH, BA 
Dubuque 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
RYAN HOAGLAND, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Music 
***NICHOIAS H ODGE, BA 
Marion 
Theatre: Performance-Acting 
AMY NICOLE H OFFMAN, BA 
Ionia 
Communication: Public Relations 
MARSHALL A USTIN HOOVLER, 
BA EDUCATION 
Keokuk 
English 
DARIN JAMES H ORGEN, BA 
Saint Ansgar 
Communication: General 
Communication 
*WENDY ANN H oss, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
English 
**AMY REBECCA HOWERTON, BA 
Hiawatha 
Communication: Public Relations 
**AMBER MICHELLE HUNTER, 
BA EDUCATION 
Dubuque 
English 
ANNIKA MARIE H USMANN, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Communication: Public Relations 
*NICHOIAS J. IRELAND, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Communication: Public Relations 
*JANELLE ANN ISEMINGER, 
BA EDUCATION 
Hudson 
English 
***T AEKO ISHIHARA, BA 
Hashima, Japan 
Teaching English to Speakers of 
Other Languages 
#JOEL RAY ISHMAN, BA 
Gary, Indiana 
Theatre: Performance-Acting 
**CATHERINE M. JARMAN, BA 
Sioux City 
Music 
#JOSEPH 0. J ERDE, BA 
Clarion 
Communication: Public Relations 
*AMY C OLLEEN JOHNSON, BA 
Van Horne 
Communicative Disorders 
ANDREW WILLIAM JOHNSON, BA 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 
Theatre: Design and Production 
**ANDRIA LEE J OHNSON, BA 
Omaha, Nebraska 
Communication: Electronic Media 
LINDSAY SUE JOHNSON, BA 
Marion 
Communication: Public Relations 
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#**HALEY MARIE J ONES, BA EDUCATION 
Decorah 
English 
/\**KIMBERLY GRACE J ONES, 
BA EDUCATION 
Des Moines 
Art 
***M OLLY E. J ONES, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Communicative Disorders 
***TIFFANY ERIN J UDY, BA 
Davenport 
Spanish 
Presidential Scholar 
Thesis/ Project Title: "Examination 
of How Tag-questions Function in 
English and Spanish" 
**INOK B. KALKWARF, BA 
Seoul, South Korea 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
*HOLLY KARLEN, BA EDUCATION 
Ankeny 
English 
**LISA MARIE KEHOE, BA 
Monticello 
Communication: Public Relations 
**TERRA ROSE KELLEY, BA EDUCATION 
Atlantic 
Art 
WALTER D. KELLY, BA 
Cedar Falls 
English and Economics: General 
Economics 
*ERIN BROWN KENDALL, BF A 
Indianola 
Art: Studio 
J ENAE MARIE KENNEDY, BA EDUCATION 
Webster City 
English 
*CHRISTINE KESSENS, BA 
Waterloo 
Study of Religion 
/\**ERIC ROBERT KILBURN, 
BA EDUCATION 
Sioux City 
Spanish 
*VALERIE ANN KING , BA EDUCATION 
Ackley 
English 
**KILEY L. KIRKPATRICK, BA 
Missouri Valley 
Communication: Public Relations 
**DAVID U\VR.ENCE KLEIN, BA 
Dyersville 
Art: Studio Emphasis and 
Marketing: Sales and Advertising 
*KARLA A. K OCH, BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Falls 
English 
# LEA ELLEN K OENEN, BA 
Parkersburg 
Communication: General 
Communication 
EMILY EILEEN KOHL, BA 
Denver 
English 
#JANET FAYE KRAMER, BA 
Algona 
Communication: General 
Communication 
JANNA M. KRAMER, BA 
Sioux City 
Study of Religion 
PAUL FRANCIS KRESOWJK, BA 
Iowa City 
Philosophy 
•• ABBY KRIEGE, BA 
Whiting 
Communication: General 
Communication 
LAURA MARIE KRIEGEL, BA 
Grinnell 
Communication: Organizational 
Communication 
TERESA LEA KRULL, BA 
Parkersburg 
Study of Religion 
.. MELISSA M. KRun1, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Communication: Public Relations 
.. SHANE LACOSTE, BA 
Waterloo 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
CHASE LANG, BA 
Brooklyn 
Communication: Public Relations 
*ANDREA Jo LARSON, BA EDUCATION 
Cresco 
Art and Psychology 
*LINDSAY ANN LARSON, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Com_munication: Interpersonal 
Communication 
#TONYA LEDVINA, BA 
Traer 
Communication: Electronic Media 
DANIEL RICHARD LEE, BA 
Manchester 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
* .. MEGAN KATHRYN LESTER, 
BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Rapids 
Art 
•BRANDON FIDEL LEWIS, BA 
Omaha, Nebraska 
Music 
•ADRIANNE N. LIBKE, BA 
Sumner 
Communication.- Organizational 
Communication 
MIGUEL A. LLANOS, BA 
Miami, Florida 
Spanish 
CHRISTOFER LEE LOCKWOOD, BM 
Mason City 
Music Education: Instrumental 
LUIS L. LONDONO, BA 
Zion, Illinois 
Communication: Public Relations 
ADAM SCOTT LORENZ, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Study of Religion 
NATHAN LOVIK, BA 
Joice 
Spanish 
HEATHER LOUISE LUEDERS, 
BA EDUCATION 
Clinton 
Eng~ish - -- - -
•JENNIFER MAASS, BA 
Clive 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
*•ASHLEY MANNING, BA 
Remsen 
Communication: Electronic Media 
*CRYSTAL MARSHALL, BA EDUCATION 
Fairbank 
English 
•JADE BRITTANY MASON, BA 
Decorah 
Spanish 
•NICOLE MATHES, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
#•*LINDSAY ANN MCCRACKEN, BA 
Ankeny 
Communication: Public Relations 
and Spanish 
ERIC JAMES McDONALD, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Philosophy 
*•ADAM JAMES MCFARLANE, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
# .. RYAN ERIK MCGEOUGH, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Philosophy and Humanities 
JOSHUA DANIEL MCGRANE, BA 
Riceville 
Theatre: Performance-Acting 
*•ANN MARIE McNEIL, BA 
West Union 
Communication: Electronic Media 
CRYSTAL KAY MEINBERG, BA 
Iowa Falls 
English 
ADAM DOUGLAS MELLEM, BA 
Robins 
Music 
••*RENEE MEYER, BA 
Denver 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
SETH ADAM MICHAEL, BA 
Hudson 
Study of Religion 
BRADLEY R. MILLER, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Russian 
DAX B . MILLER, BA 
Waterloo 
German 
•ERIN MARIE MILLER, BA EDUCATION 
Denver 
Art and Elementary Education 
# KATHERINE MILLER, BA 
Dubuque 
English 
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#VANESSA MILLER, BA 
Des Moines 
Communication: Public Relations 
* AMBER MORRIS, BA 
Webster City 
Art: Studio Emphasis and Art: 
History Emphasis 
SYLVONA- L. MoRTLAtffi, BA 
Oelwein -- -
Communication: General 
Communication 
AMY Jo MULLER, BA 
Waterloo 
Communication: Interpersonal 
Communication 
... STEVEN D. MULLER, BFA 
Clear Lake 
Art: Studio 
*SETH ANDREW NASER, BA 
Red Oak 
Philosophy 
#*RACHELLE SARI NEUBERGER, BA 
Clear Lake 
Theatre: Performance 
#•JAMIE LEA NEWMAN, BA 
Des Moines 
French 
MOLLY NICHOLS, BA 
Spirit Lake 
Communication: Electronic Media 
/\*•ANN REBECCA NIEMEYER, 
BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Falls 
English 
#SARA ANNE NORDQUIST, BA 
Iowa City 
Study of Religion 
MOLLY KRISTEN OBERHOFFER, BA 
Dubuque 
Communication: General 
Communication 
*STACY ANN OLESON, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Communicative Disorders 
*KAYCE CRYSTAL OLSON, BA 
Van Home 
Communication: General 
Communication 
•*LORA LEE ORTIGUERRA, BA 
Clive 
Communication: Public Relations 
#JAIME LYN OZZELLO, BA EDUCATION 
Iowa City 
English 
DENISE PACHECO, BA 
San Antonio, Texas 
Communication: Public Relations 
#DARLA LENORE SHANE PALMER, BA 
Waterloo 
English 
•RACHEL PALMER, BA 
Ottumwa 
Philosophy and Study of Religion 
*PATRICK A. PARKER, BA 
Truth Or Consequences, New 
Mexico 
Music and Humanities 
*JILL DIANE PARMAN, BA 
Storm Lake 
Communication: General 
Communication 
JESSICA RENEE PARMENTER, BA 
Van Horne 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
*DANIEL B. PAYNE, BA 
Waterloo 
German 
PHILIP MICHAEL PAYZANT, BA 
Spirit Lake 
Spanish 
*BOBBI PETERSMA, BA 
Eldridge 
Communication: Organizational 
Communication 
/\AMY LYNN PETERSON, BA EDUCATION 
Decorah 
Art 
DENA LYN PICKERING, BA 
Calamus 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
***AYPRYL LYNN PIPPERT, BA 
Traer 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
# ERIN SUE PLUEGER, BA 
Lemars 
Communication: General 
Communication 
#**KIMBERLY S. POPPE, BA 
Hudson 
Communicative Disorders 
#STEPHANIE J. POWELL, BA 
Hudson 
Communication: Public Relations 
STEVEN FRANK P UDENZ, BA 
Carroll 
Communication: Electronic Media 
JESSICA ANNE RAFOTH, BA 
Dubuque 
Theatre: Performance-Acting 
**LEAH C. RAULERSON, BA 
Decorah 
Theatre: Performance-Acting 
**KAYLENE MARIE REILLY, BA 
Coggon 
Communication: General 
Communication 
***LI DSEY MARIE RENTZ, BA 
Clinton 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
MARK WILLIAM RESSLER, BA EDUCATION 
Dubuque 
English 
**KATIE RETZINGER, BA 
West Des Moines 
French and English 
# *** ANNE C. REYNOLDS, BA 
Mediapolis 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
***PHILIP RIPPKE, BA 
Moville 
Communication: General 
Communication 
#LYNN ANN R.!SKEDAHL, BA 
Marshalltown 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
ADAM ]AMES RITTER, BA 
Lake Mills 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
CHAD L. ROBERTS, BA 
Ottumwa 
Study of Religion 
ANDREW H OWELL ROBERTSON, BA 
Des Moines 
English 
*PEDRO J UAN RODRIGUEZ, BA 
Chicago 
Spanish and Social Work 
••• ANDREA J ANE ROEHS, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Communicative Disorders 
AMANDA ROSSMAN, BA 
Dubuque 
Communication: Public Relations 
KATELYN DENE SANDON, BA 
Coffeyville, Kansas 
Communication: Electronic Media 
*JOSHUA WILLIAM SANKEY, BA 
Forest City 
Communication: General 
Communication 
*RACHELLE LEE SAUNDERS, BA 
Marengo 
Communication: General 
Communication 
CHRISTOPHER PAUL SCHERRER, BA 
Riverside 
Theatre: Design and Production 
and Art: Studio Emphasis 
***LEE WILLIAM SCHMITZ, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Music and French 
KELLEN ROBERT SCHNEEBERGER, 
BA EDUCATION 
Clinton 
English 
*LAURA ANN SCHOENROCK, BA 
Le Mars 
Communication: Organizational 
Communication 
***KARA SCHOLTEN, BA 
Rock Valley 
Communication: Organizational 
Communication 
JENNIFER SCHOOLEY, BA 
Waukee 
English 
ANDREW]. SCHROEDER, BA 
Hiawatha 
Philosophy and Humanities and 
The Study of Religion 
KATIE M. SCHULT, BA 
Durant 
Communication: Public Relations 
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**STACI LYNN SCHWICKERATH, BA 
New Hampton 
Communication: Electronic Media 
***REECE DANIEL SEALOCK, BA 
Clutier 
Spanish 
**BENJAMJN JOHN SEIBERT, BA 
Waukon 
English 
•• ANGELA LEEANN SELS, BA 
Pella 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
*TIFFANY Lo u SEVERSON, BA EDUCATION 
Forest City 
English 
CARMELO SILVA, BA 
Chicago, Illinois 
Spanish 
KIMBERLY Jo SITTIG, BA EDUCATION 
Waterloo 
Spanish 
*SHANE SLOAN, BA 
Urbandale 
Communications/Public Relations 
#LANE CHARLES SMITH, BA 
Rockford 
Communication: Electronic Media 
#JOEL ]AMES SMITS, BA 
Orange City 
Communication: Public Relations 
JESSICA LYNN SNYDER, BA 
Prairie City 
Communication: Public Relations 
**KRlSTEN FRANCES SOLNER, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Theatre: Design and Production 
and Theatre: Drama and Theatre 
for Youth 
ZACHARY EUGENE SOMMERLOT, BA 
Dunkerton 
Study of Religion 
***ANNA KATHRYN SPANHUT, 
BA EDUCATION -
Oakville 
Teaching English to Speakers of 
Other Languages/Spanish 
#KRlSTIN N. STARK, BA 
Urbandale 
Communication: Public Relations 
#*]AMES M. STAVELEY, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Study of Religion 
]ENNJFER MARIE STEPHENS, BA 
Marion 
Communication: Public Relations 
*MICHAEL DAVJD STEPHENSON, BA 
Maple Grove, Minnesota 
Communication: Public Relations 
KAMlLAH LYNN STEVENS, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Communication: General 
Communication 
#ALLISON STEWART, BA 
Burlington 
Communication: Organizational 
Communication 
*MATTHEW JOHN STIBBS, BA 
Creston 
Communication: Public Relations 
*MEREDIIB ANN STILLE, BA 
Storm Lake 
Spanish and 
Leisure/Youth/Human Services: 
Programming Services 
Administration 
#ARIEL LEE STOKKA, BA 
Des Moines 
Communication: Electronic Media 
ERIN RENEE SUDMANN, BA 
Treynor 
Communication: Public Relations 
ANDREA LYNN TADLOCK, BA 
Winterset 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
NAIBAN WILLIAM TARR, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
#KEVJN ANIBONY THIER, BA 
Worthington 
Communication: Organizational 
Communication 
#JOSHUA MICHAEL THIESSEN, BA 
Davenport 
Communication: Public Relations 
**RAQUEL TORRES, BA 
Mason City 
Spanish 
CHRISTOPHER MICHAEL TRAILER, BA 
Harlan 
Study of Religion 
***JILL ANN TROST, BA 
Nashua 
Communication: Organizational 
Communication 
*DANIEL THOMAS UMIBUN, BA 
Decatur, Alabama 
English 
***CLAUDIA E. UNGER, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
**AMBER MARIE UPAH, BA EDUCATION 
Tama 
English and History 
**STACY RAE VAN DER SCHAAF, BA 
Sioux Center 
Communication: General 
Communication 
KAIBERINE LEIGH VAUGHN, BA 
Marshalltown 
Communication: Public Relations 
DYLAN ROY V ENNEMAN, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Communication: Electronic Media 
SCOTT VERMULM , BA" - - - - - • 
Urbandale 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
*JACK C. VIERS, BA 
Maxwell 
English 
CHELSEA WADE, BA 
Davenport 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
CAMERO D EAN WAITMAN, BA 
Waverly 
Communication: Electronic Media 
ANDREW THOMAS WALLS, 
BA EDUCATION 
Dyersville 
Art 
***JESSICA DAWN WALSTROM, BA 
Gilmore City 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
/\JOHN CHRISTOPHER WARD, 
BA EDUCATION 
Greene 
Art 
***LISA MARIE WEBER, BA EDUCATION 
Raymond 
Art 
JAMES C. WEHRMACHER, BA 
Waverly 
Philosophy 
**JACOB A . WEIRES, BM 
Durango 
Music Education: Choral 
#ELIZABEIB "B EATRICE" ANN WENDEL, 
BA 
Waterloo 
French 
*LEISA ROSE W ESTRICH, BF A 
Sioux City 
Art: Studio 
*ALICIA MARIE WHALEN, BA 
Burlington 
Communication: Public Relations 
*ERIN RUTH WHIPPLE, BA 
Rock Falls 
Communication: Organizational 
Communication 
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/\ZACHARY J AMES WHITE, 
BA EDUCATION 
Iowa City 
English 
#ERIN BROOKE W HITTIE, BA 
Des Moines 
""wv,,Communication: General 
Communicgtion 
RYAN WICKHAM, BA 
Marshalltown 
Theatre: Peiformance Acting 
NAIBAN ROYCE WIETING, BA 
Eldora 
English 
*KARISSA WIKERT, BA 
Ringsted 
Communication: Public Relations 
*DOUGLAS RYAN WILKINSON, 
BA EDUCATION 
Solon 
English 
#*MICHAEL J OHN W ILSON, BA 
Reinbeck 
Study of Religion and Art: Studio 
Emphasis 
#ANDREW W INDSCH!Il, BA 
Urbandale 
German 
MARY B ETH WINKELPLECK, BA 
Buckingham 
Study of Religion 
MICHAEL WISSINK, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Music 
KRISTIN JEAN W OOD, BA E DUCATION 
Ackley 
English 
TYLER JAMES W YNGARDEN, BA 
Ottumwa 
Communication: Electronic Media 
JEFFREY ADAM Y GUNG, BA 
Mount Pleasant 
Communication: Electronic 
Media 
RYAN WILLIAM Y OUNG, BA 
Winterset 
Communication: Public Relations 
College of Natural Sciences 
Graduate Candidates 
Doctor of Industrial 
Technology 
MARCO A. SISFONTES 
Barrio Fatima, Costa Rico 
DIT; Doctor of Industrial 
Technology 
Dissertation Chair: 
Ali E. Kashef, PhD 
Dissertation: Inventory Modeling 
and Optimization Using System 
Dynamics, Structural Modeling 
Equations and Genetic Algorithms 
in the Drivetrain Division of an 
Automotive Manufacturer 
Masters 
NAOMI J EAN BIENFANG 
Jesup 
MS; Environmental Science 
Thesis: Amyotrophic Lateral 
Sclerosis Case-Control Study: Past 
Chemical Exposures and the 
Measurement of the Red Blood 
Cell Acetylcholinesterase 
Reactivity in Vitro When 
Challenged at Various Dosages by 
Chlorpyrifos-Oxon 
#]!HYO CHONG 
Gwanju, South Korea 
MS; Environmental Science 
Thesis: Loss of Nutrients from the 
Croplands as a Result of Soil 
Erosion 
SALLY M. COLEMAN 
Belle Plaine 
MA; Science Education 
Notes: 
#Summer 2005 degree candidate 
/\f all 2005 degree candidate 
+Fall 2004 graduate 
#<Summer 2004 graduate 
PAULA FROST EVEN 
Gilbertville 
MS; Environmental Science 
Thesis: Agricultural Pollution of 
Ground Water Near 
Gilbertville, IA 
SNA K UMAR REDDY GANDAVARAM 
Nellore, India. 
MS; Computer Science 
MARCEY JEAN VRBA HAND 
Cedar Falls 
MA; Science Education 
OLGA ALEXANDROVNA K OROTKOVA 
Moscow, Russia 
MS; Environmental Science 
Thesis: Atmospheric Aerosol 
Measurements over Iowa 
#SVETLANA ALEXANDROVNA KOROTKOVA 
Moscow, Russia 
MS; Environmental Science 
Thesis: Simulation of Particulate 
Matter Distribution over Iowa 
Using the WRF-CHEM (The 
Weather Research and Forecast 
Model with Chemical Processes) 
CHRJSTOPHER L. KOZAK 
New London 
MA; Mathematics 
ALEKSEY ANATOLEVICH K UCHMENKO 
Moscow, Russia 
MA; Technology 
CRAIG ALLEN MALLICOAT 
Sterling, Illinois 
MA; Biology 
SYLVESTER KOECH MARlTIM 
Kericho, Kenya 
MS; Computer Science 
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# LUCAS N. MARTINEZ 
Cordoba, Argentina 
MS; Environmental Technology 
Thesis: Iron and Steel Recycling 
Plant under Environmental 
Management System ISO-14000 
JULIA K. M OELLER 
Waterloo 
MA; Science Education 
Thesis: Investigating the 
Effectiveness of Professional 
Development on High School 
Physics Teachers 
# KELEN KAY P ANEC 
Cedar Falls 
MA; Science Education 
ELODIE VIVIANE PASCO 
Paris, France 
MS; Environmental Science 
Thesis: Phosphorus Sequestration 
in Sediments with Iron Mine 
Tailings 
CARLOS ALBERTO TERAN YENGLE 
Chiclayo Lambayeque, Peru 
MA; Technology 
Thesis: Effects of Soybean Based 
Oil in Tool Life for Machining 
Process 
DANIEL T ESFA 
Cedar Falls 
MS; Computer Science 
CHAJTANYA VADLAPATLA 
Gollapudi, India 
MS; Computer Science 
MARK ALLEN WILCOX 
Waterloo 
MS; Environmental Science 
Thesis: Development of an 
Environmental Manager 
Curriculum 
*ANDREW T. ABRAM, BA 
Waverly 
Biology.- Biomedical 
#RODOLFO A . AGUILAR, BA 
San Antonio, Texas 
Biology.- Biomedical 
ABDALLAH AL-SHARAWI, BA 
Safwa, Saudi Arabia 
Computer Science 
USMAN AMIN, BS 
Cedar Falls 
Computer Science 
DAVID M. ANDERSEN, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Technology Management 
DA YID MICHAEL ANDREWS, BA 
Burlington 
Earth Science 
ERJC ALAN ANDREWS, BA 
Solon 
Graphic Communications 
#**LYNDAL CARL ANTHONY, 
BA EDUCATION 
Dubu,Rue 
Technology Education 
**CHRJSTEN MARJA APPf-ETOIT, BA 
Sioux City 
Biology.- Biomedical 
#***RENAE M. ARBABIAN, BA 
Des Moin es 
Biology: Biomedical 
*RYAN D ANIEL ARNEVIK, BA 
Thompson 
Biology.- Biomedical 
**LINDSEY M. ARONSON, BA EDUCATION 
Storm Lake 
Mathematics 
*STEVEN E. BACKES JR., BS 
Gilbertville 
Electrical and Information 
Engineering Technology (EIET) 
*BENJAMIN BAIRD, BS 
Denver 
Chemistry 
BRADLEY JAMES BAKER, BA EDUCATION 
Fairfield 
Chemistry 
**BRENT WILLIAM BAKER, 
BA EDUCATION 
Bedford 
Technology Education 
***JESSICA A. BALL, BA 
Lake Mills 
Chemistry and Biology 
Undergraduate Candidates 
Notes: 
#Summer 2005 degree candidate 
/\fall 2005 degree candidate 
/\/\Spring 2006 degree candidate 
+Fall 2004-gr-aduate _ 
***Summa Cum Laude 3.75 or higher 
**Magna Cum Laude 3.50 to 3.75 
*Cum Laude 3.25 to 3.50 
60 hour minimum at UNI 
***ELIZABETH BROOKE BARRETT, BS 
Laurens 
Biology and Philosophy 
Presidential Scholar 
Thesis/ Project Title: "The Qi 
Conn ection: A Study in Studying 
Qi" 
WILLIAM E. BARRY, BA 
Waterloo 
Technology Management 
*LINDSEY ANN BAUER, BA 
Waterloo 
Biology: Biomedical 
DAVID ANDREW BAYCH, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Biology.- Ecology and Systematics 
***DIANA KAY BAYER, BA 
Waterloo 
Biology.- Biomedical - Honors 
Research 
SCOTT ROBERT BEASON, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Earth Science 
#ROBERT PAUL BERGMAN, BA 
Jesup 
Earth Science 
SHANE M. BERKLAND, BA 
Cylinder 
Technology Management 
***ANDREW DAVID B ERNS, BS 
Walker 
Computer Science 
**EMILY LAYNE BERRY, BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Falls 
Mathematics 
*THOMAS FRANK BIERMAN, BA 
Eldridge 
Biology.- Biomedical 
*JODIE MARJE BIERSTEDT, BA 
Lone Rock 
Biology: Biomedical 
***ROBERT KIRK BLAND, BA 
Dysart 
Technology Management 
*JUSTIN DAVID BLOOMBERG, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Biology.- Biomedical 
ZACHARY BONNER, BA 
Altoona 
Biology 
**KRISTEN ANNE BORSETH, BA 
Clive 
Earth Science 
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ROBERT JEFFREY BRADEN, BA 
Fair fax 
Technology Management 
**MICHAEL CHRJSTOPHER BRlXIUS, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Biology.- Biomedical 
GARY ROBERT BRONS, BA 
Lake Park 
Earth Science 
*SARAH CATHERJNE BROUWER, BA 
Marshalltown 
Biology 
***JULIE SUSAN BROWN, BA 
Fairfield 
Biology: Biomedical 
Presidential Scholar 
University H o nors with D istinction 
Thesis/ Project Title: "A 
Compilatio n of Homologous 
Cancer -Related Genes in Humans 
and Dogs" 
**TROY WILLIAM BROWN, 
BA EDUCATION 
Colesburg 
Technology Education 
***GINA LEANN BRUELLMAN, BA 
West B end 
Biology 
MATTHEW BUETI ER, BS 
Bettendorf 
Chemistry. Biochemistry 
BRJAN L. BURKHARDT, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Technology Managemen t 
/\*CALEB B USKOHL, BA EDUCATION 
Grundy Center 
Mathematics 
DANIEL W ESSON BUTCHER, BA 
Mount Pleasant 
General Industry and Technology 
MICHAEL T. CABALKA, BA 
Independen ce 
General Industry and Technology 
LAURA M. CADY, BA EDUCATION 
Troy Mills 
Biology 
ANDREA MARJE CALLAGHAN, BA 
Dubuque 
Biology.- Biomedical 
**KATIE LYNN CALLAHAN, BA 
Bernard 
Biology.- Biomedical 
***CINDEE JEAN CALTON, BA 
Littleton, Colorado 
Mathematics and Anthropology 
Presidential Scholar 
Thesis/ Project Title: "Using Space 
to Describe Space: American Sign 
Language and the Linguistic 
Relativity Hypothesis" 
JEREMIAH RAY CARSCADDEN, BA 
Adel 
Technology Management 
SUBBARAO CHALAMALASETTY, BS 
Hyderabad, India 
Computer Science 
EVERETT LLOYD CHARLSON, 
BA EDUCATION 
Clarion 
All Sciences 
**BRENT CHEESEMAN, BS 
Reinbeck 
Manufacturing Technology: 
Automation and Production and 
Manufacturing Technology: 
Design 
TANNER B. CHEESEMAN, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Technology Management 
TANNER CHICKERING, BA 
Bloomfield 
Computer Science 
***KATRYNA Kl.AUDIA CISEK, BS 
Cedar Falls 
Computer Science 
*ANDREA JESSICA CONLEY, BS 
Fort Dodge 
Applied Physics 
• ANDREA JESSICA CONLEY, 
BA EDUCATION 
Fort Dodge 
Physics 
GABRIEL DA YID CONNELL, BA 
Waterloo 
Biology: Microbiology 
*KEITH CONNOLLY, BS 
Dubuque 
Biology 
SHELDON F. CONVERSE, BA 
Postville 
Chemistry-Marketing 
GRANT M. CORNICK, BA EDUCATION 
Mount Pleasant 
Middle/junior High School Science 
**BRIAN J. CRAIG, BS 
Sioux City 
Geology and Geography: 
Environmental 
DANIEL RAY CRYSTAL, BA 
Granger 
Graphic Communications 
+TAYLOR JOHNATHON DAILEY, BA 
Sioux City 
Earth Science 
A]ARED A. DANIELSEN, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Graphic Communications 
**DONALD CHARLES DAWS, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Mathematics 
*SHAWN AARON DEBOEF, 
BA EDUCATION 
Oskaloosa 
Mathematics 
DIANE MARIE DEBOER, BA 
Evansdale 
Biology 
PATRICK DESENBERG, BA 
Norwalk 
Computer Science 
LUKE JOHNATHAN DETTMER, BA 
Waverly 
Technology Management 
A*ANJULI KRISTEN DICKERSON, 
BA EDUCATION 
Dike 
Chemistry 
*JARED DIERS, BA EDUCATION 
Colesburg 
Technology Education 
#ZACARY EMIL DIETZ, BA 
Waterloo 
Biology 
ELIZABETH ANNE DIXON, BA 
Burlington 
Graphic Communications 
CHANELLE K. DOKE-BORDEN, BA 
San Diego, California 
Biology 
MATTHEW DAVID DONNOLLY, BA 
Mount Pleasant 
Biology: Biomedical 
***KE NETH w. Doss, BA 
Clinton 
Mathematics - Statistics and 
Actuarial Science 
**DANIELLE RENEE DOUGHAN, BA 
Britt 
Biology 
/\JAMES DRAKE, BA 
Iola, Kansas 
Mathematics - Statistics and 
Actuarial Science 
#CHRISTEN MICHELLE D UVEL, BA 
Waverly 
Biology: Ecology and Systematics 
/\CHRISTOPHER JAY EGLAND, 
BA EDUCATION 
Jewell 
Technology Education 
DARRICK SCOTT ELDRIDGE, BS 
New London 
Construction Management 
**KRISTA A. ELLYSON, BA 
Elkhart 
Mathematics - Statistics and 
Actuarial Science 
***SHERRIE RENEE ELZEY, BS 
Sully 
Chemistry and Physics 
JENNIFER Jo EMERY, BA 
Highlandville 
Biology 
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***GEORGE EDWARD ERWIN, 
BA EDUCATION 
Madrid 
Biology 
WILL M. EVANS, BA 
Waverly 
Biology: Biomedical 
*CORY WAYNE FEES, BS 
Urbandale 
Electrical and Information 
Engineering Technology (EIET) 
#JESSE LEE FENSKE, BA 
Cresco 
Technology Management 
BRITTANY FIELDS, BA 
Sioux City 
Biology 
JOEL RICHARD FIGGINS, BA 
Clinton 
Mathematics - Statistics and 
Actuarial Science 
CHARLES S. FISHER, BS 
Cedar Rapids 
Construction Management 
***KURT WILLIAM FISHER, BS 
Iowa City 
Biology 
*KRISTOPHER MICHAEL FLOY, BS 
Decorah 
Manufacturing Technology: 
Design 
TERENCE M. FLYNN, BA 
Waterloo 
Technology Management 
#JOHN DANIEL FORBES II, BA 
Waterloo 
Computer Science 
LISA MARIE FORSTALL, BA 
Crete, Illinois 
Biology: Biomedical 
**HANNAH E. FOUST, BA 
Sergeant Bluff 
Biology 
JAPHETH JOHN FRANKLIN, BA 
Central City 
Biotechnology 
**ANDREW FRIEDLEY, BS 
Cedar Falls 
Computer Science 
#***JUSTIN O 'LEARY FUNK, BS 
Sioux City 
Geology 
/\BRIAN R. GALLOWAY, BS 
Union 
Construction Management 
**THERESA LYNN GAUL, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Biology: Biomedical 
University Honors with Distinction 
Thesis/ Project Title: "African 
American Breast Cancer Health 
Disparities" 
LEE JOH GEISINGER, BA 
Arnolds Park 
Graphic Communications 
'JULIE L. GERDES, BA EDUCATION 
Burlington 
Mathematics 
/\**LINDSEY M. GIERMAN, 
BA EDUCATION 
Blue Island, Illinois 
Mathematics 
#KYLE GODFREY, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Biology: Biomedical 
*'*CRAIG JEROME GOECKE, 
BA EDUCATION 
Carroll 
Technology Education 
/\**'LEAH GOEPFERD, BA EDUCATION 
Iowa City 
Chemistry and Spanish 
/\MATTHEW ALLEN GOINGS, BA 
Waterloo 
Biology: Biomedical 
*KATHRYN DANIELLE GOLDSTEI , BA 
Moline, Illinois 
Biology: Biomedical 
JOSEPH G. GONZALES, BA 
San Antonio, Texas 
Biology 
ERIC A. GRABE, BA EDUCATION 
Kingsley 
All Sciences 
JAMES GRAHAM, BA 
Eldridge 
Biology: Ecology and Systematics 
KENT M. GREINER, BA EDUCATION 
Dike 
Biology 
JOSEPH PETER GREVE, BS 
Sim.ix City 
Computer Science 
*STACY G UNDERSON, BA 
Conrad 
Biotechnology 
**JOSHUA DAVID HALVERSON, BA 
Garner 
Technology Management 
PATRICK J ULIAN HAMILTON, BA 
Chester 
Mathematics: Applied 
JOSHUA MICHAEL HANNA, 
BA EDUCATION 
Davenport 
Biology 
/\**BRIAN DAVID HANNEMAN, 
BA EDUCATION 
Center Point 
Technology Education 
TARA SHAE HANSEN, BA 
Marion 
Graphic Communications 
*DUSTIN E. HAYES, BS 
Dike 
Construction Management 
J OSHUA KAHL HEIMANN, BA 
Dike 
Technology Management 
J OEL J EFFREY HEINZ, BA 
Mason City 
Biology: Ecology and Systematics 
*JOSHUA LEE HILL, BS 
Bloomfield 
Construction Management 
#CHAD ALLEN HINES, BA - - • 
Cedar Falls 
Chemistry 
**DOUGLAS JAMES HOFFMAN, BA 
Waverly 
Mathematics 
**'DIRK A. H OMEWOOD, BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Falls 
Mathematics 
**BRIAN H OSTETLER, BS 
Waterloo 
Construction Management 
*BRANDON J USTIN H OVE, BS 
Jewell 
Construction Management 
*'KILEY RENEE l NGERSLEV, 
BA EDUCATION 
Denison 
Mathematics 
/\***FOREST ISAAC ISBELL, BS 
Vinton 
Biology 
/\* .. FOREST ISAAC ISBELL, BA EDUCATION 
Vinton 
Chemistry 
**KARA Jo JACOBI, BA 
Calamus 
Biology: Biomedical 
KYLE DAVID J EPSEN, BA 
Oelwein 
Biology: Biomedical 
**JACLYN G. RASMUSSEN J OHNSON, BA 
Waverly 
Computer Science 
**KACIE J. JOHNSTON, BA 
West Des Moines 
Biology: Biomedical-Honors 
Research and Spanish 
ALISHA KAY J ONES, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Biology: Biomedical 
*MARK ANDREW J ONES, BA 
Wayland 
Graphic Communications 
BRANDON J UNE, BS 
Anamosa 
Computer Science 
**'BRIDGET RENAE J UNKER, BA 
Jesup 
Technology Management and 
Communication: Electronic Media 
*']UN KAKENO, BS 
MatsumotoShi, NaganoKen, Japan 
Electrical and Information 
Engineering Technology (EIET) 
***ANNA CHRISTINE KALKWARF, BA 
Marion 
Biology 
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J OSEPH D. KELLER, BS 
Urbandale 
Construction Management 
MICHAEL JOHN KELLEY, BS 
Woodbine 
Construction Management 
"'""KIMBERLY ANN KIRCHNER, BS 
Spencer _. 
Physics -· · • 
RICHARD ALLEN KLEIN, BS 
Burlington 
Electro-Mechanical Systems: 
Engineering Technology 
#***JESSE T. K OCH, BS 
Cedar Falls 
Geology 
BRETT NATHANIEL K RANTZ, BS 
Washington 
Construction Management 
**'MATTHEW KEITH KREWER, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Biology: Ecology and Systematics 
**HEATHER MARIE KRUEGER, BS 
Waterloo 
Biology 
**BENJAMIN L. K UKER, BA EDUCATION 
Readlyn 
Technology Education 
*PRESCOTT K ULOW, BS 
Hubbard 
Computer Science 
CODY LEE K UNTZ, BA 
Grafton 
Computer Science 
*ADAM ]AMES LARSON, BA 
Manchester 
Technology Management 
CHRISTOPHER A . LARSON, BA 
Waukon 
Mathematics - Statistics and 
Actuarial Science 
JOSHUA LYNN LAWRENZ, BA 
Herington, Kansas 
Technology Management 
SHANE LEAHY, BA 
Marion 
Technology Management 
*JASON E. LEE, BA 
LaPorte 
Biology: Biomedical 
**KEVIN J. LEYEN, BA 
Reinbeck 
Technology Management 
ROBERT D EAN LINAHON, BS 
Ames 
Construction Management 
*KYLE G. LOCKIE, BA 
Riceville 
Mathematics - Statistics and 
Actuarial Science 
*ASHLEY !VANE LONG, BA 
Creston 
Biology: Biomedical 
*J OSEPH PAUL MACK, BA EDUCATION 
Marshalltown 
Technology Education 
*JOHN MAcKAMUL, BS 
Waverly 
Electrical and Information 
Engineering Technology (EIET) 
**NATI-iAN A. MADOERIN, BA 
Williamsburg 
Technology Management 
WARREN CHAD MANNING, BA 
Fairfield 
Technology Management 
MITCHELL MARINE, BA EDUCATION 
Rolfe 
Chemistry 
TOBY JACOB MARTENS, BA 
Moville 
Technology Management 
***MARTHA P. ARAGON MARTINEZ, BA 
Oaxaca, Mexico 
Mathematics 
/\*ALBERT DENNIS MCFADDEN, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Biology: Biomedical 
KEVIN MICHAEL M CGRANE, BA 
Elma 
Biology: Biomedical 
JASON JAMES McINTOSH, BA 
Honey Creek 
Chemistry 
#KELLY C. MCNAUGHTO , BA 
Chariton 
Biology: Biomedical 
*CHRISTOPHER HARLAN MENDENHALL, BA 
Waterloo 
Mathematics - Statistics and 
Actuarial Science 
MARTI MENSEN, BS 
New Vienna 
Construction Management 
*KASSANDRA K. MISHLER, BA 
Waterloo 
Biology: Biomedical 
*LYNDSEY MARIE MITCHELL, BA 
Dysart 
Earth Science 
Scorr]. MoHR, BS 
West Des Moines 
Construction Management 
CASEY MOORE, BA 
Sioux City 
Biology: Biomedical 
***KEVIN A. MOORE, BA EDUCATION 
DeWitt 
Technology Education 
CHAD ANTHONY MORMANN, BS 
New Vienna 
Electrical and Information 
Engineering Technology (EIET) 
SABRI A RAE MOSIER, BA 
Marshalltown 
Graphic Communications 
STEPHEN CARL MULLIGAN, BS 
Olin 
Construction Management 
*LINDSEY MURPHY, BA 
Holstein 
Biology: Biomedical 
***AMBER LYNN NARVESON, BA 
Urbana 
Biology 
*BRIAN DUANE NELSO , BA EDUCATION 
Ringsted 
Technology Education 
*KRISTI RAE NEUFELD, BA 
Winnipeg, Canada 
Biology: Biomedical 
*JESSICA SHERYL NOBLE, BA 
Britt 
Biology 
/\**VALERIE MAxlNE OBLE, BA 
Britt 
Biology 
***JAIME LYNN NOYCE, BA 
West Des Moines 
Computer Science and 
Mathematics: Statistics and 
Actuarial Science 
**CHRISTOPHER EARL O 'CONNELL, 
BA EDUCATION 
Bankston 
Mathematics 
MATTHEW THOMAS OTIS, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Computer Science 
***RENEE P ASKER, BA 
Robins 
Biotechnology 
RYAN PAVLOVEC, BS 
Ft. Atkinson 
Construction Management 
***JAIME LYNN PEARSALL, BA 
Davenport 
Chemistry and Criminology and 
Psychology 
***ADAM C. PERKI s, BS 
Waterloo 
Physics 
*PAUL W. PETERSON, BS 
Cresco 
Chemistry 
JOEL S. PEYTON, BA 
Troy Mills 
Technology Management 
**KATRINA RAE PIENKOS, BA 
Central City 
Biology 
***MELISSA SUE POTTER, BA EDUCATION 
Coralville 
Mathematics 
BRIANNE JOELLE PRESSLEY, BA 
Ankeny 
Biology: Biomedical 
M1s1Y KAY PROULX, BA 
Lake Mills 
Computer Science 
KEITH M. RAHE, BS 
Dyersville 
Construction Management 
*AMANDA DEE RICHARDSON, BA 
Newton 
Biology: Biomedical 
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PAUL EDWARD RIORDAN, BS 
Dunkerton 
Construction Management 
MANUELA RODRIGUEZ, BA 
San Antonio, Texas 
Biology 
MATTHEW RICHARD ROSENDAHL, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Technology Management 
*THOMAS ]. Ross, BS 
Waterloo 
Electrical and Information 
Engineering Technology (EIET) 
#*JENNIFER ELAJ E ROUSE, BA 
Corydon 
Biology: Ecology and Systematics 
ALISHA LYNN RUHLAND, BA 
Le Mars 
Chemistry-Marketing 
**CECILIA RUHLMANN, BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Falls 
Technology Education 
+ JAMIE ALAN RUTH, BS 
Parkersburg 
Manufacturing Technology: Metal 
Casting 
ZINKA SAMARDZIC, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Biology: Biomedical 
ANTONIO SAMBRANO JR. , BA 
San Antonio, Texas 
Chemistry-Marketing 
MEGAN SASH, BA 
Oskaloosa 
Biology: Biomedical 
IIMATTHEW LEE SCHMIDT, 
BA EDUCATION 
Clinton 
Earth Science 
MICHAEL TRAVIS SCHMITT, BS 
Bonaparte 
Construction Management 
**TIMOTHY M. SCHRAMM, BS 
Dyersville 
Chemistry: BioChemistry 
*Ross WILLIAM ScH\vAKE, BS 
Sumner 
Manufacturing Technology: 
Automation and Production and 
Manufacturing Technology: 
Design 
••• ANN KRISTINE SCHWEMM, BA 
Tripoli 
Biology: Biomedical-Honors 
Research 
JILL LYNN SEMSCH, BA 
Stockton 
Graphic Communications 
JACOB SHIPPY, BS 
Dubuque 
Construction Management 
**ERIC ALLAN SHOOK, BS 
Dunkerton 
Computer Science 
ERIN RAE SITZMANN, BA EDUCATION 
Merrill 
Mathematics 
J ONAH SCOTT SMITH, BS 
Dunkerton 
Constrnction Management 
J OSHUA ]AMES SMJTH, BA EDUCATION 
Mount Ayr 
Mathematics 
**MALLORY J o SMITH, BA 
Hudson 
Biology 
#CHAUNCEY WILLIAM SNODGRESS, BS 
Mount Vernon 
Manufacturing Technology: Metal 
Casting 
**LAURA J. SPINDLER, BA 
Creston 
Graphic Communications 
MATTHEW D. STARR, BS 
Tipton 
Electrical and Information 
Engineering Technology (EIET) 
*LAURA ANNE STEFL, BA 
Osage 
Biology 
PAUL LEONARD STEGER, BS 
New Vienna 
Constrnction Management 
JEFFREY LEONARD STEINKAMP, BA 
Breda 
Earth Science- Interpretive 
Naturalist 
*NATHAN E. STEWART, BS 
Rolfe 
Const.ruction Management 
TRACY LYNN STRANATHAN, 
BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Rapids 
Mathematics 
RYAN LEE STRIEGEL, BA 
Keswick 
Biology: Biomedical 
*PHILIP R. STROM, BS 
Clinton 
Constrnction Management 
**ELIZABETH MARIE SWEEDLER, BA 
Williams 
Graphic Communications 
#BENJAMIN LUKE SWENSON, BA 
Ames 
Technology Management 
RANDY TATROE, BA 
Waverly 
Technology Management 
**TRAVJS CHARLES T EMEYER, BA 
Waterloo 
Technology Management 
#DARREN LEE THOMAN,l3A - - -
Walford 
Technology Management 
***MARK THOMSEN, BA 
Council Bluffs 
Biology 
University Honors 
Thesis/ Project Title: "Men's 
Health Issues: A National Survey 
of Urologists" 
RICHARD J. TISCHLER, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Computer Science 
CHRISTIAN T . TRELOAR, BA 
Clear Lake 
Technology Management 
***EUGENIA TSAMIS, BS 
Cedar Rapids 
Chemistry: Biochemistry 
University Honors 
Thesis/ Project Title: "Synthesis 
and Characterization of 
Membrane-Anchored Peptides" 
*ROBERT MICHAEL URBAIN, BA 
Epworth 
Biology: Ecology and Systematics 
MICHAEL JOSEPH VANCE, BS 
Clinton 
Constrnction Management 
MARK NEWTON VAN ROEKEL, BA 
Pella 
Biology 
SCOTT W ADE VERSTEEGH, BA 
Cedar ' 
Technology Management 
**KATIE VIET, BA 
Sioux City 
Mathematics and Psychology 
PATRICK M. VIGNAROLI, BS 
Des Moines 
Constrnction Management 
TIMOTHY WALLJASPER, BA EDUCATION 
Fort Madison 
Mathematics 
#KYLE WILLIAM WEBER, BA 
Waterloo 
Biology: Biomedical 
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*LINDSAY DANIELLE WEDEMEIER, BA 
Readlyn 
Graphic Communications 
#CHRISTOPHER ] AMES WEIDMAN, BS 
Denver 
~ Constrnction Management 
KYLE WE LEY WEITZELL, BA 
Cedar Falls~ ·, . • 
Biology: Ecology and Systematics 
JASON WHEELER, BA 
Johnston 
Biology: Biomedical 
**BREIT THOMAS WIESER, BA 
Peoria, Illinois 
Biology: Biomedical 
#J OE NATHAN WIGGINS, J R., BA 
Gary, Indiana 
Technology Education and 
Training - Training 
***CHELSEY LEE WILLE, BA 
Ladora 
Biology: Biomedical 
KEITH E. WILLIAMS, BS 
Waukee 
Constrnction Management 
B ENJAMIN A. WILSON, BA EDUCATION 
Dubuque 
Mathematics 
**TRAVJS MICHAEL WITTE, BS 
Clive 
Chemistry 
Presidential Scholar 
University Honors 
Thesis/ Project Title: "Synthesis of 
Nanomaterials: Magnesium 
Hydroxide Nanoparticles and 
Applications for the Catalyzed 
Decomposition of Environmental 
Toxins" 
*KRISTIN MARIE WYANT, BA 
Maxwell 
Biology: Biomedical 
MITCHELL ADAM ZEMAN, BS 
Ottosen 
Constrnction Management 
***LETISHA KAY ZEY, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Graphic Communications 
EDWARD Z IPSE, BA 
Clear Lake 
Technology Management 
College of Social and Behavioral Sciences 
Graduate Candidates 
B ENJAMIN JAY BARNES 
Cedar Falls 
MPP; Public Policy 
ALEXANDRA MIKHA!LOVNA BOZHEVA 
St. Petersburg, Russia 
MA; Geography 
Thesis: Russian Immigration to the 
USA, 1990-2003 
THERESE M. CHAPMAN 
Dubuque 
MA; Psychology 
Thesis: Time-Management 
Behavior as a Moderator of Work 
Hour's Relationship with Work-
School Conflict and School 
Performance 
MATTHEW W. CHINGREN 
Waterloo 
MSW; Social Work 
#SCOTTIE ANN CONNER 
Davenport 
MSW; Social Work 
D USTIN DAUGHERTY 
Adel 
MA; Psychology 
Thesis: Perception of Luck and 
Gambling Patterns 
REBECCA DORANN DICKINSON 
Oskaloosa 
MSW; Social Work 
ELIZABETH KAY DUFFY 
Dunkerton 
MSW; Social Work 
MICHAELA M. D UNN 
Ralston, Nebraska 
MSW; Social Work 
RACHEL MARY FAGERLIND 
Dubuque 
MSW; Social Work 
J ENNIFER A NN fITKIN 
Cedar Falls 
MSW; Social Work 
LESLIE K. J ORGENSEN GAVRJLA 
Coralville 
MSW; Social Work 
]AMES GERJEVIC 
Council Bluffs 
MA; Geography 
Thesis: Extraction of 
Transportation Infrastructure from 
Hyperspectral Remote Sensing 
Data 
BETH ANN GIBBONS 
Ottawa, Kansas 
MSW; Social Work 
Notes: 
#Summer 2005 degree candidate 
Afall 2005 degree candidate 
+Fall 2004 graduate 
#<Summer 2004 graduate 
B ETTY L. HODGES 
Waterloo 
MSW; Social Work 
]AMIE ANNE JOHNSON 
Cedar Rapids 
MSW; Social Work 
JOSEPH D. JOHNSON 
Rosemount, Minnesota 
MA; Sociology 
Thesis: Hegemonic Masculinity in 
the Everyday Lives of University 
Weight Lifters 
MATTHEW JOHN KAJEWSKI 
Algona 
MA; Geography 
MICHAEL ROBERT KAMMER 
Cresco 
MA; History 
Thesis: The Eisenhower 
Administration and Vietnam 
BROOKE E. KAYSER 
Webster City 
MA; Geography 
THOMAS L. KISLING 
Etna, California 
MSW; Social Work 
]ILL J ENNIFER LEHMANN 
Mason City 
MSW; Social Work 
ANTHONY L. MAFFIN 
Denison 
MPP; Public Policy 
JENNIFER ELIZABETH M CCLAIN 
Lake Park 
MSW; Social Work 
JEREMY JOHN MICHAEL 
West Union 
MPP; Public Policy 
REBECCA LYNN MOLLUS 
Cedar Falls 
MSW; Social Work 
# CHANDNI NARVEKAR 
Bombay, India 
MA; Psychology 
Thesis: Collectivism and Group 
Evaluations 
JAMIE L. PARKIN 
Dubuque 
MA; Psychology 
Thesis: Male Expression of Sexual 
Jealousy: A Test of Evolutionary 
Hypotheses 
HEATHER LYNNE PICKART 
Keystone 
MSW; Social Work 
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R OSE M . Q UIRK 
Waterloo 
MSW; Social Work 
KALLEEN RAGAN-PEPPER 
Cedar Rapids 
MSW; Social Work 
ARIN ROSE RENAUD 
New Sharon 
MSW; Social Work 
ALICIA R OESGER 
Hubbard 
MSW; Social Work 
R OSEMARY ROHDE 
Cedar Rapids 
MSW; Social Work 
T ODD A UGUST R UDAT 
Epworth 
MA; History 
CATHERJNE AN E SIMMONS 
Libertyville, Illinois 
MPP; Public Policy 
#KATIE LEANNE SORRELL 
Winfield 
MA; Sociology 
Thesis: The Frontstage and 
Backstage Debate: A Deeper Look 
into the Everyday Lives of College 
Student-Athletes 
# RITA M. SPEARS 
Brandon 
MSW; Social Work 
GINA KRJSTA SP! LER 
Waterloo 
MPP; Public Policy 
#ZHIYUAN S UN 
Fujian, China 
MPP; Public Policy 
M IN TANG 
Beijing, China 
MPP; Public Policy 
N ICK ALLAN TANGEMAN 
Britt 
MSW; Social Work 
MARY ELIZABETH T EEGARDEN 
Pleasantville 
MSW; Social Work 
KAREN LOUISE TENNESON 
Decorah 
MSW; Social Work 
LEKEISHA LASHAY VEASLEY 
Waterloo 
MPP; Public Policy 
]AMES E. WINCHIP 
Monmouth, Illinois 
MA; Psychology 
Thesis: Emotional Contagion: The 
Spread of Positive and Negative 
Moods in Small Groups as a 
Function of Status and Arousal 
BOYD LEE AARHUS, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Psychology 
KIMBERLY ABRAM, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Criminology 
#AMY]. AHRENS, BA 
Waterloo 
Textile and Apparel 
ASHLEY MAE ALCOTT, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Criminology 
GREGORY SCOTT ALLEN, BA 
Early 
Psychology 
KATI LAURA AMES, BA 
Marshalltown 
Social Work 
LINDSEY MARIE AMODEO, BA 
Clive 
Psychology 
EMILY DARLENE ANDERSEN, BA 
Des Moines 
Textile and Apparel 
*ERINN ROSE ANDERSON, BA 
Dubuque 
Psychology 
JOSEPHINE M. ANDERSON, BA 
Des Moines 
Social Work 
*JACQUELINE PATRICIA ASSMAN, 
BA EDUCATION 
Panama 
History 
HEATI-!ER LEIGH AURINGER, BA 
Evansdale 
Sociology 
DAVID SUNGLEE BACK, BA EDUCATION 
Lake Mills 
Social Science 
ABREANNE ELAlNE BANFIELD, BA 
Colona, Illinois 
Testile and Apparel 
CAROLYN YOUNG 
New Orleans, Louisiana 
MA; History 
Undergraduate Candidates 
Notes: 
#Summer 2005 degree candidate 
AFall 2005 degree candidate 
MSpring 2006 degree candidate 
+Fall 2004 graduate 
•••summa Cum Laude 3.75 or higher 
**Magna Cum Laude 3.50 to 3.75 
*Cum Laude 3.25 to 3.50 
60 hour minimum at UNI 
***SOPHIE IRENE BANWARTI-l, BA 
Dubuque 
Psychology 
JENNIFER BARR, BA 
Albert Lea, Minnesota 
Psychology 
TAMIKA CHANTAY BATES, BA 
Waterloo 
Family Services 
#MARIA ANN BATTANI, BA 
Ankeny 
Textile and Apparel 
*CARRIE BAUER, BA 
Audubon 
Social Work 
ANGELA Jo BEAMAN, BA 
Ankeny 
Psychology 
J. PETER BECK, BA 
Waterloo 
Political Science 
#JAMI DANIELLE BECK, BA 
Knoxville 
Public Administration: Human 
Resources 
RACHEL MAE BECK, BA 
Lake Park 
Social Work 
*CARRIE ANN BECKER, BA 
Gilbertville 
Family Services 
ANDREW BEDARD, BA 
Waterloo 
Criminology 
SCOTT EARL BENilEY, BA 
Fairbank 
Criminology 
**RYAN MICHAEL BERGAN, BA 
Fayette 
Criminology 
RODNEY IVAN B ERGER, BA 
Epworth 
Criminology 
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JUSTIN MICHAEL Y URKOVICH 
Shawnee, Kansas 
MA; Psychology 
Thesis: A Demands-Control 
Approach to the Work-Family 
Interface 
***AMBER ]OY B ERGMAN, BA 
Mason City 
Psy chology 
MELANIE CARRIE BERGMAN, BA 
Independence 
Criminology 
ANGELA BIGELOW, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Social Work 
PAMELA BILLINGSLEA, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Public Administration: Public 
Policy and Public Service 
KA TIE BIXLER, BA 
Waverly 
Sociology 
• AMY MARIE BLACKMER, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Psy chology 
RANDEE LYNNE BLIETZ, BA 
M onona 
Family Services 
CHAD ANTI-!ONY BLUML, BA 
Carroll 
Criminology 
*ANTI-!ONY D ONALD B OGGS, 
BA EDUCATION 
Seymour 
Social Science 
#JILL JOANNA BOIKE, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Family Services 
AKEVIN ANDREW BOOCK, BA 
Forest City 
Psy chology 
NICHOLAS DAVID BOURNE, BA 
Webster City 
Political Science 
EMILY A. BOYD, BA 
Belmond 
Sociology 
JASON A. BOYERS-LIECH1Y, BA 
Ankeny 
Geography: Environmental 
••*MATTHEW PATRICK BOYLE, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Geography: Environmental 
D ANIEL LYNN BRACY, BA 
Union 
Criminology 
RAECHEL EILEEN BRADLEY, BA 
Des Moines 
Interior Design 
JOSEPH WILLIAM BRANDSTATIER, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Public Administration: General 
Administration 
COLLEEN BETH BRINKER, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Textile and Apparel 
***BENJAMIN JAMES BRISTOW, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Psychology 
University Honors with Distinction 
Thesis/ Project Title: "Personality 
and Individual Differences in 
Health Promoting Behaviors" 
JENNIFER JANE BROEK, BA 
Orange City 
Textile and Apparel 
RYAN WILLIAM BRONNER, BA 
La Porte City 
Criminology 
***STEPHANIE DENETIE BROOKS, BA 
Waterloo 
Psychology 
#BRIAN BROWN, BA 
Independence 
Geography 
COURTNEY JEAN BROWN, BA 
Prole 
Family Services 
#JIMMIE LEE BROWN, JR, BA 
Saint Louis, Missouri 
Sociology 
#ANNE MARIE BRUNS, BA 
Waverly 
Family Services 
JAMES JOSEPH BRUSTKERN, 
BA EDUCATION 
Walker 
History 
*CURTIS JOHN BUCKLES, BA 
Bettendorf 
Criminology 
**JEFFREY BUCKLEY, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Psychology 
#TESSA RENEE BUHR, BA 
Waterloo 
Family Services 
/\*APRIL BULMAN, BA EDUCATION 
Oelwein 
History 
#LAURA JEAN BURDETTE, BA 
Boone 
Criminology 
BRANDO BURGESON, BA EDUCATION 
Sibley 
History 
JOSEPH P. BURGMEIER, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Psychology 
*DANTON BURKETT, BA 
Tripoli 
Political Science 
#ANGELA DENISE BURT, BA 
Waterloo 
Social Work 
CHAO BURTON, BA 
Davenport 
Public Administration: Public 
Policy and Public Service 
**RYAN RICHARD Buss, BA 
Mount Pleasant 
Criminology 
TIFANT Jo Buss, BA 
Waterloo 
Criminology 
#**HEATHER J. CALHOON, BA 
La Porte City 
Social Work and Family Services 
KARA L. CALLAHAN, BA 
Coralville 
Psychology 
JACQUELINE R. CARLISLE, BA 
Fort Dodge 
Psychology 
***NICOLE M. CARLSON, BA 
Des Moines 
Psychology 
University Honors with Distinction 
Thesis/ Project Title: 
"Psychometric Characteristics of 
the Multidimensional Anxiety 
Scale for Children in Adolescent 
Samples" 
SHELBY RA y CARR, BA 
Grinnell 
Criminology 
+ BENJAMIN CARSE, BA 
Fort Dodge 
Sociology 
JOSE CASTELLANOS, BA 
San Antonio, Texas 
History 
#ALYSSA K. CHABAK, BA 
Aurora 
Political Science 
• ANTHONY MICHAEL CHIARAMONTE, BA 
Urbandale 
Psychology 
KATIE JOURDAN CHIARAMONTE, BA 
West Des Moines 
Family Services 
/\***COURTNEY KAY CLAUSEN, 
BA EDUCATION 
Sioux City 
Social Science 
***REBECCA Jo CLIFFTON, BA 
Waverly 
Psychology 
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RACHEL CANDACE COLLUM, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Family Services 
*STACEY JEAN CONAWAY, BA 
Webster City 
Criminology 
CARA L. CONLON, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Family Services 
PAUL MICHAEL CONTER, BA 
Peosta 
Criminology 
**MATTHEW OWEN CONWAY, BA 
West Des Moines 
Sociology 
*STEVE COURTNEY, BA 
Algona 
Political Science 
#HOPE KATHRYN CRIMMINS, BA 
Fort Dodge 
Social Work 
/\ALLISON Jo CROSBY, BA EDUCATION 
Iowa City 
History 
**TRACY LYNN CULBERTSON, BA 
Fort Madison 
Psychology 
NEAL TYNAN CURRELL, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Sociology 
*LORELLE CURRY, BA 
Houston, Texas 
Political Science 
**ASHLEY RAE DAALE, BA 
Hawarden 
Textile and Apparel 
**HEATHER M. DAGUE, BA 
Urbana 
Criminology 
**JASON L. D ANIELSON, BA EDUCATION 
Des Moines 
History 
*JONATHAN MATTHEW D ECKER, 
BA EDUCATION 
Sherrill 
Social Science 
#ANGELA LEE DEFINO, BA 
Des Moines 
Psychology 
#CARLYN DEGRAEVE, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Textile and Apparel 
SCOTT L. DELLAERT, BA 
Dubuque 
Criminology 
***JENNIFER MARIE DEUTMEYER, BA 
Dyersville 
Sociology and Communication: 
Organizational Communication 
D ANIEL R. DEVORE, BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Rapids 
Social Science 
*BRYNNA R. DIETER, BA 
Ames 
History 
RANDY LEE DOHMEN, BA EDUCATION 
Mechanicsville 
History 
*CHARLES FITZPATRICK DONOHUE, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Criminology and Sociology 
•••SARAH MARIE DORPINGHAUS, 
BA EDUCATION 
Waverly 
History 
#*TESKE RENEE DRAKE, BA 
Burlington 
Social Work and Family Services 
JESSE PHILLIP DRIVER, BA EDUCATION 
Linn Grove 
Social Science 
/\JONATHAN WILLIAM DRURY, 
BA EDUCATION 
Clarion 
History 
.. JESSICA RAE DRUSCHEL, BA 
Vinton 
Family Services 
•••cARJ J o DuFEL, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Social Work 
#NICOLE M. EASTIN, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Criminology 
JENNIFER MARACHELLE ELLIS, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Psychology and Social Work 
... KYLE CHRISTOPHER E NGDAHL, 
BA EDUCATION 
Aurelia 
History 
ELISSA M. ERICKSON, BA 
Hinton 
Psychology 
SHAU ROSE ERNST, BA 
Waterloo 
Family Services 
/\*CRYSTAL MARIE EVEN, BA 
Jesup 
Family Services 
*JESSICA LEAH FELTZ, BA 
Beaman 
Sociology 
TONYA FENNER, BA 
Grinnell 
Interior Design 
R USSELL D. FERRIE, BA 
Decorah 
Political Science 
T ANYA A. FOEMMEL, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Psychology 
*LINDSAY FORKE, BA 
Carroll 
Psychology 
AARo R. FRASIER, BA 
Johnston 
Political Science 
BRIAN FREESE, BA 
Springville 
Criminology 
#JENNIFER J. FRIDAL, BA 
Hiawatha 
Interior Design 
.. AMBER ANN FROMMELT, BA 
Dubuque 
Psychology 
Y ASUHITO F UJ!MORI,- Bk • • • - • 
Urawa, Japan 
Sociology 
PAUL J OSEPH FULLER, BA 
Waterloo 
Psychology 
RYAN EUGENE F ULTON, BA 
Rochester, Minnesota 
History 
· ··DENISE LYNN GAEDE, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Family Services 
**JACOB GALLES, BA 
Zearing 
Psychology 
LINDSAY ROSE GAN O , BA 
Des Moines 
History 
ADAM M. GASCHO, BA 
Badger 
Geography: Environmental 
•••co RI L. GAUL, BA 
Petersburg 
Public Administration: Public 
Personnel 
MICHELLE D EWAARD GIESEN, BA 
Forest City 
Family Services 
ANGIE L. GILBERT, BA 
Waterloo 
Psy chology 
**SARAH CHRISTINE GLANDON, BA 
Grinnell 
Family Services 
A UGUSTINE GONZALEZ, BA 
Mason City 
Geography 
#BRENDA M. GORSH, BA 
Davenport 
Family Services 
J ENNIFER ELIZABETH GOSSARD, BA 
Clear Lake 
Psychology 
# DAVID KENT GREENLEY, BA 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 
Political Science 
HEIDI M. GRIFFIN, BA 
Carroll 
Criminology 
SHANNON KELLY GRIFFITHS, BA 
Des Moines 
Political Science 
J OSHUA GRIMM, BA 
Westfield 
Psy chology and Criminology 
KELLI LYNN GROSHENS, BA 
Rudd 
Criminology 
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A USTIN J. GROSS, BA 
Davenport 
Criminology 
#AMANDA INA G UNDERSON, BA 
Ringsted 
Family Services 
"t>ANIEL J. HAGEN, BA 
Apple Valley, Minnesota 
Criminology ·· • 
#JENNIFER J o HAIGHT, BA 
Independence 
Social Work 
SARA HALL, BA 
Garwin 
Psychology 
**SARAH J. HALL, BA 
Swisher 
Psychology 
A SHLEY RAE HAMBLIN, BA 
Jesup 
Textile and Apparel 
/\KARI HAMILTO , BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Family Services 
**NATHANIEL ANDREW H ANNA, 
BA EDUCATIO 
Red Oak 
Social Science 
#*JESSICA LYNN HANNAMAN, BA 
Bellevue 
Social Work 
•••BROOKE M. HANSEN, BA 
Wyoming 
Psychology and Political 
Communication 
University Honors 
Thesis/ Project Title: "Factors 
Affecting Judicial Decision 
Making" 
H OLLY HANSO , BA 
Cedar Falls 
Social Work 
*SHANON ANN HARBAUGH, BA 
Manchester 
Psychology and Social Work 
EMILY JEAN HARPER, BA 
Johnston 
History 
/\SEAN HARRINGTON, BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Falls 
Social Science 
BETHANY ]ILL HARTMAN, BA 
Mechanicsville 
Psychology and Sociology 
*KERSTIN LEE HARTZLER, BA 
Parnell 
Psychology 
BRADLEY MICHAEL HAUGE, BA 
Darien, Illinois 
Sociology and Psychology 
TARA LYNN HAZEN, BA 
Yarmouth 
Geography 
ANDREA MURPHY HEFEL, BA 
Dubuque 
Interior Design 
#*HOLLIE HEI1HER, BA 
West Liberty 
Family Services 
MATTI-IEW ADAM HELMKE, BA 
Eagle Grove 
Political Science 
CINDY Jo HEMING, BA 
Dubuque 
Criminology 
JESSICA LYNN HENDERSHOT, BA 
Waterloo 
Psychology 
ERIN C. H ENNINGS, BA 
Wayland 
Criminology and Psychology 
JESSICA E. HENRY, BA 
Waukon 
Criminology 
RAVIN B. HENRY, BA 
Omaha, Nebraska 
Family Services 
***BRIANA R. HENSCHEID, BA 
Harlan 
Sociology 
SHAUNA LEIGH HILLER, BA 
Truman 
Social Work 
**TARI HILLYARD, BA 
Mediapolis 
Family Services 
COREY MICHAEL H OEFER, BA 
Dubuque 
Family Services 
MARIE RENAE HOFMEYER, BA 
Orange City 
Interior Design 
MICHELE HOFMEYER, BA 
Terril 
Interior Design 
#JOSEPH RYAN HOOTMAN, BA 
Bloomfield 
Textile and Apparel 
**JAIMIE ANN H OWARD, BA EDUCATION 
Sioux City 
Social Science and Psychology 
KEVIN R. HRODEY, BA 
Crystal Lake, Illinois 
History 
JILL ARLENE H UMPAL, BA EDUCATION 
Ridgeway 
Social Science 
*REBECCA LEANNE HUTCHINSON, BA 
Albia 
Political Science 
**KEVIN C. IHRKE, BA 
Garner 
Sociology 
ANDREA RENE IRWIN, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Psychology 
# RORY D. JACKSON, BA 
Pasadena, California 
Social Work 
BRADY ALAN JACOBSEN, BA 
Johnston 
Political Science 
#***LINDSAY NICOLE JENKINS, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Political Science 
University Honors 
Thesis/ Project Title: 
"Conscientious Communities: The 
Question of Government 
Legislation of Morality" 
ADAM CHRISTOPHER J E NINGS, BA 
Gilman 
Criminology 
LACEY Jo JOCHEMS, BA 
Newton 
Social Work 
HEATHER MARIE JOHNSON, BA 
Newell 
Criminology 
*JILL MARIE J OHNSO , BA 
Cedar Falls 
Psychology 
**TYLER JOHN J OHNSO , BA 
Blencoe 
Geography: Environmental 
JARED LEE JOHNSTON, BA 
Knoxville 
History 
#DARCY E. J OLLEY, BA 
Maxwell 
Social Work 
AMANDA J. J ORDANGER, BA 
Kanawha 
Psychology 
#*MEREDITH ANNE JUDGE, BA 
Marshalltown 
Social Work 
#***MOLLY J UHL, BA 
Garner 
Psychology 
#TRINA L. J UILFS, BA 
Wellman 
Psychology and Family Services 
#**CORENA L. KADOLPH, BA 
Story City 
Gerontology: Long Term Care 
STEPHANIE KAFTAN, BA EDUCATION 
Minot, North Dakota 
Social Science 
KA1HARINE E. KANTER, BA 
Cedar Falls 
History 
*JESSICA J. KASPARI, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Family Services 
***AMY Jo KAss, BA 
Merrill 
Political Science 
#*DIANE MARIE KAUFMAN, BA 
Dubuque 
Social Work and Criminology 
*RYAN PATRICK KEDLEY, BA 
Lowden 
Criminology 
LINDSEY J. KELLER, BA 
Dike 
Social Work 
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/\CORY KEMPEMA, BA EDUCATION 
Doon 
Social Science 
STEPHANIE IRENE KENNELL, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Criminology and Sociology 
KRISTIN KAY KERKHOFF, BA 
Carroll 
Family Services 
#KARISSA KESTER, BA 
Urbana 
Social Work 
ANDREW DAYMON KILGORE, BA 
Des Moines 
Sociology 
**TASHANA NICOLE KIRKPATRICK, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Psychology 
#TRAVIS ALAN KISNER, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Criminology 
*ELIZABE1H ANNE KIST, BA 
West Des Moines 
Psychology 
#TIFFANY LYNN Kl.AHN, BA 
Carroll 
Textile and Apparel 
#EDWARD KLEIN, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Psychology _ 
#JESSICA R. KLUESNER, BA 
Marion 
Social Work 
••• ASHLEY MARIE KLUVER, BA 
Carroll 
Public Administration: General 
Administration 
BLAKE KNOLL, BA 
Evansdale 
Sociology 
JASON J. KNUEVEN, BA 
Urbandale 
Criminology 
#JESSE T. KOCH, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Geography: Environmental 
# ASHLEY RENEE KOCKLER, BA 
Nevada 
Political Science 
#***JENNIFER KOENIG, BA 
Waverly 
Family Services 
D USTIN KOSCHMEDER, BA 
Riceville 
Geography 
GLEN PAUL KRAMER 
Dubuque 
Criminology 
#JODI LYNN KRUSE, BA 
Waukon 
Family Services 
CmACHI Kuo, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Sociology and Criminology 
.. KRAIG ARLYSS LAGESCHULTE, BA 
Marshalltown 
Criminology 
JEFFREY RONALD LANSI G, BA 
Cresco 
Social Work 
SAMUEL THEODORE LARSON, BA 
Lost Nation 
Geography 
#MELANIE ANN LARUE, BA 
Denver 
Psychology 
#•••TRACY LAZELLA, BA 
Des Moines 
Family Services 
•NICHOLE LEE, BA 
Urbandale 
Social Work 
#ELIZABETH CAREN LEGROS, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Social Work 
# SHEI-SHIEN LI, BA 
Newton 
Textile and Apparel 
•RACHEL LEAH LIEDTKE, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Criminology 
HOLLY ANN LINDERMAN, BA 
Mason City 
Family Services 
11' .. SARAH DOROTI!Y LI ONER, 
BA EDUCATION 
Ankeny 
Social Science 
MEGAN AMELIA LOEFFELHOLZ, BA 
Dick~yville, Wisconsin 
Interior Design 
•STEVEN LOHRER, BA 
Urbana 
Political Science 
•NICOLE A. LOVETT, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Psychology 
JONATHAN DOUGLAS LUCHSINGER, BA 
Fayette 
Geography: Geographic 
Information Science 
MICHAEL PAUL LUPKES, BA EDUCATION 
Ackley 
History 
MICHELLE LYNCH, BA 
New Hartford 
Psychology 
.. J ESSICA A. MAAss, BA 
Clive 
Sociology 
/\GREGORY KEITH MARSHALL, 
BA EDUCATION 
Indianola 
History 
ERICA AMEL MARTINEZ, BA 
San Antonio, Texas 
History 
#LISA DIANE MASKER, BA 
Omaha, Nebraska 
Textile and Apparel 
#BETH NICOLE MASSEY, BA 
Manning 
Social Work 
N ICOLE JEANETTE MATHEWS, 
BA EDUCATION 
Waterloo 
History 
EMILY S. MAYBERRY, BA 
Council Bluffs 
Psychology 
TYLER JAMES MCCARVILLE, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Political Science 
# ERICA MARIE M CCLELLAN, BA 
Council Bluffs 
Criminology 
•STEPHANIE NICOLE M c D ONALD, BA 
Waterloo 
Sociology 
NICOLE MARIE McGRATH, BA 
Indianola 
Interior Design 
M OLLY ANN M CPHERSON, BA 
Jefferson 
Psychology 
#JILL M CVEY, BA 
Iowa City 
Psychology 
M ELISSA RENAE ME KE, BA 
Fort Madison 
Social Work 
• AMANDA ELIZABETH M ERK.ES, 
BA EDUCATION 
Waverly 
History 
# MICHELLE LEE MEYER, BA 
Cortlandt Manor, New York 
Psychology 
E RNEST J. MIDDLETON III , BA 
Waterloo 
Public Administration: General 
Administration 
·BARBARA J. MILLER, BA 
Waverly 
Family Services 
SARA MARIE MILLER, BA E DUCATION 
Latimer 
History 
STEPHANIE NICOLE M ODLIN, BA 
Newton 
Social Work 
. .. AARON LEE MOEHLIS, BA EDUCATIO 
Waverly 
Social Science 
REGINE MONESTIME, BA 
Miami, Florida 
Social Work 
ll'IRIS TERESA MONTIJO, BA 
Chicago, Illinois 
Social Work 
#•J ULIANNA MARIE M OORE, BA 
Mechanicsville 
Social Work 
LEE MORALES, BA 
Hopkins, Minnesota 
Social Work 
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..., 
+•ROBERT F . M ORRISON J R. , BA 
Clarksville 
Psychology 
# BRIAN G. M ORTENSEN, BA 
Wilton 
Psychology 
ATASHA_KAY M OSIER, BA 
La Cygne, Kans;:i.s 
Psychology 
.. ANATHALIE MUKAGASANA, BA 
Kigali, Rwanda 
Public Administration: General 
Administration and French 
T HOMAS ARTHUR M ULLER, 
BA EDUCATION 
Osage 
Geography 
LINDSEY N. EHL, BA 
Waverly 
Social Work 
B RENT MICHAEL N ELSON, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Sociology 
... CARLY D EANNA N ELSON, BA 
Sergeant Bluff 
Sociology 
•E LIZABETH D. NELSON, BA EDUCATION 
Fairfield 
History 
MATTHEW LESTER NELSON, 
BA EDUCATION 
Decorah 
History 
.. LINDSAY KATHARINE N ICHOLS, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Family Services 
P ATIENCE NIMOTH, BA 
Saint Ansgar 
Psychology 
. .. STACEY ANNE NOBLE, BA EDUCATION 
Milford 
History 
Presidential Scholar 
Thesis/ Project Title: "A Look At 
The Little Rock Nine" 
AMY LYNN NOVAK, BA 
Conrad 
Criminology 
.. CALISTA STEPHANIE OBERHELMAN, BA 
Pomeroy 
Psychology 
M OLLY M. O 'BRIEN, BA 
Guttenberg 
Textile and Apparel 
.. KELLY LYNNE O 'BRYAN, BA 
Urbandale 
Psychology 
• • •JORDAN O CKERMAN, BA 
Mason City 
History 
ELIZABETH O 'D ONNELL, BA 
Mason City 
Social Work 
PRISCILLA J EAN P ACHECANO, BA 
San Antonio, Texas 
History 
••!(ARA SUSAN PARK, BA EDUCATION 
Wyoming 
History 
#***EMILY MARIE PARR, BA 
Vinton 
Psychology and Family Seroices 
*MATTHEW DAVID PARRINO, BA 
Urbandale 
Criminology 
D. TRENT PATTERSON, BA 
Winterset 
Political Science 
#**EMILY PELLEYMOUNTER, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Anthropology 
HOLLY MAE PETERSEN, BA 
Waterloo 
Social Work 
JILLIAN E. PETERSEN, BA 
Reinbeck 
Interior Design 
*KARI ANNE PETERSEN, BA 
Rockwell 
Psychology and Family Seroices 
NICOLE A. PETERSEN, BA 
Overland Park, Kansas 
Family Seroices 
#AMBER KAY PETTERSSON, BA 
Sioux Ciry 
Social Work 
BRIAN LIND PETULLO, BA EDUCATION 
Waterloo 
History 
MELISSA PHILIP, BA 
Waterloo 
Family Seroices 
TARA MARIE PICKERING, BA 
Calamus 
Family Seroices 
**ERIN TERESA PISCITELLI, BA 
Marshalltown 
Criminology 
*MICHAEL F. PISNEY, BA 
Iow a Falls 
Psychology 
#JESSICA L. PLINE, BA 
Dubuque 
Social Work 
AARON J. PLOESSL, BA 
Dubuque 
Political Science and Philosophy 
#JASO WILLIAM PUMPHREY, BA 
Ottumwa 
Family Seroices 
*EMILY J. PURVIS, BA 
Fremont, Nebraska 
Psychology and Family Seroices 
AMANDA E. QUALLEY, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Psychology 
ANGELA MARIE QUINN, BA 
Prole 
Social Work 
***ALISSA RENFROW, BA 
West D es Moines 
Psychology 
CHAILLE DAWN REYNOLDS, BA 
Panora 
Textile and Apparel 
MOLLY REBECCA REZAC, BA 
Armstrong 
Social Work 
#JEREMY DAVIS RHOADS, BA EDUCATION 
Omaha, Nebraska 
History 
HEIDI J. RINIKER, BA 
D u buque 
Criminology 
JEFFREY S. RITTER, BA 
W aterloo 
History 
ADAM D. ROBERTS, BA 
Burlington 
Political Science 
CHRISTOPHER ]AMES ROBERTSON, BA 
Camanche 
Criminology 
/\1\***JE NY LYNN ROKES, 
BA EDUCATION 
Dik e 
History 
#RU11-! MARY Ross, BA 
Des Moines 
Psychology 
TERESA RENEE Ross, BA 
Waterloo 
Social Work 
*CHRIS LEE ROTH, BA 
Hartley 
Criminology and Family Seroices 
DIANA ]. ROTH, BA 
Jesup 
Social Work 
**SARA ELIZABETH RUDE, BA 
Ankeny 
Psy chology and Criminology 
ELIZABETH ANNE RUFF, BA 
Dubuque 
Family Seroices 
MELISSA JEAN RUSH, BA 
Onawa 
Family Seroices 
RONALD M. RUSSELL, BA 
Marquette 
Family Seroices 
STEPHANIE M. SCHAAN, BA 
Waterloo 
Political Science 
**SARAH ANNE SCHABILION, 
BA EDUCATION 
Buffalo Center 
Social Science 
*ScoTT SCHALK, BA 
Davenport 
Criminology 
***JAREN SCHMITT, BA 
Osage 
Political Science 
/\KELLY SUE SCHMUDLACH, BA 
Fredricks burg 
Family Seroices . 
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JENNIFER R. SCHNELL, BA 
Torrance, California 
Psychology 
APRIL]. SCHOENEWE, BA 
Burlington 
Criminology 
KELLY MARIE SCHULTZ, BA 
Waverly 
Interior Design 
KATIE LYNN SCHWAGER, BA EDUCATION 
Davenport 
History 
#JILL Lr DA SCOLES, BA 
Charles Ciry 
Family Services 
#JEFFREY DAVID SCOTT, BA 
Jewell 
, Criminology 
]ESSICA ANN SCOTT, BA 
Laporte Ciry 
Criminology 
#MARIE CLAIRE SCOTT, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Social Work 
LINDSAY MARIE SEDLACEK, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Psychology 
AMY DANIELLE SEGOVIA, BA 
Plymouth 
Social Work 
/\**JUST! LEROY SEVERE 
Clear Lake 
Psychology and Sociology 
REBECCA LYNNE SHAW, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Family Seroices 
**RYAN DAVID SHELTON, BA 
Tama 
Social Work 
*GRIFFIN LEE SHOEMAKER, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Psychology 
JASON JAMES SIEMENS, BA EDUCATION 
Marshalltown 
Geography 
BRIAN LEE SIGLER, BA 
Portland, Oregon 
Criminology 
] ALISSA K. SIMMONS, BA 
Marengo 
Family Seroices 
BRANDI Jo SINCLAIR, BA 
Albia 
Social Work 
***STEPHE PAUL SKRAM, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Political Science and Economics: 
General Economics 
Universiry Honors w ith Distinction 
Thesis/ Project Title: "The 
Economic Argument Against 
Estate Tax Repeal " 
ELAINE LOUISE SLAGLE, BA 
Fort Dodge 
Psychology and Marketing: Sales 
and Advertising 
HAYLEY MORGAN SIATER, BA 
West Des Moines 
Political Science 
# AMY MARIE SMITH, BA 
Des Moines 
Family Services 
EMERALD EVETT SMITH, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Criminology 
#**LI DSEY NICOLE SMITH, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Textile and Apparel 
***JONA KAY SNEIDERMAN, 
BA EDUCATION 
Sheldon 
History 
J OSHUA D. SOESBE, BA 
Galt 
Criminology and Political Science · 
*TIMOTHY SPALIA, BA 
Ridgeway 
History 
*NICHOLAS J OHN STARK, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Political Science 
ANDREA MARIE STAUFFER, BA 
Allison 
Social Work 
SHELDON LEE STIEFEL, BA 
New Hampton 
Criminology 
WANDA A. STOAKES, BA 
Traer 
Sociology 
J ESSICA ROSE STOFFEL, BA 
Bern~rd 
Family Services 
#BRANDI STORMER, BA 
Carroll 
Psychology 
*ERIC STOWE, BA 
Waverly 
Psychology and Religion 
*JESSICA J OLAJNE STOWELL, BA 
Boone 
History 
MATTHEW M. STRAND, BA EDUCATION 
Alburnett 
History 
**ERIN ANNE STRELLNER, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Psychology 
SADIE KATHERINE STRONG, BA 
Mason City 
Psychology 
# MATTHEW CLARK STROUPE, BA 
Davenport 
History 
***BRADLEY M. STROUSE, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Political Science 
University Honors 
Thesis/ Project Title: "Brothers' 
Foundings" 
*JILL KATHLEEN SWANSON, BA 
Ankeny 
Criminology 
#*JESSICA ANNE SWEET, BA 
Des Moines 
Family Services 
#AARON PAUL SWENs-or-r,-BA - -
Radcliffe 
Criminology 
**RYAN YOSHIO TAKATSUKA, 
BA EDUCATION 
Fort Dodge 
Geography 
#JONI MARIE TEEL, BA 
Independence 
Family Services 
SHAWN TEMPLETO , BA 
Bloomfield 
Psychology 
*MEGAN M. TESENE, BA 
Des Moines 
Sociology 
NATALIE LYN TESLOW, BA 
Decorah 
Criminology 
TAJAH M. THEROITH, BA 
Waterloo 
Social Work 
*JILL ANN THIBADEAU, BA 
Dubuque 
Family Services 
JODI THOMAS, BA 
Wilton 
Criminology 
*ABBY MARIE THOMPSON, 
BA EDUCATIO 
North Mankato, Minnesota 
Social Science 
#JODI TODD, BA 
Fort Madison 
Social Work 
JONATHON D. TORREY, BA 
Dubuque 
Criminology 
NANCY RAE TRIMPE, BA 
Shellsburg 
Interior Design 
***MICHAEL KEITH TROYER, 
BA EDUCATION 
Osage 
Social Science 
*T!FFINEY Jo UNRUH, BA 
Martelle 
Psychology 
H EATHER VAN GORP, BA 
Kesley 
Criminology 
KATHRYN C. VAN LIEW, BA 
Des Moines 
Social Work 
EMILY M. VAN NORMAN, BA 
Sioux City 
Political Science 
CARRIE LYNN VAN SICKLE, BA 
Eagle Grove 
Criminology 
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B ENJAMIN JOHN V ANVLEET, 
BA EDUCATION 
Pleasant Hill 
History 
*CRYSTAL LYNN V AN WYK, BA 
Pella 
"' · Criminology 
#BROOKE- VISSER, B 
Pleasant Hill 
Textile and Apparel 
J ULIE ELIZABETH WAGNER, BA 
Waterloo 
Psychology 
KRISTINA W ALIACE, BA 
Odebolt 
Psychology 
RANDY WARD, BA 
Mason City 
Family Services 
#BETH ANN w ARDELL, BA 
Maynard 
Family Services 
MEESHA LYNN WEBER, BA 
Nevada 
Social Work 
TARA JEAN WEBSTER, BA 
Newton 
Social Work 
J EREMY ISAIAH WEEKS, BA 
Indianola 
Psychology 
ANNE MARIE WELBOURNE, BA 
Minden 
Criminology 
# ASHLEY WELLENDORF, BA 
Ida Grove 
Sociology and Criminology 
KRISTIN KAYE W ERMERSEN, BA 
Sioux Center 
Interior Design 
SARAH JANE WEST, BA 
Altoona 
Political Science 
***ANDREA LYNN WHITE, BA 
Chariton 
Geography: Geographic 
Information Science 
Presidential Scholar 
Thesis/ Project Title: "Push and 
Pull: Using Regression Models to 
Study the Influence of Economic 
Variables on Net Migration in 
Iowa Counties" 
/\SARA WHITE, BA E DUCATION 
Monticello 
History 
#BENJAMIN H UGH WICKS, BA 
Johnston 
Geography 
•p AULA ANN WILKJNS, BA 
Waterloo 
Social Work 
#ANGIE M. WILLENBORG, BA 
Carroll 
Interior Design 
ANGELA M. WILSON, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Sociology 
KEVI MICHAEL WILSON, BA 
Waterloo 
Geography: Environmental 
MATT WINTER, BA EDUCATIO 
Cedar Rapids 
History 
*RACHEL WISTEY, BA 
Clear Lake 
Family Services 
TONI ASMUS W UNDER, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Political Science 
ROXAN R. ZAMARRIPA, BA 
San Antonio, Texas 
Psychology 
*GREGORY ROBERT ZARS, BA 
Denver 
Sociology and Philosophy 
#MELIA R. ZARUBA, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Criminology 
67 
ANA ZIEGLER, BA 
Mason City 
Psychology 
#ALYSSA ZIMMERMAN, BA 
Pleasantville 
Social Work 
Banner Design 
1. The education symbol used for the Doctor of Education, the Specialist in Education and 
the Bachelor of Arts in Education degrees, as well as the College of Education, represents 
the teacher-student communication. 
2. The symbol for the Master's degree represents further study beyond the first four years. 
3. The four circles for the Bachelor of Arts degree denote four yea'fi6} study._ 
4. The Bachelor of Music and Master of Music degrees are represented on a musical staff 
5. The symbol for the Doctor of Technology incorporates an industrial and mechanical 
motif 
6. The area of Business is symbolized by circles in a chain of growth and development. 
7. The design of circles in a test tube represents the Sciences. 
8. The symbol for the Fine Arts evolved from a color wheel and developed into a 
representation of all the arts and their common unity. 
9. A symbol of the human mind represents the field of Social and Behavioral Sciences. 
10. The centering represents the campus and the four circles represent all campus study for 
the Bachelor of Liberal Studies degree. 
11. The symbol for the Specialist degree represents further study beyond the Master's level. 
12. The symbol/or Continuing Education and Special Programs represents campus 
outreach and educational growth. 
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